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Redistr icting Move Losses Heavy
For South Viet
Deadlocked in State Nam Forces

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Reapportionment of the Minnesota
Legislature remained in the political arena today, with no
further action toward the job of
redistricting.
Democratic - Farmer - Labor
Party Chairman George Fan
criticized Conservatives, who
control both houses of the Legislature, for refusing Gov. Karl
F, Rolvaag's demand that they
come to some agreement with
him before any special session
on reapportionment is called.
The governor, whose veto of
the 1965 reapportionment bill

was upheld by the State Supreme Court last Friday, reiterated his stand Monday after
Conservatives refused his demand.

governor was "acting: in the
best interests of the state."
A three - judge federal court
ruled in December 1964 that the
legislative reapportionment did
not conform to the U. S.
"If the Legislature is willing Supreme- Court's "one man, one
to abdicate now and leave the vote" rule.
job to a federal court, it should
abdicate for all time and set up While giving the Legislature
machinery for some other time to draw new district lines,
group to reapportion in the fu- the judges said the nine plaintiffs in the reapportionment
ture," Fan said Tuesday.
suit
"may seek further relief
He accused the Republican oriented Conservatives of "mon- from this court at any time."
The plaintiffs' attorney, Verumental arrogance". and told a
news conference that the DFL non Bergstrom, said Tuesday,
"We are consulting now and
trying to determine what type
of relief, if any, to ask for." He
said he expected agreement
among his clients this week.
On another political front, Republican S t a t e Chairman
George Thiss released copies of
a letter to prospective candidates, which reportedly had
suggested that GOP speakers
avoid commenting on sales tax
proposals —a suggestion Farr
also criticized Tuesday.

Big Airlift From
Cuba Launched

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP ) — The destruction of
South Viet Nam's 7th Regiment
in savage fighting Saturday
raised the Vietnamese weekly
combat dead to 459, the government's second-highest toll of th MIAMI, Fla. (AP) - Cuban
war, a U.S. military spokesman refugees start streaming into
announced today.
the United States today in one cf
Another 185 government sol- the most extensive airlifts of its
diers were missing in action and kind in history.
661 were wounded, the spokes- The first airliner in the schedman said.
uled daily movement was exThe number of American pected to land in Miami shortly
dead dropped to 40 in the week before noon today with 93 Cuending last Saturday, the bans.
spokesman said. This compared Between 800 and 1,000 refuwith 240 Americans killed the gees are expected weekly startprevious week, the biggest U.S.
casualty list since the United
States began sending troops to
Viet Nam nearly five irears ago.

ing next week. The air lift, the
product of negotiations between
the U. S. and Cuban governments, is to continue indefinitely. Most of the exiles are to be
transferred to cities throughout
the nation.

Refugees qualifying for the
migration program are those
with relatives in this country.
Parents of children in the United States will be given preference, a U. S. official said.
Today's flight was the first
between Cuba and the United
One flight daily Is expected States by commercial airlines
this week and two flights daily since June 1963. The U. S. govafter that. Sundays and possibly ernment is paying the refugees'
Saturdays will be excluded.
fares.

The flights, between Veradero, Cuba, and Miami, followed
boat lifts from Camarioca and
Matanzas, Cuba, to Key West,
Fla., which brought more than
3,000 refugees. The final boatload of 18 men, 42 women and
23 children reached Key West
Tuesday night aboard the U. S.chartered Skipper K.
This migration followed a
September 28 offer by Cuban
Prime Minister Fidel Castro to
remove departure restrictions.
The restrictions continued, in
the case of youths of military
age, physicians and some technicians.
Nine airlines are to alternate
in flying in refugees. The first,
Pan American World Airways,
will transport them till Christmas.

In addition, 117 Americans
were wounded and fire were
missing. More than 1,300 Americans have been killed in the
Viet Nam combat.
The U.S7 toll last week was
also fa rbelow the 70 and 85
Americans killed in the first two
However, the letter contained weeks of November.
no mention of a sales tax. But No U.S. units engaged Comit did caution candidates that munist forces of any size during
the party -will not take an of- the week, while the Viet Cong
ficial position on tax reform be- made at least two and possibly
fore its state convention is held three regimental-sized attacks
in June.
on Vietnamese units. Five other
The letter was couched in Communist attacks were of batterms of suggestion rather than talion size and four were of
as a mandate. Thiss wrote that company size.
"It seems to me" that the The spokesman said 1,539 Viet
American Allied Insurance Co. Cong were killed during the
case is the no. 1 campaign is- week, giving U.S. and governBEAVER, Utah (AP) - Idensue.
tification of the bodies of five
ment troops a favorable kill raFarr accused Thiss of advo- tio of 3 to 1.
persons, killed in a plane crash
cating a "gossip" campaign Many of the South Vietnamese
on a 12,000-foot mountain, was
about the failure of the insur- soldiers fell in the devastating
under way today.
ance company. The DFL chair- attack on the 7th Regiment on
The bodies were recovered
man also said, "We are opposed an abandoned French rubber
Tuesday from wreckage of the
to a general sales tax," while plantation 45 miles northwest of
Minnesota craft.
the Republican Party has not Saigon Saturday. Some U.S. adA helicopter from Salt Lake
made its position clear. City
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» picked up the bodies at the
visers were among the casualties.
AMBASSADOR WELCOMED . . . A Polish the railroad station and shouted put "long mountain's 11,100-foot level at
No major ground action was woman, right foreground, appjauds as John A.
live the ambassador" and sang out "may he the crash rite, in south - central
reported today, but the Viet Gronousld, left, giveshis first interview on Po- live 100 years" when the former postmaster Utah. The helicopterbrought the
Cong kept up guerrilla pressure, lish soil at railroad station on arrivingin War- general stepped from his train. (AP Photo- bodies down the mountain,
where sheriff's officers were
striking before dawn at three
waiting with four-wheel drive
small government outposts in saw to take over his new post as U.S. am- fax via cable from Warsaw)
vehicles to take them to a Beathe central highlands south of bassador. The Poles lined the platforms of
ver mortuary.
the big U.S. air base at Da
Nang, Cornmunications went
Ironically, search planes had
dead with one of the camps.
flown 100 yards abov$ the crash
U. S. Marines had their Unit
site late last week, but snow
action hfsozne time in the Huecovered the airplane.
ROSES qUEEN . , . Cerblft'C^, above/ a 19-year-old
Phu Bai area north ©f Da Nang,
Searchers dug through three
OTTAWA (AP) — Canadian exchanging fire with about 20
sophomoreat Pasadena, Caia., City College,has been chosen
feet of snow Tuesday to recover
two of the bodies.
as tyieen of the annual Tournamentof Roses. She's 5 feet officials said today the U. S. Viet Cong. The Leathernecks
Sheriff Kay Gillies said the
e&, weighs 128 pounds, and has brown hair and green eyes. nuclear bombs on planes of oth- killed one Communist and
er Atlantic Alliance nations are wounded four while taking light
plane evidently struck a clump
(AP Photofax)
nothing more than tin cans until casualties, the spokesman said.
of pine trees, sheared off parts
U. S. teams arm titem on in- Air attacks continued on
of a wing and motor, careened
structions from the V. S. Presi- North Viet Nam with strikes JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP) of Economic Advisers.
deems noninflationary. How- another 200 feet and hit another
north and south of Hanoi, the — President Johnson, concerned When it occurs, the session ever, federal officials avoided large pine tree chopping it down
dent
and then crashed into the mounThey said nuclear bombs are capital. U. S. Air Force F105 about record living costs rising probably will be labeled a rou- the scare word "inflation."
Thunderjets
damaged
a
tain.
railroad
plans
at
a
close-to-inflation
rate,
tine, periodic meeting of the Johnson's concern about a
slung under a certain number of
Canadian and West German bridge and cratered several an early meeting with key eco- group which, before Johnson's possible new wage-price spiral, Civil Aeronautic! Board invesF104 Starfighter jets in West highways northwest of Hanoi, nomic advisers to map a feder- Oct. 8 surgery, got together with born of a significant boost in tigators surveyed the crash
Germany when the planes are while jets and propeller-driven al campaign against further him at the White House about federal spending to finance the Tuesday.
once every six weeks.
on what is known as "quick ac- Skyralders from the carriers hikes in price tags.
wax in Viet Nam, has been evi- Only four persons from MinTiconderoga and Bon Homme Johnson is expected to meet
neapolis, were thought to have
tion alert."
One reason for passing off dent for months.
Richard
dropped
30
tons
ol
within the next week or 10 days, such a conference in routine
v
been aboard when the twinThe bombs are useless until bombs on freight cars, army either at his ranch home near fashion — at least in advance — It was ' this concern that engine Travelaire disappeared
. LONDON (AP)—Prime Minis- have to seek help elsewhere.
ter Harold Wilson rushed Com- Wilson had planned to go be- they are armed with various barracks and bridges near the here or in Washington, with could be the potential impact on prompted him to invite steel Nov. 14 on a flight from Los
monwealth Secretary Arthur fore the House of Commons secret mechanical and electron- coastal city of Vinh, a U. S. what he terms his economic financial markets for stocks, wage negotiators to the White Angeles to Salt Lake City.
"quadriad" — Secretary of the bonds and, equally important, House in late August to work Originally there had been five
Bottomley to Zambia today to Tuesday night to announce that ic devices which can be opera- spokesman said.
out a new contract that would in the party, but the fifth perresolve a snag in arrangements troops were on the -way. But a ted only by the U. S. custody He said Air Force and Navy Treasury Henry H. Fowler, for money.
to send British troops to protect last-minute hitch developed, team and the U. S. nuclear offi- planes flew 29 armed reconnais- Budget Director Charles L. The "money markets" deter- not do violence to federal wage- son, Dr. Felix Ramirez, was
sance missions into North Viet Schultze, Chairman William Mc*
price guidelines.
thought to have stayed in Calithe big Kariba Dam on Zam- apparently over British insist- cer, the officials said,
Nam in the past two days. All Chesney Martin of the Federal mine short-term borrowing
the
planes
are
fornia.
bia's frontier with rebellious ence that the troops should be In addition,
The
same
concern
prompted
costs
that
affect
everyone
from
aircraft returned safely, he re- Reserve Board and Chairman
Rhodesia.
used only on the Zambian side guarded by armed U. S. sentries ported.
Gardner Ackiey of his Council big industrialists to household- the President, acting through Dr. Ramirez was an instructor
in "pens" behind closed doors,
ers buying a new refrigerator subordinates, to counter an- at the University of Minnesota.
Wilson gave Bottomley full of the frontier.
nounced increases in aluminum His associates in San Francisco
on installment credit.
power to reach agreement with Some reports said Kaunda or they said. The pilots stay near
but
not
in
them.
the
planes
Kenneth
President
Zambia's
The Labor Department an- and copper prices within the feared be made the flight after
some members of his Cabinet The planes do not take off unKaunda on the conditions under
nounced
Tuesday in Washington past month. Those price hikes he didn't contact them later.
the dam can be less war starts, whether the
The four originally reported in
which the British force would insisted that
that living costs rose by two- were canceled.
protected only if British troops bombs are armed or unarmed,
the plane were the pilot, Herm
tenths
of
one
per
cent
in
OctoJohnson
himself
has
kept
sioperate.
are stationed on the ' Rhodesian the officials said. Tbe alert is to
ber to an historic peak. The in- lent on prices in recent weeks. Hemker, 26, identified Tuesday
Kaunda asked Britain to send side of the big power installa- prevent the planes being decrease, the most rapid in some But his actions, as carried out night, Mrs. Jane Reeves, 52,
troops after the power line from tion.
stroyed on the ground.
five years, nudged the upper by lesser officials, have sig- and two 19-year-old University
of Minnesota coeds, Mary Klesthe dam to the Zambian copper Some sources said Wilson had
limits of what the government naled his deep concern.
slg and Nancy Delau.
belt was sabotaged last week. been reluctant to have British The Canadian sources said tbe WASHINGTON (AP) - The is going to take full part."
Kaunda said otherwise he would troops stationed near the border same arrangements apply to man picked by President John- Hyland is a one-time Naval
because he feared incidents West Germany, the Nether- son as the new commander of Academy swimmer who found it
might occur accidentally that lands, Belgium and other North the 7th Fleet is a carrier-bomb- more fun to fly and did it in
would increase the bitterness Atlantic Treaty Organization er expert whose planes provide World War II with an abandon
between the British and Rho- countries that have bilateral a hefty punch for U. S. forces in that brought him a fist full of
nuclear agreements with the Viet Nam.
desian governments.
citations and a chest full of
United States.
For Rear Adm. John J. HyThe Rhodesian Prime Minis- They said American nuclear land the 53-year-old soft-spo- medals.
,
ter Ian Smith said Tuesday warheads of up to 60 kilotons — ken, balding Navy air eagle se- It also brought him at the end
night he would welcome British equivalent to 60,000 tons of TNT lected over the heads of 72 sen- of the war the job of coordinattroops on the Zambian side qf — have been stored since last ior rear admirals, the job ing carrier-based bombings of
the Japanese home islands.
the dam.
year at the Zweibruecken and means a return to a familiar
Smith indicated, however, Baden-Soelllngen Canadian air station. But this time as skip- This experience may be a
that his forces would resist if bases in West Germany.
prime reason the President
per.
the
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS the British troops crossed
warheads are firmly in And it means going with one reached deep into the ranks of
The
border.
Navy flag officers — Hyland is
goal.
Minnesota rounded out 11 The Kariba Dam forms a 2,- the custody and control of
"The President has said we 111th on the seniority list — for
be
and
can
personnel
American
night
months oi 1965 Tuesday
OOO-squ&re-mue lake on the
are absolutely determined to a successor to Vice Adm. Paul
with 751 traffic fatalities, 17 be- Zambezi River, the frontier be- used only on the authority of U. win this war," he said Tuesday J. Blackburn, who is ill in Jasaid.
the
officials
S.
personnel,
of
a
year
mark
low the record
night after the announcement of pan.
tween Zambia and Rhodesia. Its
ago.
his appointment.
hydroelectric plants power the
Much of the bombing of North
The latest victims included mines' of the Zambian - copper Japan Population
"I'm darn sure the 7th Fleet Viet Nam is by planes of the 7th
James 0. Todd, 6, who died belt and Rhodesia's booming
Fleet's three carriers, two in
Monday of Injuries he suffered consumer Industries. It is ad- Put at 98,281 ,955
the South China Sea near the
Nov. 17 when hit by a car near ministered jointly by the RhoGulf of Tonkin and one farther
(AP)
Japanese
—The
TOKYO
aiter
he
his rural Osseo home
south.
govern- government says that Japan's
desian
and
Zambian
stepped from a school bus; and ments, hut all the power plant
The new commander plans to
Arnold Viosar, 26, Delano, who now in operation la on the Rho- population reached 08,281,055 on
leave Friday for Hawaii and
Oct. 1, an increase of 4,86O,<)00
AW
died when a truck rolled off
SHOPPING
conferences at Pacific Comor 5.2 per cent over 1960. It said
Minn. 5$ near Hamel Monday. desian side.
DAYS LEFT
mand headquarters, then to Jathere was an average 266 perM^
The Highway Patrol said Viepan and then to his flagship, the
sons per one square kilometer.
WEATHER
¦
sar swerved the natural gaa
cruiser Oklahoma City. He will
LOCAL WEATHER
truck to avoid a collision with
get his third star, and a recess
Goodfellows
a school bus driven by Mrs. Official observations for the
appointment as vice admiral.
Loretta J. Eckea, 154, rural 24 hours ending at 12 m. today ;
Contributions
SEALS
fijMTB
Ml
CHRISTMAS
A "Navy brat ," Hyland gradReeves, 52, Minneapolis , and two 19-yeur-old
BODIES OF FIV E MINNESOTANS wcro
Hamel. There were no passeng- Maximum, 43: minimum, 19;
Oilier RESPIRATORY DISEASES
uated from the Naval Academy recovered Tuesday from the wreckage of this
soon, 43; precipitation, none.
University of Minnesota co-eds, Mary KlesW77
ers on tbe bus.
Previously listed
in 11)34 , 34 years after his father, plane on Mount Belknap, in central Utah. A
FEDERL FORECAST
5
sing and Nancy DoLau, and Felix Ramirez,
Anonymous
Tbe Ramsey County coroner
a Navy captain. He was born In helicopter from Salt Lake City picked up tlio
31), a foreign graduate student at the uniruled after tin inquest Tuesday WINONA AND VICINITY - In Memory of
Philadelphia, went to high
tonight
Mostly
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that Contril Barber, 8, St. Paul,
and
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them
to
versity . The plane crashed Nov. 14 on a return
bodies
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died Nov. 22 of the injuries he and Thursday. Low tonight 22- A. E. Urnen
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Victims
flight to Minneapolis from Los Angeles. (AP
were
Horm
vehicles
waiting
below.
EUadL.
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lists Deep River, Conn., as his
suffered when hit by a cur in 30, high Thursday 42-52. Fair
Photofax )
of
Richfield
;
Mrs.
Delmar
Hemker,
28,
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official
home.
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Total To Date
and mild Friday.
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the city two days earlier.
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Bodies of 5
Taken From
WreckedPlane

Bombs Useless
Until Armed,
Canadians Say

LBJ Concerned Over
Rising Living Costs

iambi Troop
Plan Snags

Carrier Expert
7th Fleet Chief

751 Traffic
Fatalities in
11 Months
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Trempealeau Welfare
Costs Go Up $26 ,608

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) Burials — OAA , $3,952; blind,
—According to the annual re- $29.3; total , $4,245.
port of the Trempealeau County REIMBURSEMENTS for the
public w e l f a r e department, year were $692 ,225, as follows:
adopted by members of the Federal - OAA , $293,962; ADC,
; blind, $7,154 ; disabled,
County Board of Supervisors at $59,543
$32,976 ; total , $393 ,636. State —
(heir November session, total OAA , ' $162 ,563: ' ADC, $40,155
expenditures of all types of as- blind , $7 ,774 ; disabled , $23,737 ;
sistance granted, plus adminis- total . $234,231.
tration, during year ending Oct. Administration costs were
SI was $867,008.
Reimbursements were
State and federal reimburse- $82,l4fi.
,
leaving
$33 ,392 as net to
$48,754
ments, estate collections and the county.
" i
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refunds amounted to 1740,979,
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leaving a net cost to the counSoft and Curfrft
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ty of $126,029.
GRAND total of assistance
and administration at the end
of the 1964 period was $840,400.
The increase in costs from the
19*4 to the 1965 period was $26, B08.
A reduction of 34 cases in old
age assistance applications processed and approved for assistB°y,,4G,rU'
ance was noted. This decline is
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use of available resources.
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trend will continue due to more United States would point out to
liberal eligibility requirements. the General Assembly's main
A marked increase was re- political committee that the Soported in the aid to dependent viet Union omitted mention of
children program. The active Western claims that vast numcaseload has increased to 56, in- bers of nuclear warheads in the
volving a total of 60 adults and Soviet Ukraine are directed
373 children.
against Western Europe.
lh the blind aid program the
number of cases remains the Semyon K. Tiarapkin. chief
Soviet arms negotiator, made :
same.
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"One
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would
cause
the
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death of millions of EuroW M peans," the Soviet envoy deTotal assistance expenditures clared.""We must put an end to
who have
for the year were $748,982. This these atomic maniacs
includes the following: Grants flooded Europe' with nuclear
—old age assistance, $204,386; weapons.
ADC, $95,455; ADC Foster "Against whom have the
homes, $329; aid to blind. $5,- Americans stored this mon136; aid to disabled, $28,810; strous
amount of nuclear wartotal, $335,115.
heads? They are directed
Medical — . OAA, $340,490; against the Socialist countriesof
ADC $32, 141; ADC f o s t e r Eastern Europe."
A
homes, $149; blind, $20,144; disM B M
the
Soviet
UnTsarapkin
said
,
abled, $52,576 ; total, $445,501.
ion 1? ready to support denuclearized zones in Africa, cenFA
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that may be proposed, if other
^
nuclear powers assume the
same obligations. ,
He asserted (hat the United
States appears interested only
in denuclearizing such areas as
Antarctica because "there are
only a few dozen people there."
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Russ Charges
On N-Weapons
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ion links denuclearization with
dismantling of all foreign mili- Irtjitfu ^f \\
tary bases and that this principle should hold in any move to K\Aa!uT a^UBk^i^m ^m ^mmam ¦
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denuclearize Africa.
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The United States has accused
the Soviets of pushing denuclearization in Europe and other
regions to try to point up its demands that foreign bases owned Bulk'lk aB l^aB^aB^Hal
by the West be shut down.
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Jury Awards Warmer Weather Work Begins
Private
Downtown
Pedestrian Hit
$700 for Crash To Stay in Area On New School
Damage to Car
Af St. Charles Development Aired On Broadway;
Bones Broken

Dr. Anastasios G. Tsakiris,
Rochester, won a $700 verdict
Tuesday afternoon in "District
Court for damages sustained in
a two-car collision last Christmas Day at Lewiston.
Foreman Richard W. O'Bryan brought in the jury's verdict
at 4:30 p.m. The case had gone
to the jury at 12:06 p.m.- after
a trial lasting a day and a half.
ATTY. David T. Bishop. Rochester, representing Tsakiris
had indicated before testimony
began that he would ask about
$1,500 compensation for his client's injuries and damage to his
car.
However, during the trial,
Bishop only brought forward
evidence concerning damages
to the car. Tsakiris testified
that he had sold :his car for $30
after the accident and that it
had been worth about $700 previously.
Tsakiris was driving east on
U.S. 14 behind a green car
Christmas Day at about 9 a.m.
as they approached the highway 's intersection with CSA 25,
scene of the accident.
The green car unexpectedly
slowed down and turned right
without signalling, witnesses
agreed; and Tsakiris had pulled into the westbound lane to
get around the green vehicle.
It was there that he collided
head-on with a car driven west
by defendant Robert J. Dennis,
719 Grand St. Dennis was represented in court by Attorney
S. A. Sawyer.
BISHOP TOLD the jury that
Dennis had had time to avoid
the accident and therefore
should be held liable for Tsakiris' damages.
(Dennis had testified that he
was driving 30 m.p.h. but saw
Tsakiris' car only after it pulled in front of him about 60
feet away. Both sides had testimony that the highway's north
shoulder was wide enough for
a car and on a level with the
highway.)
Jurors were: Mrs. Mildred
Lehnertz, Harry Foust, William
Reps, Gerald W. Nelson, Louis
Walters, John Kryzer, LeRoy
Greenwood, George Bilskemper, Mrs. Vernon Flint, O'Bryan, Mrs. Muriel M. Okland and
Mrs. David F. Stark.

Galesville OKs
Higher Budget

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
—A budget of $79,574 and tax
levy of $41,184 were adopted
by the Galesville City Council
Monday night.
The budget is more than $4,©00 higher than 1965 expenditures (10 months actual and
two months estimated). Revenues other than tax levy are estimated at $38,389, approximately $2 ,000 less than last
year.
The levy is about $522 more
than levied for 1965.
The total tax roll will be
about $150,783. Taxes levied by
Gale-Ettrick school total $66,209; Trempealeau County taxes
including principal and interest
due from municipalities to the
state trust fund total $42,481,
and state taxes on property are
$908.
The council accepted the bid
of Walter Ekern, La Crosse, for
a sewer extension of about 300
feet. His bid price was $1,365.
Ekern agreed to follow changes
suggested by the state Board of
Health.
The council voted to purchase
a 1966 police car from Johns
Motor Sales, Galesville, at $1,678, plus trade-in of the current
car.
The sum of $300 was voted
to aid in financing tlie municipal liquor store, of which
Mrs. Alma Quinn is manager.
The committee , on streets
was authorized to place guard
rails at the Wilber Dick service station on the north end
of the business district. It is
located at the head of a steep
hill and dropoff.

State Hospita l
Worke rs Complain
To Gov. Rolvaag
CAMBRIDGE, Minn. (AP) About a dozen employes at
Cambridge State School and
Hospital told Gov. Karl F. Rolvaag Tuesday that their ward
building is understaffed and that
male employes usually leave
becaase of low wages.
The employes, mostly psychiatric aides, met briefly with the
governor as he made one of a
number of tours of etate facilities. They said women aides
often are unable to handle
patients.
Starting pay for psychiatric
aide trainees is $271) a month ,
Rolvaag said that , although
the Legislature had authorized
80 new jobs at Cambridge since
his tour two years ago, improvements are "obviously so minute
thut thev 're almost immeasur« ble "
,,
t
The employes were to be added over two years beginning last
July 1.

A burst of summer-like weather shot the thermometer up to
43 at noon today and the weatherman predicted mostly fair and
mild conditions for tonight and
Thursday.
A low of 22-30 was predicted
for tonight and a high of 52
for Thursday. Mostly fair and
mild was the outlook for Friday, too.

Saturday, Sunday or Monday.
Only below zero reading in
the state was —2 at Hibbing.
International Falls had 13 above
and Bemidji 14. At Rochester
the low was 22 after a Tuesday
high of 28 and La Crosse posted
extremes of 25 and 29 for the
24 hours.
A clearing trend that started
in WISCONSIN late Tuesday afternoon continued this morning
with mostly clear skies over the
state.
There were a few scattered
very light snow flurries Tuesday
with a trace of snow reported
at Madison, Beloit, Green Bay,
Wausau and Eau Claire. However, the State Traffic Patrol
reported today that all main
highways are in good condition.
Maximum temperatures Tuesday were generally below the
seasonal normals. The highest
temperature reported in the
state was 31 degrees at Racine.
Minimum temperatures Tuesday night were somewhat warmer than those of the previous
night. The lowest temperature
reported in the state was 17 in
the Beloit and Superior area.
THE NATION'S high reading
Tuesday was 78 at Thermal,
Calif. The low today was 2 below zero at Hibbing, Minn.

Organization of private devel- development to the adoption of holdouts who refuse to join in
ment associations for block-by- general themes for districts such programs are usually perblock upgrading of business comprising a few blocks, Mullin suaded by the good examples of
neighborhoods was discussed to- said. In Morris, Minn., business- their neighbors, he said.
A 48-year-old Winona lumber
day by about 35 retailers who es joined the city government in
operate in east 2nd, 3rd and clearing back lots for off-street IF MUNICIPAL bonding Is executive suffered multiple fracparking. Then they painted rear needed for improvement financ- tures, cuts and bruises when he
4th street locations.
The 10 a.m. meeting at the facades of their buildings a uni- ing, Mullin said, they are fre- was struck by a half-ton panel
quently retired by levies against
Labor Temple was sponsored by form color.
THIRTY-TWO was the high
the Winona Chamber of Com- In White Bear Lake, downtown benefited properties instead of truck today at 7:50 a.m. at East
here for Tuesday and 30 the
merce. Ralph Mullin, district merchants adopted a "frontier spreading cost to all taxpayers. Broadway and Lafayette Street
overnight low. Low Thursday
manager for the U.S. Chamber town" architectural theme with Parking meter incomes are Robert S. Horton, 48, 676 Waimorning had been 16. A year
of Commerce, told of develop- each building therein conforming sources of off-street parking nut St., has a broken pelvis,
TOTAL OF all construction ment plans that other business either by remodeling or as new improvement funds, he said.
ago today the high was only 18
and equipment contracts, in- communities have set up.
Conducting
the
meeting, broken left forearm, broken
and the low —4 with an inch
construction,
will
cluding
science
equipment,
Donald Groen, assistant cham- right collarbone and three brokand a half of snow on the
PROJECTS initiated by pri- Groups taking such voluntary ber manager, said its purpose en bones in the left hand. He
be $1,190,864.
ground.
The fiscal agent's bill is $3,500 vately organized associations action cannot force 100 percent was to encourage individuals to also may have internal injurAll-time high for Dec. 1 was
and architect's fees are estimat- have ranged from full area re- compliance, he conceded. But think about improvements. If ies. He is in Community
60 in 1962 and the low for the
Meed at $70,000, bringing the total
the desire to get action exists,
day —12 in 1893. Mean for the
morial
Hospital.
for
the
new
school
to
$1,264,364
he said , the chamber would
past 24 hours was 36 in contrast
Season Produces
Horton is president of Standwhich is slated for completion
help wherever possible.
with a normal mean for this
by February 1967.
2 Tropical Storms
time of tbe year of 26.
Several questions about the ard Lumber Co. ^
The total is more than $20,status of urban renewal plans Horton was struck in the west
The extended forecast for
And 4 Hurricanes
000 under the bond issue of $1,
the next five days indicates
were answered by James Klein- crosswalk as he walked north
285,000 sold for the school.
area temperatures will av(AP) -The 1965 schmidt, urban renewal director across Broadway, according to
MIAMI
,
Fla
.
The board Monday night voterage about 7 degrees above
h u r r i c a n e season, which for the Housing and Redevelop- the police report. He had ened to install a freight elevator
normal daytime highs of 26
ment Authority of Winona.
tered the eastbound traffic lane
in the shaft which is in the conspawned the most destructive
to 35 and nighttime lows of
Easterly parts of the business nearest the center line when he
struction
plans.
Bids
will
be
storm in U.S. history, com- district are seen as a combined
10 to 20.
(
was hit by the. panel truck drivopened on the elevator at the
prised two tropical storms and service, business and residen- en by ArthuA A. Sievers, 40,
Precipitation through Monday
board meeting in January. The
is not expected to average much
estimated elevator cost is $13,- ST. PAUL (AP) - Joseph S. four hurricanes between June 1 tial area in current downtown 301 E. King St/.
more than one-tenth of an inch
planning, he said. A somewhat Sievers toki investigating pa000.
Cotter, 53, Rochester banker, and Nov. 30.
in a little rain or snow about
No provision in the bidding pleaded guilty in U.S. District The one hurricane that revised downtown plan is now trolman Robert Theis that he
being finished, he said, since was blinded by the early-mornwas made for blacktopping or Court today to misapplying $75 „reached the U.S. mainland was the Cit Council and Board of ing sun and was watching a
landscaping the grounds.
y
000 from the First National Bank Betsy , which slammed into MiEducation decided against a vehicle making a turn just beof
Rochester.
SCHWANKE Masonry, Inc.,
ami on Sept. 8, then roared downtown location for the new fore he hit Horton.
who received the general con- Cotter was released on his own across the gulf of Mexico and vocational-technical school.
POLICE charged Sievers with
struction contract at $693,400, recognizance during a presen- battered New Orleans two days
tence
investigation.
failure
to yield the right of way
prepared
plan,
moved
in
Tuesday
and
began
THE
FINAL
1965
later.
, -Precipitation staking the new school, which Cotter waived indictment be- Betsy left 75 persons dead in by Nason, Law, Wehrman & to a pedestrian in a crosswalk.
—Temperature—
will be presented to Horton was hurled part way
will be directly south of High- fore Judge Edward Devitt and
Degree '(¦ Inches
Florida and Louisiana and a Knight,
authority this across the intersection by the
way
14
in
the
east
end
of
town.
the
housing
Max. Min. Mean Normal Days Total Normal
entered the plea to one count of damage toll of more than a bilKleinschmidt said. impact. He was rushed to the
November . . . . . . 70 13 36.45 35.1
559
1.56
1.61 Heavy equipment was expected a three-count information filed lion dollars. The previous month,
Thereafter, it will be reviewed hospital by ambulance and did
October
84 27 '50.90 46.3
437
1.01
2.49 here today for excavating.
The other construction con- by Assistant U.S. Atty. Hartley record holder was a storm in by the council and the City not i lose consciousness.
September . . . . . 84 35 56.06 62,5
270
10.13
3.76
Nordin.
1955 which caused $800 million
to the right front of
Planning Commission, he said. Damage
August
95 44 68.91 70.4
—
4.42
3.62 tracts also went to low base Nordin said the government damage in New England.
' panel truck was $15. Pathe
bidders:
Kirckhof
Plumbing
&
improvements
be
Should local
July
97 52 70.41 75.4 . ¦—
5.82
3.70
would dismiss the other two
started under private develop- trolman Willis H. Wogan asJune
92 47 66.56 68.8
—
2.05
4.70 Heating, mechanical, $247,500, counts when Cotter is sentenced.
ment plans, Kleinschmidt said, sisted Theis in, the investigaMay
90 31 60.99 56.5
124
3.07
4.06 and Nietz Electric & Appliance, The other counts involved miselectrical,
$126,970.
All
constructhey could be coordinated gen- tion.
April
81 26 42,38 47.7
678
3.79
2.31
application of 40,000 and embeztion
contracts
went
to
Rocheserally with overall planning.
March . . . . . . . . 43 -16 22.35 32.3 1,322
2.74
1.62
zlement of $17,500.
Then, if urban renewal is finFebruary
49 -21 13.03 18.9 1,455
1.45
.97 ter firms.
The board selected an alterally adopted, there would be
January . . . . . . . 46 -24 13.85 17.3 1,585
.71 ' 1.17
nsed
Cotter
told
the
court
he
nate for mechanical construcno need for projects in such
as
a
transfer
on
bank
the
$75,000
already rehabilitated sectors,
1965 Total to Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;6,450
36.75 30.01 tion, saving $1,800 by choosing books to "cover up" previous
Trane ventilating equipment.
1964
he said.
transfers.
All equipment contracts went
December ...739 -12 17.85 21.5 1,462
.85
1.11
to
the low bidders except for He also faces prosecution in
MULLIN s e c o n de d the
November .... 76 —4 38.56 35.1
793
1.54
1.61
home economics case work, state court. A preUminary hear- CLEVELAND (AP) - The thought. It is mostly a case of
ing is scheduled in Rochester eight Great Lakes states, plus deciding to do something, then
Totals for all of 1964
6,877
21.20 31.07 which was let to St. Charles Municipal Court Dec. 15.
Kitchens, Minneapolis, at $6,industrial firms in the states, sitting down with the planning
354, which will provide better Cotter was arrested Nov. 10 must pay most of the estimated Commission to work out agree- Two defendants paid $100 and
following examination of the $20 billion needed to clean up ment on uses, he stated.
materials, the board said.
$35 in fines, respectively, after
WITH THE exception of the bank by State Public Examiner the lakes, a federal official says. Some audience members, ap- pleading guilty to traffic chargscience equipment low bid of Robert Whitaker.
James M. Quigley, assistant parently intrigued by the local- es today in municipal court.
Hauenstein & Burmeister, Inc.,
secretary of health, education, action idea, felt that to go Judge John D. McGill grantMinneapolis, totaling $31,813
and welfare, spoke Tuesday at ahead on their own funds might ed a continuance and a dismisand withheld temporarily, the
the closing session of the annual be foolish if other downtown sal in two other cases.
other equipment — contracts
meeting of the Great Lakes areas were renewed by federal
ALMA, Wis, (Special) — A were awarded as follows:
THOMAS G. Haney. 32. La
Commission.
money. Replied Mullin:
Dairyland Power Cooperative Lyon Metal Products, Minnechanged his plea to
Crosse,
He said time was running out "One trouble with federal
guilty of two driving after susemploye here 18 years was hon- apolis, $17,800; gym dividing
to
do
the
cleanup
job
and
recprograms is that too many peoPurchase of a $7,792.40 bookored by the men on his shift curtain, Northwest Studios, Minommendations formulated by ple sit on their duffs waiting pension charges and a charge
keeping and accounting machine Monday night at
neapolis,
of driving with unsafe equip$1,760;
back
stop,
a dinner at
the recent federal water pollu- for the government to do someHaldeman-Homme, Inc., Minnement. He paid fines of $35 and
will be recommended at next Buffalo City Resort.
tion control conference here thing. By acting on your own,
apolis, $3,676; steel shelving,
$50, respectively, on his first
Monday's City Council meeting,
James Mellema, 62, who re- Haldeman-Homme, $2,530; fold- ST. PAUL—Minnesota House "will have to be carried out you would have the jump, com- and second driving after suspenaccording to Aid. Jerry Borzytired today as turbine operator, ing bleachers, A & C Sales, Speaker Lloyd Duxbury, Cale- quickly if they are to have any petitively, on others.
sion violations and $15 on tha
skowski, chairman of the pursaid here effect at all."
"In any federal redevelop- equipment charge.
was presented with luggage Minneapolis, $12,212; classroom donia Conservative,
chasing committee.
cases, Hauenstein & Burmeis- Gov. Karl F. Rolvaag appears "Much of the $20 billion mast ment funds are used only to Haney had pleaded not guilty
from tlie some 20 attending.
buy and clear land. The would- to the charges Nov. 22 in muniter, $25,122; art room equip- to be more interested in garBids from three companies
Mellema came to Alma in ment, St. Charles Kitchens, $4, nering publicity than in call- come from industries," Quigley be builder still must buy land
cipal court, and trial had been
were opened Nov. 15 and re- December 1947 and worked at
said.
"There
is
no
way
you
can
936, and kitchen equipment, St. ing a special session to reap escape that fact. A large portion on which to build."
f o r today. However, when
set
ferred to the committee for the switchboard until his ad- Paul Bar & Restaurant Equipportion the Legislature.
Haney
appeared today, Judge
must
come
from
municipalities,
ANOTHER questioner doubtstudy. Borzyskowski said the vancement to turbine operator. ment Co., St. Paul, $16,789.
Duxbury was one of three
McGill granted City Prosecutor
great deal from the states.
a
individual
businesses,
He
was
born
at
Irontown,
ed
that
spent
Iowa,
Conservative
leaders
who
committee had taken the lowSome 100 evergreen trees
James W, Soderberg's request
est of three bids, that of the Oct. 22, 1903, and was married ranging in height from approx- 2% hours Monday with Rol- "Some, but at the very most displaced for urban renewal for a delay.
Burroughs Corp. Also bidding at Willmar, Minn., Dec. 21, 1925. imately three to 10 feet are be- vaag and Liberal legislators not even a large fraction of the land clearance, would be able The patrolman who arrested
were International Business Ma- He and his wife own a home in ing removed for construction. trying to reach an agreement needed money is going to come to buy back at their old loca- Haney Nov. 21 at 11:35 p.m.
chines, $11,880, and National Alma.
Residents are calling the school on what kind of a bill would be from the federal government." tions. Conceding that such deHe worked at the ordnance asking for them for Christmas taken-up if a special session Quigley said the government velopment probably would be at the junction of U.S. 61-14
Cash Register Co., $8,987.
and Highway 43 is sick with the
plant at Savannah, 111., 4Vi trees.
were to be called.
will use construction grants subject to bidding, Kleinschmidt flu today, Soderberg said.
DELIVERY ts expected by years during World War II and
still
authority
said
the
housing
DUXBURY said he offered to available under the Federal WaJan. 31, according to John Car- then was employed at the powcommit
the majority (Conser- ter Pollution Control Act. These would have policymaking au- HANEY changed his plea to
ter, city recorder, whose office er plant at Baldwin until com- Humphrey Scorns
guilty. He had been arrested
vatives)
to try for "zero vari- funds, however, provide only thority.
ing here. He also has worked To talitarian Line
will use the machine.
The authority is firmly re- on unsafe equipment and drivin
the
population
of
$150
million
for
sewage
treatance"
A wholesale changeover in at his trade in Iowa and Mindistricts. ment plant construction in all of quired to give all possible as- ing after suspension charges
city record keeping will be made nesota, Now he's going to spend CHICAGO (AP) - Vice Presi- House and Senate
sistance in relocating businesses Nov. 21, and it was then found
"But
the
governor
still
refused the United States," he said.
when equipment is installed, his time fishing.
dent Hubert H . Humphrey said
individual residents dis- that there was a warrant outhe
would
call
a
special
to
say
¦
Recommendations adopted by and
Carter said. All 18 funds now
today that those who say the session. Rolvaag apparently
placed by renewal clearance, standing charging Haney with
administered through his office
United States should get out of wants a small group of leaders the federal water conference Kleinschmidt said. A moving driving after suspension on
will be tabulated on the ma- Now It 's Military
Asia, Africa and Latin America to present him with a finished were:
allowance of up to $25,000 is West 2nd Street Oct. 24, 1964.
chine under supervision of state Airlift Command
are speaking the totalitarians' bill before he will act," Dux- Secondary treatment and dis- available to each business in Haney had been free on $200
public examiners.
piece.
infection of municipal wastes these project areas, he said.
bail. A balance of $100 was reSome changes in surplus fund SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, Humphrey told youngsters at bury charged.
and the equivalent treatment of Another individual observed funded to him after he satisfied
The
House
member,
a
veterdisposition now may be feasible, HI. (AP) -The U.S. Military the annual National 4-H Club
all industrial wastes.
that many occupants might not the fines levied by Judge Mcsuch as a higher amount of idle Air Transport Service, head- Congress that peace may be an of eight terms, said the Conbe able to afford rentals that Gill.
servative
leadership
could
asElimination of combined sanicash investment, Carter feels. quartered here, will change its achieved "if we never cease trysure Rolvaag that there would tary and storm sewers wherever would be charged in newly de- Paul B. Rajkowski, 24, St.
Several funds may be consoli- name Jan. 1 to the Military Air- ing."
veloped facilities. Another said Mary 's College, pleaded guilty
be a variance of only about 5
dated in the conversion process lift Command.
that taxes always are a stum- to a charge of speeding 45
"I hear people say every day per cent. (Liberals complained, possible.
so that the active and surplus The command transports we ought to get out of Africa,
Regional planning and design bling block to those who are
amounts can be handled more troops and materiel for the U.S Asia, Latin America — that we after Rolvaag vetoed the 1965 of waste treatment facilities otherwise willing to upgrade m.p.h. in a 30 zone (radar) on
remap
bill
authored
by
ConserGilmore Avenue Tuesday at
efficiently.
their own properties.
armed forces all over the world. have no business there, that it's vatives, that there was as wherever possible.
12:35 p.m. Judge McGill orderContinuous monitoring of ail A GROUP OF businessmen ed him to pay a $35 fine as the
CHECKWRITING, a major The change in the unit's name a waste of money," he said. much as a 34 per cent variance
function of the recorder 's office , was by recent congressional "And that's exactly what the in the population of House dis- industrial waste discharges .
could organize their own re- alternative to 12 days in jail
totalitarians want us to say." tricts.)
will be speeded up since a single action.
Quigley said Lake Erie was development association, Klein- when Rajkowski admitted havcheck form will be adopted ,
the worst polluted of the five schmidt said, and negotiate for ing intentionally disconnected
Carter said. At present, each
Great Lakes and much of the re-purchase of their former the speedometer wire on his
city fund has its own checks,
$20 billion would have to be locations. The authority would car. He paid the fine.
all of which are written sehave authority to deal with
spent there.
JUDGE WcGIII said that he
parately.
In its closing session, the com- them at its discretion.
had
granted a dismissal Nov.
City payrolls also will be carrentals
in
Records
show
that
mission elected Edgar Whitcomb
ried on the machine. Twice each
a lawyer from Seymour, Ind., renewed, redeveloped facilities 19 of a failure to yield the right
month, approximately 190 paynre 3% times as high as those of way charge against Edward
as its chairman.
roll checks are written. At the
for the same space before re- A. Becker, 39, East Burns Valend of each month, about 800
newal , said one audience mem- ley.
checks are written against varber. A number of small busi- City Prosecutor James W.
Rhode Island to
ious funds.
nesses have gone broke for this Soderherg hnd asked the disStarting Dec. 4, (he social
• People who are now 85 or gible for cash benefits because Require Eye Test
All city bookkeeping now is
he said.
reason,
missal on grounds the evidence
done manually. The new system security district office will re- older but who are not entitled the new law reduces the
There were differences over dU". not ' warrant prosecution.
(AP)
PROVIDENCE,
R.I.
will eliminate a number of led- main open from 9 a.m. to noon to social security benefits, Some amount of work required for
ac- Becker 's $15 bond was ordered
Rhode Island will require an advisability of Independent
each Saturday and from 4:30 of these people are eligible for most people 72 or older.
gers and related posting.
tion. One Individual said he refunded.
eye
test
for
all
drivers
reaching
p.m. to 8:39 p.m. each Monday benefits but have not applied
• Widows 60 or 61 years of
would join in any such effort.
A jury trial of the case hnd
and Thursday evenings for for them because they are still age who under the old law age 65.
Another said lie "wouldn't in- been scheduled for Thursday.
The
State
Registry
of
Motor
would have been eligible for
Consolidated Breeders three weeks, Victor E. Bertel , working full time.
vest another dime if the rest
manager, said.
Bertel emphasized that it is widows' benefits at age 62. Vehicles announced the require- of downtown were not also up- Attorney Jerry L. Kellurn repRename Plainview Man district
These hours are in addition desirable for these people to They may now apply for social ment will bo instituted next graded because it would be resented Becker.
to
the regular 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 apply now to establish their so- security benefits as early as spring. The present system of money wasted unless everyone A nonsupport charge against
ZUMBRO FALLS , Minn. Daniel A. Borkowski , 850 W. Sth
p.m.
schedule of office hours, cial security benefit rights and age 60 if they wish to accept a vision tests at age 70 will bo joins in."
Sidney Sto»ltz, Plainview, was
was continued one week to
St.,
to qualify for the hospital in- permanently reduced amount. continued.
re-elected lo his 25th term as Monday through Friday.
¦
THE CHOICE of methods Is allow Soderberg to verify that
pointed
out
that
it
is
surance
protection
that
begins
Bertel
Unmarried
students
18
to
•
president oi the Wabasha Coundictated largely by the need, the defendant has paid up tho
ty Unit of Consolidated Breed- important for many people to in July 1966. He emphasized 22 years of age whose social BLAIR PATIENT
said Mullin, If it can mean arrears in support of his fl-yeurthat
no
one
can
lose
by
applydistrict
security
benefits
have
been
ers Cooperative, Monday at the get in touch with the
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - enough new business, general
office to take advantage of the ing for benefits as soon as he stopped and students who re- Mrs. Clara Utne is recovering redevelopment should be con- old child.
group's annual meeting.
Henry Dose, Lake City, was health insurance and other pro- reaches 65 (those who retire ceive social security benefits from pneumonia at Trl-County sidered. If such investment is
re-elfected vice president and visions of tlie 1965 amendments between 62 and 65 may receive and arc nearing age 18, and Memorial Hospital, Whitehall. not fully justified, then an up- KEPT ONE OLD CHURCH
Kenneth Steffen , Plainview , sec- to the social security program. cash benefits but in a perman- who plan to continue in school.
grading by rehabilitating pres- LONDON (AP ) - St . Etholretary - treasurer. Steffert also Although most people are able ently reduced amount. They Upon application, monthly be- ROD. REEL STOLEN
ent structures might be better. reda 's church in Ely Place , a
A fishing rod and reel worth Groen adjourned tho meeting stone 's throw from busy High
to visit the office during the are not eligible for hospital in- nefits can be paid back lo Janhas served 25 years,
Donald Palmer, Lake City, day, many find it impossible to surance until they reach 65). uary 1065 to unmarried students $25 were stolen from a parked after noting that agreement was Holborn and the diamond merMany of the people 72 or old- who were under 22 in January car owned by Dan DeLano, 419 apparent that another such chants ' district of Hotton Garand Harold Houghton , Elgin, do so because of employment
er arc not now getting benefits 1965 and who were dropped Huff St,, Tuesday between 1:15 meeting should be held after den, is London's only prc-rewere re-elected to the board or home responsibilities.
The three major groups of because they (or their husband ) from the social sccurit rolls and 5 p.m., DeLano told police. proposed urban renewal plans formation church in Roman
of directors. Holdover directors
He said that his car was park- nre finished and presented for Catholic hands. All the others
are Clarence Siewert, Zumbro people who should gel in touch had not worked enough under when they reached Hi.
The Winona office is at 35« ed in the Levee parking lot city government and public were taken over by the Church
Falls; Dwaine Dose, Lake City, with the social security office social security to qualify . Many
of England.
when the theft took place.
approval .
and Walter Marx , Wabasha.
are the following, Bertel said: of these people will now be eli- E. Sarnia St.
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ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special ) — Contracts totaling $1,159,051 for the new junior-senior
high school at St, Charles were
approved by the school board
Monday night. All low bids were
accepted except for home economics case work.
The science equipment contract was deferred until spring
when federal funds will become
available.

Rochester
Banker Admils
$75,000 Theft

*

November: Partly Warm

$20 Billion Grant
Needed fo Clean
Up Great Lakes

$7,792 Machine Dairyland Power
Worker Honored
Recommendedfor On Retirement
City Purchase

Duxbury Raps
Rolvaag Over
Session Plans

Social Security Sets
Saturday, Night Hours

$100. $35 Paid
In Traffic Fines
By Two Drivers

By Jimmie Hatlo

They 'll Do If Every Time

BEST
GIFT
EVER

9L diappoimcLJta&L TUqhL

Tony Bennetts Plan
A Pleasant Divorce

an,

nKW »

/ Vore/co'

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Tony Bennett and his wife "Sandy," whom
h* met when she was head of one of his fan clubs, will divorce
very soon . . . after several separations and reconciliations.
Wa to be a "pleasant divorce " — if there is such a thing. They
spent Thangsgiving together with their two children, but he's
left their home in Tonsfly. N.J., for the Hotel Warwick in NY.
Paul Anita's a great * crowd-pleaser as Frank Sinatra at
the Copacabana . . . he sang
for an hour and a half at his Beach Deauville by insisting on
opening . . French, Spanish, choosing ber own opening act
Italian, rock 'n ' roll . . . and for her engagement starting
got two teen-age girls and a Feb. 11. She picked her husboy about 10 up to dance (the band, actor Ward Donovan , a
boy stood on a chair). "You're fine singer . . . "Lingerie and
the awingin'est bunch of old
"
teen-agers I ever heard." Paul fashion shows are now popular
said, tearing off his tie and cocktail hour attractions in the
singing numbers he hadn't re- pubs. I dropped into Dudes 'n'
hearsed. Boss Jules Podell — Dolls and found the willowy
not ordinarily so demonstrative models in nighties being appre— got off his chair to thank ciated by 80 guys — and one
girl. .(You see who's interested
him.
BACK AT THE OLD STAND . . . Charles Farrell , 64,
Comedian Norm Crosby, now in lingerie fashions).
and
Janet Gaynor who co-starred with him in "Seventh HeaThere's
a touching human intop rank, offered several truven" 30-odd years ago, talk over old times at the Palm
isms: "One good turn gets most terest story in Grocery Boy
of the blanket" . . . "Teenagers Tommy Cole, whom Sharman Springs Racquet Club where Farrell is back as managing director. Farrell and actor Ralph Bellamy founded the Racare really getting out of hand. Douglas invited to Meg's party.
quet In 1934 and built it into a favorite desert playground
They drive 90 miles an hour on Recovering from cerebral palthe thruway . . . holding hands sy, and shy and reticent, he
of the stars. Six years ago he sold it for a reported million
and smooching . .' , in different spends hours a day in therapeu- dollars. (AP Photofax)
cars . . . going opposite direc- tic exercise, nevertheless he betions."
came "Mr. Cinderella." Actress
PHYLLIS DILLER snrprited Elaine Stritch, his discoverer,
the management of the Miami has been hard at work since
the big party taping Peter
Falk's "Trials of O'Brien" on
WINONA DAILY NEWS which
she plays Falk's secretary , . . Sharman Douglas' disWlONeSDAY, DtCBMBBR 1, 1»4J
appointment was that Warren
VOLUME HO, NO. •
Beatty couldn't attend the big
PtiMlthetf daily exeapl Saturday and Holiday*, by Republican and Harald Publish- bash. Princess Margaret has esing Company. <01 FrenKlln St.. Winona, pecially asked for him — but
Mian.
he'd gone back to London to be
By BOB THOIWAS
enough of a local figure to serve
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
with hit own princess, Leslie
as mayor of Palm Springs.
Slnela Cany - KK Daily, lit lurtdey
AP
Movie
Television.
Writer
Caron.
)
Though he remains intensely
PALM
SPRINGS,
(AP
Calif.
Delivered by Carrier—Par Week 10 canti
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
« waak , »J5.»
M weak* 111.75
interested in Palm Springs
Charles
Farrell
is
—
back
at
his
"Being a TV panelist is hard
progress, he eschews politics
By mall atrletly In advance ; papar atop,
because you have to think on old stand, looking at 64 just as now . He is dedicated to pursupad en expiration data.
your seat,"
athletic and as handsome as in ing the fortunes of the Racquet
In Fillmore, Houjton, Olmsted, Winona,
Wabatha, Buffalo, JecK.on, P»pln and
EARL'S PEARLS: "What a his heyday as a Hollywood lead- Club and the good life.
Trempealeau count!«« and armed forcti thrill lt is to walk
In Central ing man.
pertonnel In tbe continental United Sterei,
er overate* with APO or PPO addretiai: Park at night and see the young
Farrell has resumed his du1 year
eH.OO 1 monthe . . I1.K lovers mugging the old lovers!"
It 35
ties as managing director of the LBJ Denies Plans
* month. .. IS.5C 1 month
— Joe E. Lewis.
Racquet Club, which he founded To Visit Vier Nam
All etMr aubacrlpllane:
"One good thing about a ca- with Ralph Bellamy in 1934 and
1 month .... II.M 3 monrhi ... . 44.13
« month* .. . Il.ee 1 year
SUM reer in Show Business, ", says
built into the favorite desert JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP)Sand ehinga of eddreee, noticet, undeliv- Ruth Buzei at Upstairs at the playground of the stars. Six President Johnson has no plans
ered eoplee. Mibierlptlon erderi and ether Downstairs, "is that nobody's
years ago he sold his interest to visit South Viet Nam at
mall Itemi to Winona Dally News. » .0.
hoping you fail except all your for a reported million dollars, Christmas.
Box 70. Winona, Minn., S5H*.
best friends" . . , That's earl, remaining to oversee the opera- Very few people even con•econe) elate poitece pale at Winona,
brother.
Mian.
tion.
ceived of Johnson journeying to
the danger-ridden war zone, a
Bnt Farrell differed with the bodyguard's nightmare, until
owners over policy and became publication this week of a report
estranged from the Racquet in Newsweek magazine that
7:15.9:10
I A tiimnW L 1
Club. The place was sold again, some presidential advisers were
as«-«Sr-9(V
\XM **mmmmmmmJ a*y
and the new owners saw the urging such a trip.
wisdom of inducing Charlie's
The White House lost little
return.
time
in denying everything.
"Well, I ought to know the
operation by now." grinned the
onetime star, whose geniality Strum-Eleva Roll
can keep guests and help happy.
He is always on hand to make a STRUM - ELEVA, Wis. foursome for tennis or join Straight A honor students for
VIP's for dinner.
the first quarter at Strum-Eleva
High School were 7 David AdOne such recent visitor was ams, Linda Johnson and Erik
Janet Gaynor, who dropped in Matson, seniors; Gwen Hatcher
with her new husband, producer and Beverly Monson, juniors;
'
y^^a**^^M**************\
a^
mmm\ *W*^m\\t ?aoW^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
*ma*************\**\lHa^r^^^^
Paul Gregory. Her reunion with David Gunderson and Mark
Charlie created a wave of nos- Nymo, sophomores, and Pat
talgia, the pair having costarred Call, James Loomls and Ronald
in "Seventh Heaven" and a Sterry , seventh graders.
string of other romantic films of
30-odd years ago.
MM ^S ^MMM ^ t^MMMMMM
W^^WAAMMWM
a***Wf ^k^k^k^kmA\\1^
"I see Janet every year or so,
and we always have a great
Urns together," said Farrell.
"She was always afraid she
Frl. — Young People* Dance
would look wizened when she
The
Accents — 1:30*11:30 p.m,
,
got older, because she's so tiny
"
But
she
looks
just
wonderful.
A ^A ^A ^A ^A ^AMAWA ^A ^^^A ^A ^A
Sat. — The Blue Banner*
Farrell, too. The desert life
W
^P^B^BM^ESJ^^SJ^HC^HIH^^^^^I
Sun, — Jolly Mualelani
obviouily agrees with him.
WAA
—WWM—^—^—M
—^— ^—^—^—
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'FLOATING-HEAD'
SPEEDSHAVEIT 30
MEADS NOW MOM
THAN 18% THINNER FOR
189. CLOSER SHAVES
Plui .
. Pop-up Trimmer...
Rotary Blade*... 'Flip-Open*
ctoning... 'FloatJng-HeaoV
. Coll Cord... On/Off Switch
.
. 110/220 Voltage Selector.

2 Rescued After
Thin Ice Breaks
MILWAUKEE W-Two teenagers formed a human chain
across thin ice to rescue two
small children from the chilly
waters of an excavation pit.
The children, Mark Backau,
8, and Jennifer Dunakey, 12,
struggled for 10 minutes in tbe
water before rescued, suburban
Oak Creek police reported Tuesday. They were released after
treatment at a hospital.
Robert Buzzell , 16, slid onto
the ice with James Gutknecht,
16, holding his feet and pulled
the children to safety. The
youths arrived at the pit after
seeing a neighbor running for
help after the children fell
through the ice Monday.

Remember?

Gay nor , Farrell
Turn Clock Back
-

.

¦
¦¦

Atomic Energy
Team Studies
Stoughton Site

but several thousand high-paying jobs for scientists and technicians who would be drawn to
the research facility.
¦

STOUGHTON , Wis, l*v-An
Atomic Energy Commission survey team planned to devote six
hours today to inspecting Wisconsin's proposed site for a $340
million atomic accelerator.
The four-man team was scheduled to tour a 5,000-acre tract
near Stoughton that is now the
location of the Midwestern Universities Research Association
(MURA) facilities. The group
was formed by 15 schools in
1966.
The survey team is one of
eight such groups touring 85
sites throughout the country
which are under consideration
for the mammoth scientific
complex.
At stake is not only the
world's largest atom smasher,

APPLETON, Wis. I*-Mrs.
Oscar Ida Voeks, 77, of Appleton was killed Tuesday when
she was struck by a North Westem freight train at a crossing
near the downtown area.

Killed by Train
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IN WINONA CO.

Mt. Vernon School
Minnesota City operating dis- Auliffe fell in Minneapolis
District Asks
tricts, or tp split the district while there for Thanksgiving
according to preferences of vot- with another daughter and fracFor Dissolution
ing district land owners.
tured a hip and wrist. She is in

November Tax
Settlement Down

Winona County's November
tax settlement is down slightly
from a year ago, reversing a
two-year trend of rising November settlements.
Winona County Auditor Richard Schoonover and Mrs. Teresa Curbow, county treasurer,
said that although the current
figure of $2,409,047.03 appears to
be a large drop from the 1964
November total of $2,976,847,
the actual change is minor because, beginning with this settlement, state school aids cannot be included in future tax
settlement totals.
STATE' SCHOOL aids must
now be distributed when they
are received and cannot be
held.
A tax settlement consists of
payments to school districts, political subdivisions and county
and state funds. This one comes
from real and personal property taxes collected between
June 1 and Nov. 1.
There are three such settlements a year, in March, June
and November.
The March settlement totaled
$1,520,643, and June settlement
came to $2,505,661.16. Both settlements included state school
aid totals, however.
Towns, cities and villages received $825,561.28 of the total,
and state revenue was $127,679.10. Schools received only $796,820,93. Schools in November
1964 received $1,143,684, with
state aid funds.
Details of the November settlement (to the nearest dollar)

Mobil heat
FUEL OIL
Burns Cleaner
and Hotter

JOSWICK FUEL
& OIL
901 East Sanborn St.
Phone 3389

Where you get more heat
at lower cost.

MINNEISKA, Minn. - Winona County Board of Commissioners will be asked to act
on dissolution of School District
2608 (Mt. Vernon School) at its
meeting Monday. Commissioners will set a date for a hearing.
Members of the Mount Vernon district, situated on a ridge
just above Minneiska and extending down into the valley,
voted 30-2 recently in fayor of
dissolving the district.
The Board of Commissioners
must decide whether to attacli
Mt. Vernon land to Lewiston or

follow :

TOWNSHIPS
Dresbach
New Hartford
Pleasant Hill

1,352
4,716
4,258

Hart
Fremont
Saratoga
Richmond
Homer

4,131
4,748
5,672
1,738
3,633

Wiscoy

Wilson

2.02C

3,821

Warren
5,784
Utica
6,345
St. Charles
6,055
Winona
2,282
Hillsdale
2,015
Rollingstone
3,603
Norton
4,559
Elba
1,991
Mount Vernon
3,725
1,732
Whitewater
VILLAGES
23,716
Lewiston '.
Utica
2,873
Minnesota City
987
Rollingstone
1,427
Elba
517
Altura
8,010
Goodview
27,423
Stockton
661
Dakota
449
Minneiska . . . . . —
82
CITIES
Winona
678,403
St. Charles
6,823
SCHOOLS
City of Winona
( Special Disf. 5) .. .. $534,632
Lewiston (Ind. 857) . . . . . 90,463
St. Charles (Ind. 858).... 56,3«0
Homer (CSD 2553) . . . . . .
948
Stockton ( CSD 2558)
3,636
Utica (CSD 2561)
2,374
Minnesota City (CSD
2566) .. '
4,738
Rollingstone (CSD
2566)
738
Elba (CSD 2574)
2,453
Goodview (CSD 2606).... 16,399
Dakota (CSD 2609)
5,916
The rest of the school settlement: is distributed among the
common school districts in the
rural schools bf the county and
to those independent districts
which include Winona County
land but have schools in other
counties.
COUNTY FUNDS
,$135,922
Revenue
Road & Bridge
.7234,045
Welfare
124,636
Poor
37,425
Building
18,727
School tuition
98,872
School transportation... 9,356
STATE
Revenue
$127,679

BAND CLINIC . . . A clinic for Winona
area band directors was presented Monday
evening in conjunction with an open house at
the newly remodeled Hal Leonard Music Co.,
retail outlet, 64 E. 2nd St. Hal Leonard was
host to about 50 band directors and school
superintendents from the area who were taken on tours of the firm's headquarters and
had dinner at Linahaii's. Butler Eitel, former
director of the famous Edina-Morningside
(Minn.) High School band and now director

General Motors
ALMA, Wis. (Special) — A
U.S. flag that has flown over To Loosen Hold
the national capitol in Washington, DC, was presented to
Alma High School by U.S. Sen, Of Bus Building
William Proxmire when he addressed the students recently
on the importance of education
in this era of progress. Flying
with it over ihe school is a
Wisconsin state flag obtained by
the board of education.
¦

THANKS

turers to use all of its current
bus patents without royalty pay
ments.
On patents developed in the
next five years, GM will charge
no royalties during the first five
years of their use.

Now that we have some normalcy in our operation
we'd like to take this opportunity to thank all the
individuals, groups and organizations who helped
us so much at the time of the fire and the period
following while we were seeking temporary quarters,
and our eventual move for the "duration". Without
this wholehearted effort on the part of so many
people we eould have never opened this soon in our
temporary quarters in Ken's Hardware in the
Westgate Shopping Center.

All bus patents developed by
WASHINGTON (AP) - Gen- GM in the next 10 years will be
made available to competitors.
eral Motors Corp. has agreed to
loosen its control in the manu- The agreement also gives the
federal government authority to
facture and sale of buses.
seek divestiture of some GM
The Justice Department says bus properties under certain
the company now handles 85 per conditions.
cent of the nation's intercity and The antitrust suit had charged
transit buses.
General Motors with conspiring
The
company-government with the Hertz Corp. of New
agreement reached Tuesday York; Greyhound Corp. and Naended an antitrust hassle which tional City Lines Inc., both of
began in mid-1956 when the gov- Chicago; and Public Service Coernment accused GM of con- ordinated Transport Co. of New
spiring with four bus operating ark, N.J.
companies to monopolize the
Advtrtliament
bus market.

LAKE CITY CHAMBER
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—A representative of L a n d
O'Lakes Paving Co., Red Wing,
was guest speaker at the Chamber of Commerce meeting at
the Terrace Supper Club Monday night. He showed a movie,
"Progress. ** The proposed bylaws were discussed and adopt- The case had been kept from
ed by the approximately 30 at- trial for 9& years becaose of
tending.
legal maneuvers. It was scheduled to open later this month.
BAKE SALE
The settlement was filed in U.
St. Teresa's group of Immac- S. District Court in Detroit, but
ulate Conception Church, Wil- announced in Washington by
son, Minn., will have a bake Atty. Gen. Nicholas Katzensale Friday starting at 2:30 bach.
p.m. at the Winona Red Owl Among the provisions:
GM will allow other manufacstore, Sth and Lafayette streets.

We are truly appreciative.
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More ComfortWearing

FALSE TEETH

Here Is a pleasant wa; to overcome
loose plate discomfort. FASTEETH.
an improved powder, sprinkled on
upper and lower plates holds them
firmer so that they feel more comfortable. No gummy, gooey, pasty
taste or feeling.It's alkaline fztonicld). Does not sour. Checks "plate
odor breath". Get FASTEETH today
*t driiz rn««i*«TH "•verywhera.

Wa Out-Discount
The Discounters!

Our Sincere

of orchestra and band at Macalester College, St. Paul, brought a string quartet and
woodwind quintet from Macalester for the
evening clinic. With Eitel, standing at the
rear, are members of the quintet. From left :
Nancy Wolvington, flute, Burlington, Iowa;
Tom Martin, oboe, Rochester, Minn.; Eric
Englund, horn, Wheaton, Md.; Brian Dole,
bassoon, Des Plaines, 111., and Jane O'Neill,
clarinet, Lake Forest, 111. (Daily News photo)

Alma School Gets
WasKingron Flag

A form letter has been sent to Northwestern Hospital.
the 23 district land owners, asking them to return a postcard
before Dec. 10 stating their preference, Jesse Jestus, county superintndent of schools, said.
Ten students are now enrolled in the one-roomschool. Four
high school students are attending school in Winona. Valuation
COMPARE
of the district is $90,385.
OUR CATALOGS
BLAIR WOMAN HURT
OADD BROS.
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)-Mrs.
ItVVDD STORE
A. O. Thostenson, who has been
V * 5 HARDWARE
staying at the home of her sonS7(
E 4th St. Phono 4007
in-law, Forrest T. McAuliffe,
since the death of Mrs. Mc-
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Furniture - Carpets
Appliances

EVERYTHING GOES

NOTHING HELD BACK

No Reasonable Offer Refused

"r0 KELLY FURNITURE ™™r
Next to Winona National & Savings Bank

Intermission Time
On World Stage
THIS IS INTERMISSION time en th*
world stage.
For most of this century a succession of
colorful men dominated the mind and
Imagination of the world. Most are dead
or retired now. The rest of this century
will have to manufacture new men to take
their place.
There were loudmouths among those
giants of the past, and actors, orators, fanatics, and true world leaders, whether
they were loved or hated.
Of them all only two still have top billing: Red China's Mao Tze-tung, and
French President Charles de Gaulle. A few
others from the past are still in the show
but have quieted down from age or circumstance.
At 72. Mao has become a shadowy figure, hardly seen, more a legend than a
man. He says little the world hears. He
was never colorful . It is hard to know anymore what his real role is.
DE GAULLE, always the actor, It still
colorful even if he says nothing and points
his nose in the air. At 75 he seems certain
of a new seven-year term as president. But
his dominance is limited mostly to France
and Western Europe.
President Johnson, a newcomer to the
world scene, ha« concentrated on his domestic problems and stayed pretty much
off the international stage. So it would be
straining to say he is a dominant world
figure, capturing men's minds.
President John F. Kennedy was the opposite. He was a newcomer, too, but, while
he was no smash-bit in getting Congress to
do what he wanted, he plunged into the international act early.
The result: In the less than three years
of his presidency he was a famous and
generally admired figure around the world.
FOR EXAMPLE: Before he was *ix
months In office he had visited De Gaulle,
dined with the queen of England, had a
summit meeting with Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev in Vienna, and then had a
crisis over the Berlin wall.
Other figures from the past, although
still in power, lay few lines anymore:
Egypt's President Gamal Abdel Nasser,
Yugoslavia's Marsha] Tito, ind Indonesia's
President Sukarno, very rambunctious until his home-grown Communists recently tried to take the play away from Mm.
Chiang Kai-shek is still head man on
Formosa but in his more than 35 years before the world audience he was never colorful, never said much.
NOTHING SHOWS the contrail between
past and present more than the Khrushchev case. Bounced over a year ago, he is
now in obscurity. Probably not one American in 1,000 could name bis successors,
much less spell their names.
Yet Khrushchev, one of history's great,
est actor-loudmouths, was also one of the
most fascinating figures of the century. In
recent days Red China »nd ihe Soviet Union moved closer to a fatal split They exchanged long invectives.
But the leaders said nothing in their
own names. What they said sounded like
a dialogue between pedantic philosophers.
NOT ONE FIGURE on lh. scan* today,

except perhaps for Mao and De Gaulle, is
known to the world audience or entrances it
like Churchill, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Harry
S. Truman, Lenin, Stalin, Trotsky, Hitler,
Mussolini, Eisenhower, Nehru, Gandhi.

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CBRF
A graphic illustration of changing tastes
and standards of movie goers in America
is the derisive reception accorded by the
younger generation of today to pictures
that 30 years ago thrilled audiences to the
core. Take the case of "King Kong," for
example. Years ago, the spectacle of an
hysterical Fay Wray being carried hither
and yon by the giant gorilla Kong had patrons agonizing at the edge of their seats.
Today's audiences scream with joy at su ch
gems of dialogue as "Confound this fog"
and "Hang it! You must have some notion of what we're after." And when one
youthful patron, instead of rejoicing when
King Kong is being overcome, jumped to
his feet and screamed "Use your left,
baby," the rest of the audience roared approval.
¦
Thpre rrmalnrth thrrrfnre a rest to the
people ol God.—-Hebrews 4:».

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAI RS

Public Values
Can Be Shaken

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - The most delicate factor
that can favorably or unfavorably affect tha
American economy Is public confidence. When
faith in the impartiality of the government begins to decline or fears grow that an administration in power Is fumbling with big issues,
uncertainties arise and eventually hesitation ensues. This tends to break down confidence In
the future of business.
Today American businessmen are becoming disillusioned over the failure of the Johnson administration,to play fair as between management and labor. Coercion by government is
unpleasant , but It might be borne with equanimity if the same rule were applied to labor as
is being imposed upon management.
THE DEPARTMENT of Labor Itself this
week admitted, in effect, that the famous
"guidlines" which were supposed to prevail with
respect to wage increases had been exceeded
in the union wage settlements of the first nine
months of 1965. It was also revealed that the
so-called "productivity " figures which are used
to justify the wage increases had not attained
the prescribed levels.
But it isn't statistics alone which are bothering businessmen. They are frankly disturbed
that the administration is openly ignoring Its
responsibility to hold down wage increases,
particularly in the big Industries. This is perhaps due to a political obligation felt by the
administration, as Democratic party candidates
have accepted huge campaign contributions
which were collected through organized efforts
of political committees set up by union leaders.
While the administration proclaims itself to
be impartial, it is giving concrete evidence
again and again that it doesn't intend to crack
down on labor as it has on business. The inevitable result has been to produce a feeling of
nervousness. This is illustrated by an answer
made by David Rockefeller, president of the
Chase-Manhattan Bank of New York during
ABC's television program "Issues and Answers"
last Sunday. He said:
"I THINK that each time that the President uses the presidential authority to hold
down prices when, .they would naturally have
gone up, it gives business the jitters. And the
more frequently he does It, the more jitters
they will have,"
But the consequences of the President's palpable Use of the club available to him through
manipulationof the government's stockpiles has
disturbed businessmen more than anything that
has happened in a long time. Businessmen nurture their grievances in private. They are not
vocal in the sense that they make public
speeches of condemnation as the politicians do
when they disagree with a public policy. What
the administration apparently doesn't understand, however, is that the damage which has
been done in recent weeks will before long
have a significant effect on the whole business
situation. .
The subject is slowly creeping into politics.
Gov. George Romney of Michigan, Republican,
said this week that President Johnson "is
charging down the road to economic absolutism," and added:
"BOTH FREE collective bargaining and
Srice competition In the marketplace are dying
i our major primary Industries and are being
replaced by the arbitrary exercise of presidential power.
"Government policies on wage negotiations
now favor big union demands excessively. Industry takes it in the neck while government
permits inflationary wage settlements, then
climbs down industry's throat when compensatory price actions are taken."
In the long run, especially during an international crisis such as a war in Korea or a war
in Viet Nam, confidence can best be maintained by laws establishing wage-and-price controls.
It is an unpleasant prospect, but specific
statutes passed by Congress are better than
the edicts of a orW^ided administration. For
it isn't yet realized here how much damage
has already been done in breaking down tha
confidence so essential to the planning and expansion of business and the maintenance of a
fair return on capital invested.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

A 38-year river career will end for Clarence
I. Thompson, Fountain City , Wis., who has
been master of the U.S. Dredge William A.
Thompson for lz years. He was honored at a
dinner during which Arwood Miller, St. Paul,
personnel manager of the district Corps of Engineers office , spoke briefly.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940

Winter ice closed over the Mississippi
River here, blocking the channel in front of
the Winona Levee for the iirst time of the
season. River observers have declared the river officially closed.
Work was begun today to prepare skating
rinks at Athletic Park and nt the East End
and Lake Park rink sites ,

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

The opening of the YMCA gymnasium has
been set at which time the ambitions of the
general secretary, W. G. Cnrtlich, will be realAn Independen t Newspaper — Established FR55 ized. He has worked hard for several years to
bring about this valuable addition to the local
W. F. WlllTK G. It. Cl.OSWAY C. E. LlNBEN
association.
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Exe c. Director Busineai Mgr.
The city market has been inactive for some
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TO*JJVS/ this newspaper as well as all AP ,
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"OH, THAN K YOU , SIR!"

WASHINGTON CALLING

No Easy Answer
OnForeign Policy

By MARQUIS CHILDS
WASHINGTON - In this capital where jealousies and
rivalries burn as fiercely as those backstage at the Metropolitan Opera no man is better loved and more respected
for his personal qualities than Sen. Mike Mansfield of
Montana.
But in the course of what might be called the Mike Mansfield goodwill tour of the world rather sharp questions are
raised about his effectiveness as an amateur diplomat.
Whether he had added to
tbe sum total of knowledge
or merely increased the
c o n f u s i o n surrounding
thorny and as yet unresolved foreign policy issues
is debatable.
How to Reduce
This is the season for conFire Hazards
gressional junkets and memTo the Editor :
bers of Senate and House
are traveling far and wide.
Now that I have encourSome have hardly more puraged directly or indirectly
pose than the thinly disquite a number of elderly
guised goal of Honk Kong
men to smoke a pipe, I feel
and getting the little woit is time I passed along a
man's three favorite evenfew tips on reducing the fire
ing dresses copied at a price
hazard.
you would hardly believe.
Years ago when stationed
Others have a valid objecat Walter Reed Army Medtive and
conscientious
ical Center in Washington,
junketeers inform themB.C., our fire marshal used
selves about problems they
to have us bring our Christwill confront in Congress.
mas trees to the fire station
As they spin off interfor spraying to reduce the
views and statements from
hazard of them catching fire
airport to airport their forwhen dry as they are noeign hosts often get the
torious to do.
idea that every American
Recently I got the formula
is his own secretary of
for this solution and it is as
state. And at times this
follows:
seems to be an impression
Borax — 9 ounces
shared by the travelers
Boric
acid — 4 ounces
themselves.
Water — l gallon (warm)
Setting out to visit a dozThis solution may bediluten or more capitals on a
ed two or three times with
loose schedule in a jet prowater if it seems too thick.
vided by the Air Force,
Articles can be sprayed or
Mansfield took with him
dipped in it.
four senators with a higherthan-average responsibility
The bedspread of your
rating. Only one, however,
smoker should be dipped in
Sen. George Aiken <R.,
this and dried if he stays and
Vt.), is a member of the
smokes in his room a great
Foreign Relations Commitdeal, also any spreads or
tee as is Mansfield. Three
bibs he wears while smokof the group, J. Caleb
ing. If he sits in an upBoggs of Delaware, Edholstered chair a great deal,
mund Muskie of Maine and
also spray this and allow to
Mansfield have their wives
dry. If his chair is on a rug,
with them.
I'd spray around his chair
also as far ' as a broken
WITH the tour about half
match head may fly or
over, the score thus far is
ashes fall from his pipe.
unimpressive. In P a r i s
I would also suggest dipMansfield alone with an
ping
a suit of underwear or
interpreter saw President
a
pair
of wash pants and
Charles de Gaulle. The senshirt for daily wear. Dipator learned nothing new.
ped articles must be reDe Gaulle is, of course, aldipped after washing. I had
ways a master performer
an experience a couple of
but he was obviously not
years ago while in Tokyo
ready to deliver himself of
that convinced me that dipany major pronouncements.
ping a suit of underwear
In Moscow Mansfield and
might be effective: One
the four other senators had
night I fell asleep in my
over an hour with Preeasy chair while smoking a
mier Alexis Kosygin in the
cigarette. On awakening a
Kremlin. Most of the time
few hours later, I noticed
was devoted to a harangue
my cigarette had fallen on
on Germany, the proposed
my thigh and burned a hole
multilateral nuclear force
through my woolen trousand the peril of nuclear
ers and had burned out on
weapons in the hands of the
shorts which had been heavGermans. This was the
ily soaked in borax at the
same line that the last
hospital laundry a short
American visitor to sit
time before,
down with Kosygin, roving
We should stress the simAmbassador Averell Harripler measures of precaution
man, got in July. One posrather than rely entirely on
sible gain, according to
the solution of borax. The
Kremlinologjsts in the State
smoker should be constantly
Department, was that
warned if he is careless at
Mansfield with his sincerity
all. If he uses the large
might reinforce the Presimatches, as most do, they
dent's repeated assertion
should be kept in a tin box
that the United States is in
which he can keep in his
Southeast Asia not for terjacket and a tin box for
ritorial gain or conquest/ in
his supply such as a tobacco
any form but to insure that
can or coffee can. NewspaSouth Viet Nam is not subper, magazines, etc., should
jugated by Communist
be kept away from the hazforce.
ard area. Supervise the
smoker's smoking if at all
IT WAS when the Manspossible.
field tour got to Bucharest
A. W. Spittler,
that the real flap started.
Col., M.C., Ret.
Stories out of Vienna rePaul Watkins Memorial
ported that Rumania was
Methodist Home
acting as intermediary in
an effort to bring peace* to
South Viet Nam. This gave
a new impetus to speculation that the President had
• Peak DRY • EX S cans 91*
commissioned Mansfield to
4 can* W*
• HEET
find a way to peace and
STP
75*
•
had even given him a new
tentative proposal to use in
Beit Gat for Lest
1
j
exploring ways to end the
•war.
Reg. 27' Ethyl 30'
Nothing could have been
further from the truth * as
HOME OIL CO.
it turned out. While there
Corner 2nd & Washington
was some tendency to bill
Open Every Day Until 10 p.m.
the Mansfield trip as a re¦————— Ma—a——ia
buke to Chairman J. William Fulbright of the For- mj ^*m>imxTO)mTOjMmjmjaMu
eign Relations Committee,
who is in the Administration doghouse and while
Mansfield had a talk with
the President before he left
he seems to have no special
¦¦¦
¦¦¦¦¦
¦¦¦1
§¦
commission.. State Deportfl
'^
ment officials spent hours
rebutting the negotiation
stories which had stirred
Make an
M
new currents of false hope B
and uncertainty.
&
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LBJ Can t Cash In on
China-Russia Bickering

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - The
American embassy in Mos.
cow has now obtained the
full text of China's big blast
against Soviet Russia, and
it's a lulu. It puts in the
shade anything Harry Truman ever said about me.
Harry, of course, was succinct and to the point. The
Chinese are verbose and
repetitious. They take 30,000 words to say what Harry Truman said in three
letters.
But it all adds up to the
same thing, namely that the
Russians are "double-faced," "cunning," "hypocritical," "have shamelessly
emasculated Lenin's theory
on the dictatorship of the
proletariat," all because the
new leaders of the Kremlin
"have been busy running
errands for the U.S. aggressors," and because "the
new leaders have revealed
in all its ugliness their support of the aggressor and
their alliance with the United States."
"We absolutely refuse to
serve as a pawn in thensecret diplomacy with U.S.
imperialism or help them
cover up their assistance to
U.S. imperialism," exploded
the Chinese editorial blast .
"THEY HAVE even discarded the small figleaf
Khrushchev used in order
to feign neutrality. Small
wonder that the U.S. imperialists are gleefully hailing a "new era' of U.S.Soviet cooperation, "
The Chinese even accused
their Russian comrades of
table - pounding at the
United Nations. "They repeat Khrushchev's despicable stock tricks at the meeting of these International
organizations, rely on behind - the - scenes manipulation, as well as epen troublemaking and even resort to
such ' ludicrous tactics as
banging tables and stamping
their feet."
So runs the line of Chinese
invective against their supposed partners In the world
of Marx and Lenin.
The diatribe focuses attention on what is probably
tt\6 weakest spot in the
Johnson foreign policy. For
at a time when RussianChinese relations are sour,
American . Russian coonerntlon should be good. But
the opposite Is true.
SIMULTANEOUS with the
Chinese barrage, the Soviet
was sentencing to IS
months' labor an American
THE WIZARD OF ID

tourist who had strayed
across the border, ousting
the correspondent of the
Washington Post, questioning renewal of the SovietAmerican cultural agreement, and putting Red army
marshalls in new positions
of power.
There are three reasons
for this hardening of Soviet
policy toward the United
States:
1. — There has always
been an anti - American
clique inside the Kremlin,
and U.S. operations in Viet
Nam have strengthened it.
2. — Some anti - Americanism is aimed at disproving the Chinese accusation
that Moscow is the lackey
of Washington.
3
Most basic however,
is the Johnson administration's failure to realize the
tremendous changes that
have occurred in Russia and
take advantage of them.
Twenty years ago Franklin Roosevelt argued that
Russia was sure to change,
that moderation would replace extremism, that tough
communism would give
way to a socialism similar
to that of the British Labor
party, and that the peace
of the world depended on
USA-USSR cooperation.

BUT AS the war ended
Roosevelt died. Harry Hopkins, who agreed with him,
died shortly thereafter. Henry Wallace resigned from
the Truman administration
over this issue of Russian
cooperation. And American
foreign policy fell into the
hands of the hard-nosed
clique which believed war
with Russia was inevitable ;
and that we must rebuilt
the old Nazi cartels as, a
buffer against Russia.
Many of those who workto to rebuild Germany represented the U.S. bankers
who had invested so heavily
in Hitler's Germany—James
Forrestal of Dillon, Read
who became secretary of
defense; William Draper of
Dillon, Read who was undersecretaryof the Army; John
J. McCloy of the Chase
Bank who became high commissioner to Germany, and
John Foster Dulles, attorney
for variouspro-German New
York banks, who became
secretary of state.
It was Dwight D. Eisenhower, who had worked with
Red army leaders during
the war who finally, and
with some timidity, began
to reverse the anti-Russian
policy by inviting Krushchev
to Washington.
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Former Whitehall
Couple Leaves for
Peace Corps Duty

La Crescent Council
Asks Applications
For Assessor Post

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—A young former Whitehall
woman and her husband left
San Francisco, Calif., Tuesday
for two years with the Peace
Corps in Malaya.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Berglund are . graduates of
Stout State University, Menomonie. He taught industrial arts
at Owen for a time and will
teach that for the corps.
. Mrs. Berglund is the former
Faith Ellison, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Ellison,
Whitehall. She will teach home
economics in Malaya. They
completed a 12-week course at
the university in Los Angeles,
Calif., prior to leaving.
a

Long Distance Dialing
Shown at Lake City

10TH ANNIVERSARY . . . Four charter
members cut the 10th anniversary cake of
the Winona Coin Club at the VFW Club Tuesday evening. From left , Miss Orlane Kittle,
Mrs. Louis Sheekanoff , Roland Finner and
Lewis Shira. Miss Kittle was re-elected president, Charles Wood vice president, Mrs.
Sheekanoff treasurer and Roland Finner sec-

New Factor
Sought for
School Aid

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
Delegate Assembly of the Minnesota School Boards Association has suggested that perhaps
a new factor should be used in
figuring state aid to s chool
districts.
At the closing session of its
convention Tuesday, the assembly adopted a resolution calling
for a study of the possible use
of net income, as well as property valuations, in determining
foundation aid for districts.
The assembly also urged that
state school aids be paid accordingly to a fixed schedule.
However, delegates turned
down proposed resolutions urging an additional year of teacher
study and asking the Legislature to establish uniform
entrance ages for kindergarten
and first grade.
Also rejected was a plea from
southwestern Minnesota delegates asking that road weight
limits be waived for school
buses.
The assembly turned down a
resolution declaring regret at
passage of the 1969 Federal
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, but instead adopted
the view that school board
members should have a greater
role in developing federal programs.
The delegates said federal
authorities should re-examine
their position favoring earmarked funds instead of providing general support through
state authorities.
Earlier Tuesday, delegates
heard two state legislators attack the state law under which
Minnesota income tax funds are
earmarked for education. State
Education Commissioner Duane
Mattheis defended the system.
Sen. Michael McGuire, Montgomery Liberal, said any dedicated taxes "create tremendous
inefficiency in the operation of
government and tie the hands
of the Legislature in determining fiscal policy."

retary. Leo Lange was named co-secretary.
Sydney Johnstone discussed counterfeiting and
altered date coins. Some club members attend a bourse show at Rochester Sunday,
when 0. H. Fredriksen, national chairman
of the Robert Kennedy for President Clubs,
headquartered in Winona, donated attendance
prizes. (Finner photo)

Special Window
Hours Added at
Arcadia Post Office
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Window service will be provided at Arcadia Post Office
Dec. 11 and 18 until 4 p.m.,
Mrs. Ernest T. Reck, acting
postmaster, said; Ordinarly the
window is closed for mailing
parcels Saturday afternoons.
She urged residents to mail
letters earlier id the day during this season. All letters and
parcels depositedat the post office before 4 p.m. daily will be
dispatched the same day. Mail
deposited after 4 p.m. will be
held over until the following
day.
Persons mailing gift parcels
to distant states should do so
before Dec. 5. To avoid congestion and delay of gift parcels
and greeting cards, local mailers are to withold large bulk
mailings d u r i n g December.
Mrs. Reck urged the use of zip
codes.
An even greater volume of
mail is expected at the Arcadia post office than last year's
recordhigh.

Stop Bombings,
Gromyko Says
MOSCOW (AP)—Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko said
today the first condition for any
progress in solving the Viet
Nam problem was a halt to U.Sbombing of North Viet Nam,
British sources reported.
Gromyko met with visiting
British ForeignSecretary Michael Stewart.They discussed Viet
Nam for 35 minutes at the end
of a meeting that lasted 2 hours
and 45 minutes.

in state spending on education
last year. "There was a deficit
in the income tax fund and a
surplus in the general revenue
fund," he said.
But Mattheis said he would
oppose changing the system
unless the Legislature demonstrated it would "meet the
needs of rapidly - increasing
school costs in a very substantial way by some other means."
He said much income tax
revenue has been diverted to
Rep. Kenneth Scott, Fairmont other uses in recent years and
Conservative, blamed the dedi- property taxes have been raised
cated tax system for a cutback to help pay for education.
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Lake City Marine
Asks Gifts for
Vietnamese Kids

LAKE CITY, Minn. - "It's
not so much the appeal, but
rather the idea that our boys
are doing something besides
fighting Viet Nam," says Mrs.
Ford Marquis of Lake City.
She referred to a letter from
her son, Marine Sgt. Paul A.
Marquis, asking for articles to
aid him in a People to People
program project involving over
900 South Vietnamese children.
MARQUIS, 24, wrote Nov. 18
that he needs toothpaste, tooth
brushes, writing tablets, and
pencils for the children, and he
appealed to his mother to call
on women's clubs, garden clubs
and other to contribute.
"IF WE CAN win these people on our side, we can win the
war with less bloodshed," the
sergeant said. "It might take a
while, but it will work."
Sgt. Marquis also advised his
mother that contributions of
money will not help because the
items cannot be purchased
there.
"Give them my address and
I will see that these items reach
the schools and each donation
will be acknowledged," he
wrote. "The only thing is, donations will have to be sent air
mail because you know' regular
mail takes too long."
THE SEVEN-year Marine veteran is in charge of teaching
all sports activities to the children of two schools.
"It's hard because of the
language barrier, but in return
for our services a priest comes
out to our area on Sunday afternoons and teaches us the Vietnamese language."
The Marquis family moved to
Lake City four years ago. Sgt.
Marquis joined the Marine
Corps while the family resided
in New Jersey.
His address is: Sgt. Paul A.
Marquis, USMC, H & S Co. 3rd
Shor Party Bn.
3rd MAP, 3rd Marine Div.
FMF, c/o San Francisco 96601.
GALESVILLE PATIENT
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special )
— Mrs. Ruby Jegi is recuperating from major surgery at a
La Crosse hospital.
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LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
—More than 600 saw the new
direct long distance dialing
service in. action at Pioneer
Telephone Co. plant during open
house Monday.
Manager Glenn Dwelle was
host. Employes were guides.
Refreshments were served.

JACOBS CHAPEL . . . This is the interior of the chapel
of the new Jacobs Funeral Home at Lewiston, Minn., where
open house will be held Sunday from 3 to 9 p.m. Mr. and
Mrs. Arthus M. Jacobs, St. Charles, have been furnishing
funeral home service in a residence three years. The chapel has a seating capacity of 100. Okra wood paneling, peacock blue carpeting, rheostat controlled lighting and colored Tropoglas windows are features of the interior. (Mrs .
Ruth Cady photo)
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Tourist Council
To Meet Tuesday
ROCHESTER, Minn. - The
Southeastern Minnesota Tourist
Council will meet at R p.m.
Tuesday in the Kahler Hotel,
according to George Brooks,
Red Wing, temporary chairman.
Attending will be Cong. AI
Quie and Robert Warren, new
executive director of Marvelous
Minnesota. Financing of a professional staff will be discussed.

LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special ) — Persons interested in
applying for village assessor
should file an application with
Clerk Robert Kies before the
council meeting Monday .
Kies said Floyd Edminister,
who was hired by council at the
November meeting, has resigned.
A training class for Houston
County assessors will be conducted this month, hence early
appointment is necessary.
Also on the agenda Monday
night will be consideration of
the rezoning applications of Mr.
and Mrs. George Kelly and Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Berry; a report on costs and maintenance
of fluoridation equipment by
Caswell Engineering Co., and
a review of the curb and gutter
project on South 7th Street.

Houston Co. Fair
Meeting Saturday
CALEDONIA, Minn. — Suggestions for enlarging and improving the 1966 Houston
County Fair will be sought at
the annual meeting of Houston
County Agricultural Society Saturday, at 1:30 p.m. in the community room of the Caledonia
State Bank, according to 0. J.
Strand, secretary of the association.
Interested persons were invited to attend.

EITZEN PATIENTS
EITZEN, Minn. (Special ) Mrs. Walter Haar is a patient
in Lutheran Hospital, La
Crosse. Louis Beneke is a patient in Waukon Hospital, Waukon, Iowa.
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Here 's "p ull-away " traction
to keep you on the move !

RIVERSIDE
POWER GRIP

faiB ^^)

RIVERSIDE
SMO-GRIP TIRE

on these days:

Friday, December 3—7 p.m. te 9 p.m.
Saturday, December 4—1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday, December 5—1 p.m. fa 6 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 6—2 p.m. to 5 p.m. A 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Wednesday, December 8—2 p.m. to 3 p.m. & 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday, December 10—2 p.m. te 5 p.m. J. 7 p.m. te 9 p.m.
Saturday, December 11—10 a.m. to 12 a.m. & 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday, December 12—1 p.m. to 6 p.m,
Monday, December 13—2 p.m. to 3 p.m. A 7 p.m. fo 9 p.m.
Wednesday, December IS—2 p.m. to 5 p.m. & 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday, December 17—2 p.m. to 5 p.m. & 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday, December 18—10 a.m. to 12 a.m.
Sunday, December 19—1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday, December 20—10 to 12, 1 to 5 and 7 to 9.
Tuesday, December 21—10 to 12, 1 to 5 and 7 to 9.
Wednesday, December 22—10 to 12, 1 to 5 and 7 to 9.
Thursday, December 23—10 to 12, 1 to 5 and 7 to 9.
Friday, December 24—10 to 12 and 1 to $.
CLIP AND SAVE THESE HOURS WHEN SANTA WILL SEE THE
CHILDREN AT THE MIRACLE MALL, OILMORE AVE.
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Gemini 6, 7
Pilots Check
With Doctors

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP)
— The Gemini 7 and 6 astronauts had a five-hour appointment with the doctors today to
make certain they are physically and mentally fit for their douhleheaders space launching.
For the Gemini 7 crew, Air
Fore* Lt Col, Frank Borman
and Navy Cmdr. James A. Level! Jr.. it was the final major
check before they ride a Titan 2
rocket into the sky Saturday to
kick off the twin shot. Scheduled
blastoff time for the 14-day endurance mission is 2:30 p.m.
(EST).
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The Gemini « astronauts,
Wardwell, assistant to the director of the BuCOTTER EVALUATORS . . . Among parNavy Cmdr. Walter M. Schirra
Jr. and Air Force Maj. Thomas ticipants in the Cotter High School evaluation ,reau of Institutional Research at the UniverP. Stafford undergo a less ex- were, from left, the Rev, Paul E. Nelson,
sity of Minnesota, and Lloyd Bjornlie, executensive exam. Jf ieiy will have a principal; the Rev. Robert J. Stamschror,
tive secretary of the University senate comfinal physical three days before assistant principal; Sister Mary Gerard,
mittee on institutional relationships. (Daily
the scheduled Dec. 18 liftoff of teacher; John Nett , teacher; Miss Dorolese
News photo)
their two-day flight.
The two spacecraft are to rendezvous, perhaps within a few
inches, in what would be an historic space feat.
The Borman-Lovell examinations will provide baseline data
for use in the roost comprehensive medical survey ever attempted on a U.S. man-in-space A rating of excellent was giv- following an evaluation of
en Cotter High School Tuesday school facilities and curriculum
journey.
by an accreditation committee made every five years.
Gemini 7 will be crammed of the University of Minnesota The committee, consisting of
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - A
10 educators from the univer- probe of alleged racketeering
with medical instrumentswhich
sity and nearby Winona area,
w i l l funnel information to
¦%
communities, began its school and vice in Hurley, Wis., conground stations as Borman and
plain
or
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Lovell circle the earth for 389
a meeting with members of the a national crime syndicate in
print, Bermuda col- feather knit—65% Jffl Mt
hours in a weightless whirl.
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Cotter faculty. The Rev. Paul the picture.
The study is to answer such
Nelson, Cotter principal, introquestions as: Do bones grow old
duced teachers, gave a brief About 10 more witnesses art
in Weightlessness? Can man be
history of the school and re- scheduled to be heard by a fedprotected from developing a
viewed Cotter's educational eral grand jury.
"lazy heart" in space? Can he
philosophy and objectives of
survive well enough in space to
U.S. District Attorney Edmake a 14-day flight to the They say "Behind every good each department.
Wardwell , mund Nix said it is a safe asmoon, the longest planned in the man is a good woman." There's Miss Dorolese
Apollo program? How deep does a lot to be said for this saying. chairwoman of the visitation sumption the testimony Tuesday
committee, explained the mech- concerned possible operationsby
an astrauut sleep?
Much of a man's ability to
Three experiments are de- really cope with life rests in the anics of the visitation and the a national crime syndicate. He
signed to learn what happensto fact that he has true compan- committee heard comments declined to give details of the
the calcium In bones. The Gemi- ionship with a faithful, under- from teachers supplmenting testimony by six women and
four men who appeared before
ni 4 and 5 flights, four and eight standing wife. Even when tliere Father Nelson's remarks.
The committee spent Tues- the jury.
days respectively,showed some are misunderstandings w i t h
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day visiting classes, talking to The FBI has been reported in'?wl '' '"
loss of calcium.
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vestigating Hurley for several
job, it doesn't disturb him as it istrators and checking admineduca- months. Hurley, on the Wiscon- . ¦ ' Thbt.--I.ght woolAH wool, no waistdoes if his mate seems to> be tional services and facilities.
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has fulfilled the role of backing day afternoon.
low priced ! 34-40. A-line pieot. 8-18.
him up, being on his side Among Winona and area mem- possible gambling and prostitumm ^^^M
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tion.
against the world, so to speak, bers of the committee were
even a little prejudiced when it Warren Miller, principal of
A»k about FREE American Airlines trip
^w^^MSwW M
comes to her man. And frankly, Rushford High School; Leon
a fella depends on it.
,
King, assistant,librarian at WiState College; James
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Ris- A MAN'S HOME U Ml cas- nona
Holy Trinity School,
O'Toole,
ing pressure of student enroll- tle. Here is one place he reigns,
Rollingstone;
Sister M. Richments will force other major or likes to feel he reigns as
Felix High School, Wastate universities to adopt king. Now feeling like a king ard, St. and
Gerald Timm, astougher admissionstandards in calls for having a queen around, basha,
principal at Winona Sen- A summer of canoeing will
a few years, according to Stan and this again is the "Httfe sistant
be relived Saturday at 7:30
Wenberg, University of Minne- woman." Fulfilling her part in ior High School.¦
p.m. when Explorer Scout Post
his life, she shows interest and
sota vice president
11 entertains parents and spon"Because of population pres- concern for her husband.
sors io the basement of the Casure, every .major state univer- As he comes through the, door
thedral of the Sacred Heart.
sity will have to do what we at after a hard day at the plant or
Slides will be shown of a
Minnesota and the rest of the in the store, or whatever tin
three-day
journey down t h e
Big Ten are doing in raising case may be, she calls out, "Hi,
1 Root River in early June, a 10*
academic standards for the how <i it go today." . With the
day Canadian canoe trip in earlower divisions (freshmen and house in order, dinner on the HONG KONG (AP)-Although ly August and of the canoe dersophomores)," Wenberg said. stove, and her hair combed—a Red China constantly talks of by from Red Wing to Winona.
fresh housedress and j u s t
"We're tenglter on athletes enough make-up to give her col- greatly increasing its aid to Guest of honor will be Raybecause no coach wants a man or, she makes her husband feel North Viet Nam, official western mond Mattson, a student at St.
for just his freshman and soph- like it's fun to come home, Observers in Hong Kong, say Cloud State College, the guide
onore years . . . we are now where he has it real good. For there is no indication of any sub- on the Canadian trip. Richard
Losinski Jr., poet president, inaccepting only out-of-state ath- this kind of a relationship, a stantial increase.
letes who are in the upper 60 man will work and press on to , These Westerners, who have vited anyone interested to atpercentile of their high school greater achievements. Many ' a the job of trying to analyze Pe- tend. Refreshments will be
gradating classes. There are no man has been inspired to extra king's actions and intentions for served.
their governments, say there
a
exceptions," Wenberg said.
heights because he has a womin a few years "such rising an that lends him courage, in- have been rumors of vast new RETURNS HOME
entrance standardswill prevail centive, and determination to movements of material from
southern China to Hanoi but no Miss Susan Gilhertson, daughin all majtr state universities reach out.
substantiating information to ter of Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Gilto erase our momentary disadhertson, 877 W. Sth St., is at
vantage (in athletic recruit- BUT WAIT — before we com- support those rumors.
home
after an extensive vaca"the
best
"Instead,"
said
one,
ing) ," he added.
plete
this
little
column,
let's
|
tion.
She
spent five months visinformation
so
far
available
is
consider the effect of a woman
AdvcrtlMmant
I
that proves self-centered, over- that there has been no Increase iting relatives In Los Angeles
and Rochester, N.Y.
B^R^R^R^R^R^R^R^V
^^kWm ^mMm ^m ^m\%
BV
V"1 "W %F"^S^^*
bearing, and neglectful. Going of material."
.R^B^
home to some men, is much
harder than going to work. The
wkj ^Sm\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\W
.mwmwmWmWmwmW a W^^
minute the fella steps through
^mW\\MM
wMmWAMMMMwwl A\m ^MM
the door, his wife is complainA ^AM *^MA\ ************ \W^
ing about all she's had to do
and that she is never able to
buy the things she needs like
other women do. The house Isn't
in order because she's had her
hands full. Sure , she watches
^AM ^Hj^R^B*/
Men's moc-toe dress style with
^mW A
A \ I **\\*m
TV during the day , but so
'
^
kW
gleaming
leather
^
LW
L
A
what? She has to have some
A^— ^— ^— ^—w
^ ^LM
diversion, doesn't she? Such a
turmoil is wearing and frustrating, and those that permit this
'
Vn wis*eatingot .Li* V..;- 'iS^'»7. kind of a relationship to develdrinking ntuy jT*2^SBaBfc -- ' > op, are missing the joy of life ,
be ¦
scrurco f^frJP^Bl^ ' called "home "
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Explorer Scouts
To Show Canoeing
Slides on Saturday

Rumors of More
China Aid to
Hanoi Doubted

Backache
relief pills bring
milddiuretic A
^
action

W$L
through the^p^L
EP^S
kidneys
^

|ft QA

Taken With
^
^
^ ^^
^

ol mild but a'^jAMT
^a^K* v, <'
itnnnvmg
WHAT 18 It the scripturcr,
£I9NK<W ^aRfcW
Mmlder
^RBSfe&i^DjiJSiLs say ? "It is better lo dwell in
in i tattoo*.^^^RJIfflEflRH t
miking you fed re»tle»iT^^Hj»^ the corner of the housetop than
ttnse and uncomfortable.
^Bfl with a contentious woman in a
Doan's Pitlt often help (o
^
^H wide house." It makes sense,
bring prompt relkf in two
HBfl
«»» : 1) their toothing effect RRR doesn't it? 1 guess most fellows
to cute bladder irritation:
^H would sooner have a nook to reand 2) a mild diuretic action ^
BRR treat to from day to day, than
ihiciugh tho kidney, tending
^^H to walk in to an elaborate house
lo tnircHic output of the
^^B filled with bickering.
15 mil<» of kidney tubci.
Many a
^H
And if reitlcH nightt, with
BRj man can face trials with emnagging backache, headache
MBj
or iiiusailnr udics and pains
WWa ployers or employes, customers,
due toovct-enetuon, urtin
AwM or fellow-workers without being
or emotional upset , are
—mm too badly ujvset, but let him
adding to >our inisciy—
WWrn
iloo 'l V.HJI . try Dnun »
AW —m think his wife in displeased with
I'il K, Willi their opcedy
MW ^— \ him, and it casts u shadow on
Pftin-rclicving action.
WWWWa the rest of his activities.

mmmm
M

promptly to
t orment mW ^^Wi Now ladies, face il. To a
nagging backache,
WWWWm great degree you can make or
hcudsclirs, muscular
WWmwm break your man as a person.
•chch and pains . So get mW ^Wm Make him feel like a king and
ihr name happy relief WWWWm
million* have
mmmmm chances are he will be in a hurenjoyed for over 60
WW—WW
ry to get home. Back him in
yc«fT I'or
WW^AWM
lus dreams and ambitions for
lriicc , UM Doan'a
AWmWm
you and the family, nnd he will
large MAC . (jet AwmwM
Doan 'it Pil). tod«y| A^M ^Aw have tlie get-up and go to make

Doan's^.

those dreams come true, for
you see, "Hehlnd every good
man there is usually a gtw>d
woman. "
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Ted Maier Drugs
A Froo Black and White Picture of Any Child With ia«1a.
Color Picturt Available at Small Charge.

DOWNTOWN
THURSDAY 2 to 5 P.M.
MIRACLE MALL
FRIDAY 2 to 5 P.M.

mEBBf^^

, ™^BOOTEE "HIT"
.Flash alligator print leather uppers,compoji,ionsoles.A beauty
of a bootee. Green, JP QQ
i*«TT
black. 5 to 10 B.

*N WOOl

MSN'S CARDIGAN

Hurry ! Save now on this
handsome swe ater. 75%
mohair, 25% wool—comfortably light, yet warm. Lt
blue, camel, gold. S-M-L-XL
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Red hot
hat buys

ADORABll KNITS

fOR 3-6X GIRLS
Snap-up bulky Orion® acryl?< knit cuddle caps , clips,
hoods, toques for the small
girls of your house. Many
colors. Super value.

WHY WAIT? USI YOUR CREDIT TO SAVE NOW-JUST SAY "CHAROI IT
pwa«M»s«wwHe»^^
Miracle Mall Shopping Center
W.' jjk jL' '-\ j
Shop Mon. thru Frl. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.—Sat. 9 am. to 5 p.m.
Winona, Minn.
1', yy .'I
Shop Sunday 1 p.m. te 6 p.m
Ollmom Ave.—Phono B-4301
Free St»reside Park ing
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Durand School Proposal
To Be Discussed Tonight

DURAND, Wis. (Special) —
Members of the school board,
citizens committee and Supt.
Gordon H. Heuer will explain
the proposed building program
and $790,000 bond issue at a
meeting at the high school here
today at 8 p.m.
The bond referendum will be
Dec. 7.

short, straight walls fastened together to give an appearance of
a round building.
It would be 39.6Q0 square feet
in size to provide the same facilities a rectangular building
would have to cover 49,000
square feet, the board said.
~ TAXES ON a $10,000 property
would increase about $18 per
THE BOARD proposes to year with the bond issue. The
build an elementary school on proposed sale of $790,000 in
the hill to the rear of the pres- bonds would bring outstanding
ent school site at an estimated debt to $1,225,000), less than half
cost of $640,000 and a $150,000 the district's borrowing limit.
addition to the high school for The present school is "bulg
home economics and science. ing at the seams," the board
The estimates include furniture, points out, and if construction
fixtures and all other expenses isn't approved, the board will
and fees.
have to rent more space.
The board has selected a new There are 433 in elementary
design for the elementary in an area designed for 300. The
school because it would be high school has an enrollment
cheaper to build and save of 425 in area designed for less
space. It would consist of many than 300.

DENNIS THE MENACE

?scwtfuooy w/wra? TOTALK TO tou.eur j
•RW) HIM 10GAILBACK WHEN VOtiWQfc O&fi// '

APARTMENT 3-G

Two substandard basement
rooms are used f<y classes in
the high school building. There
are two temporary rooms In the
parking lot, a trailer for guidance and counseling, and a remodeled house where two additional classes are taught.
The building doesn't provide
a room for each teacher.
THE ONLY answer to this
limited space as enrollments increase would be to limit the
number of high school courses.
Enrollment is increasing.
Last school term there were
370 in elementary including kindergarten and 409 in high
school. This year there are 433
in elementary and 425 in high
school. The projection for the
1970-71 term is 475 in elementary and 500 in high school.
The board says a new elementary school is the most economical plan. Constructing a
new high school would be ideal ,
members feel, but it would cost
twice as much and result in duplicating of facilities.
Expansion on the existing site
would be only a temporary answer. The area is limited, and
having high school and elementary students together is no
longer considered advisable.
ALL RURAL schools will continue to operate after the building program is completed, and
none will be decreased in size.
If the bond issue is passed,
the new school would be ready
for occupancy the ' second semester next year.
Present to offer information
at the meeting will be Supt.
Heuer ; Wilbur W. Weishapple,
Everett O. Larson, Byron Dale,
Andrew Brunner, Warren Alme,
Dr. Joseph Springer and Francis Schlosser, and the following who are on the citizens committee:
Stanley Anderson, Mrs. Ed
Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Hintermeyer, Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold Talford, Victor Bauer,
Jack Komro, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Slabey, Judge John
Bartholomew, Mr. and Mrs. Duane Johnson, Mrs. Val Hoeser,
Mrs. Floyd Rliiel, Richard Wil-

¦
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Rochester to Get
14-Story Hotel
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ST. PAUL (AP) — A 14-story
hotel and motor inn will be built
for Sheraton Hotels at Rochester, Minn., it was announced today.
Tbe hotel will include 250
rooms and suites for guests. Tbe
block-long development is to
open in spring 1968.
St. Paul businessman Cortland
J. Silver said he and Sheraton
officials signed a contract Tuesday in Boston, Mass. Silver is
to own the hotel and lease it to
Sheraton.
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Flood,Tornado
Loan Application
Deadline Dec. 31
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MINNEAPOLIS CAP) - The
deadline for flood and tornado
disaster loan applications was
extended to Dec. 31 today by the
Small Business Administration.
The deadline for tornado loans
had been set for today. The flood
loan date was Oct. 31.
Harry A. Sieben, regional SBA
director, said the extension
came because many persons
were confused by the two different dates and failed to file any
application at all.
So far, 483 disaster loans totaling nearly $5 million have
been approved by tbe local SBA.
Another 26 loans for a total of
about $500,000 are pending.
¦
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Jobless Benefit
Payments Drop
ST. PAUL (AP) — Unemployment benefit payments dropped
22 per cent or $7.4 million in the
Jan. 1-Nov. 19 period from the
same period in 1964, Minnesota
Employment Security Commissioner Robert J. Brown reported
Tuesday. The total paid out was
$25,721,322.
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FABULOUS GLAMOUR VALUES
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kinson, Karl Goethel, Nat Ward,
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Lieffring,
Thomas Schiefelbein, Mrs. Robert Heike, Mrs. Bert Hagness,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Weiss,
Mrs. Jack Buchholtz, Ed Grippen and John Mayor.

By Alex Kotzky

VELVETEEN PANTS

{fl*

Richcottonvelveteen Capris,
coordinate with tops above.
Side pocket,extension tab
closing. Black, blue, gold,
red,green or brown. 10-18.
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By Dal Curtis
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By Ernie Buthmiller

WEUIMGT OHf
Waterproo f
vinyl, Orion acrylic lined.
All Duroose; over foor. 7-12.
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By Saundert and Ernst

Real
Bargain
BABY'S WARM

BLANKET SLEEPER
MARK TRAIL
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Ask about FREE American Airlines trip
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Hurry in for
severalsets

Bold border screen prints.
Short or elbow length
sleeves. Cotton sateens add
glamour to "at home" hours.
Assorted multicolors. 32-38.

NANCY
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PRINT TOPS

REX MORGAN,M.D.
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Downy acetate and Ac-Han*
acrylic machine washes and
dries. Easy on snap front
and leg.White,maize,aqua.
Two sizos fit 3-6,7-12 mos.

By Ed Dodd
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NYLON SHIRTS

Snap thorn up! 100% BanLon® nylon you never see at
this low price. Classic stylIng. Lt. blue, camel, red,
yellow, black, white. S-XL

_ '
mmtwtem.
4-BUCKLE ARCTICS
Waterproof rubber , cotton
fleece lined. Full gusset. Full
sizes only, from 6 to 13.

WHY WAIT? USE YOUR CREDIT TO SAVE NOW-JUST SAY "CHARGE IT"
1
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Miracle Mall Shopping Center
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Winona, Minn.
Gilmore Ave ,—Phono 8-4301
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Shop Mon, thru Frl. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.— Sat, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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Ivan Wilsons
Honored on 40th

Great Hall Sparkles With
Lights, Music for Bazaar

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Wilson
were honored guests Sunday at
an open house at Calvary Baptist Church in observance of
their 40th wedding anniversary.
Assisting were the Mmes. Earl
Gates, Phillip Roland, Haven
Miller, Ralph Beckstrom, F«#
win Herman, Marilyn Han:»n
and Clarence Cox.
The Wilsons ¦formerly lived
for about six years at Old
Frontenac where they ^were
caretakers of the Methodist
campus there. They recently
moved to St. Paul. They have
one son, Charles, Pine Island,
Minn., and one daughter, Mrs.
Helen Lebeck, Paynesville,
Minn. There are five grandchildren.

The Great Hell at Paul Watkins Memorial Methodist Home was a-glitter with sparkling lights, from which
dangled big golden bells, and a massive 12-foot Christmas tree, hung with snowflake ornaments as hundreds
of visitors came to see the holiday wares Tuesday afternoon and evening. Lovely Christmas music flooded the

__

Redeemer Societies
Elect New Officers
Tuesday evening the Sarah
Society ot Redeemer Lutheran
Church elected the following officers for 1966: Mrs. Walter
Marquardt, president, Mrs. Loyal Tulius, vice president; Mrs.
Fred Dambach, secretary; Mrs.
John Pollema, t r e a s u r e r .
LV7ML delegates are Mrs. Elmer Heiden and Mrs, John
Beard; alternate delegates are
Mrs, John Pollema and Mrs.
Warren Macemon.
Hymn study was the topic of
the evening, led by the Rev.
Louis 0. Bittner, and advent
hymns were sung. Society members were invited to a Christmas party at the home of Mrs.
Elmer Heiden Dec. 14 at which
time there will be an exchange
of gifts and also offerings taken for tbe Lutheran Children's
Friend Society.
A new society for young people was recently organised at
the church. Meetings are held
each secondand fourth Sundays
at 7 p.m. Officers elected are:
Sandra Hume, president; Kenneth Hunt*, vice president;Jerry Benish, secretary,and Becky
Erdmann, treasurer.

hall

THE OCCASION was the
annua l Yuletlde Festival ,
sponsored by the auxiliary
ot the home. Most of the gifts ,
decorations and holiday foods
were made by auxiliary members and many were the handiwork of creative residents of the
home.
Customers by the dozens
came at noon (or lunch. Morning coffee was served with holiday cookies and there was a
tea-time in the afternoon .
Tables set up around the big
two-story room draped with gay
sequlnned C h r I s t tn a s tablecloths, were filled with tempting wares for decorating tbe
home, for gift-g iving and for holiday entertaining.
There were countless tiny
knitted garments for dolls , an
array of pretty aprons, towels ,
hot-dish holders, children 's garments. One tiered table held
Christmas candles and golden
angels for decorations. There
were velvet-topped pincushions
with gold lace borders, clever
little bookmarks made like mittens, embroidered pillow cases
and others for children, stamped in bright red and green
Christmas designs.
Also offered were handsome
ceramic figures and mosaic
items, such as ash trays and
jewel boxes, homemade breads,
cookies and candies.

Dress-Up Party
For Red Men,
Pocahontases

Trempealeau " County PTO
Considers Joining ARC

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Merlin Kurth, executive director, Wisconsin Association
Christmas Program
for Retarded Children, Madison, spoke to members of the
Thursday at Eitzen
Trempealeau County Parent
EITZEN, Minn. (Special) Teacher Organization in the
Women's FeUowshlp of St.
Tri Count/ Memorial Hospital
VISITORS lingered In the 10- dining room Monday evening.
Luke's United Church of Christ
will have its Christmas pro- lariunt to visit after shopping.
Here a Christmas tree was ACCORDING to Kurth. there
gram at 2 p.m. Thursday.
In charge will be Mrs. Le- hung with candy canes and tiny are 1,000 associations in the
land Loeffler and Mrs. Ray- ornaments and enticing little country, 42 of which are lomond Paus of the missionary wrapped gift boxes. A huge cated in Wisconsin. They are
department and Mrs. Walter green holly wreath with clusters Interested not only in retarded
Schuttemeier and Mrs. Roy of berries hung at the entrance children, but in all of the menMeiners of the Christian service to the hall and bouquets of tally retarded no matter what
fresh chrysanthemums created their situation or needs may
department.
Hostesseswill be the Mmes. a festive appearance.
be. The associations began SO
General chairman of tha Yule- years age as the result of a
Harry Meyer, Erwin Rober,
William Kruse, Alvin Pieper tide Festival were Mrs. E. R. parent revolt. From the parents
Streater and Mrs. Lloyd E. it spread to the communities,
and Hubert Burmester.
Schuldt. Proceeds from the fes- to the county level, and then
WSCS YULE PROGRAM
tival will go the auxiliary's to the state and national level.
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spe- pledge of $7,500 for medical
cial ) — Methodist Women's So- equipment for the new Nursing The association deals, said
Kurth, mainly with four cateciety of Christian Service will Care Unit at the home.
gories: parent concern, public
hold their Christmas program
understanding and concern,
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the church.
stimulatingservices, and stimuA potluck dessert will follow the Bethrothed Couple . lating research.
program. There will be no busiHonored at Blair
In first category parents
ness meeting.
share the impact of knowing
(Special)
BLAIR , Wis.,
— they have a mentally retarded
Miss Rosemary Anderson and child with parents in like cirTom Twesme were honored at cumstances. The second catea prenuptial shower Sunday gory, public understanding and
afternoon at Fagernes Luther- concern, deals partially with
an Church by 175 relatives and the fact that these are the men.
iriende.They were from River tally retarded, not the emoFalls, Mftuston, Eau Claire, tionally disturbed, and by letOsseo and surrounding com- ting the public know these
munities.
things. The Association also
Mrs. Ardell Stalheim, Taylor, sponsors scholarships for perwas mistress of ceremonies. sons wis-hing to become teachMin. Stolheim and Mrs. Irvin ers in this field, and by publiToppen, Marcia and Debbie cations letting the general pubHanson and Judy Susan Scow lic know what is being done.
participated in the program.
IN THK third category, serThe Prisdlla Circle, assisted by
the Mmes. Franklin Foegen vice, they furnish leadership
and Ray GUberUon, were in training sessions in ways that
are best to treat such children,
charge of the serving.
Miss Anderson and Mr. Twesme were given a shower Fri*
day evening in Our Saviour's
Lutheran Church, Whitehall.
The couple will ba married
in an evening ceremony at Our
Saviours Lutheran Dec. 18.
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oven cleaner

e i cut •*>
. . . f o r t if twith
claaive tUoaU catalyst
to p m t U y t a r acheat of
all ecAar even efesatri/
Baked-on cm dirt end
mats are na match for
JIFOAM, the super ovencleaner -with all tht
apeed power and penetration-power of a chunioal
catalyst. Work* lightning
fast on contact with a
warm oven . . . yet it 'a
so easy to use you could
wear a party gown.
• 4-6 ovrn cleaning* $n
the economic s! 16ounce cat.
• 2-3 oven cleanings In
the liandy tf-ounce can
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CEDAR VALLKV ALCW
CEDAR VALLEY, Minn. (Special) — The American Luther*
an Church Women of Cedar
Valley Lutheran Church will
hold their annual meeting in
the church parlors Tuesday at
8 p.m.
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MR. FRIESAN discussed the
stigma attached to mental illness. He said that people who
Jutl paal bade oyaUl claar plailic ihaa). !» ¦»«• photo on
come in contact with persons
"Magic" ittWtva page, raplaca plastic thaat. Praciava
who are mentally ill, including
photot, maniantet ara mounted, lata from aging, tall, ebrt
clergymen, teachers and doc. . . yat ptiotot un ba ramovod or raarrangad without <Um»
tors, Should be educated so they
aga to photo er paga. Savat hour* of work!)
can help them. One out of every
Luxurious piddsd <ovar of dova whits washable 'Usttiarten in the United . States is afgrainad finish. 10 Big 9%' x l IW pages, 20 sidoi 2000
fected by mental illness, he said.
squsra inchas.
"The front door and the back
door oi the center is open to
everyone. No one in need of GUARANTEED IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. ALBUM SENT POSThelp .is turned away. Charges PAID.
are on a sliding scale/' conclud,"
;
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
ed Mr. Friesen.
"
j
- 'FOR $4.50 TO:
Committees were appointed i
during the business meeting.
KENCO DISTRIBUTORS, 2501 LOHSE BLVD. SO.,
j
Mrs. George Maul and Mrs. Ray j
'
<
WIS.
LA
CROSSE,
Lafky will be in charge of '
!I
Christmas treats for the chil- *I i
,, , . , ...«
!
dren. The Mmes. Gilbert Hoes- ' j Name
ley, Richard Merchlewitz and
Daryl Potter make up the Janu- j Address
!
•
•••
ary card party committee.
I
|'
Lunch was served by Mrs.
State . . ....,.
{
Clifford Christiansen and Mrs. *! - City . . . . . . . , ,
I
¦
t
Paul Gehres. The attendance

NO •TOOLS' OR 'SUPPLIES' NEBKM
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I for real comfort > . .
give hassocks
j
1
I
j
j
I

KEEP WARM

For the long winter days ahead add the
warmth and beauty of colorful hassocks by
BABCOCK-.. PHILLIPS, America 's finest.
Choose from a wide range of colors and sty les ;
f
. . . All in easy to clean vinyl.
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Otter Stylet $6.«« to

• Nylon PHt Cafh
• Warm Ftoc* Lining*.
• Cushion Crop* $•*•*
• Silt* 4</ 2 to 10—N «V H Widths
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Round Stuffed Hassock ,
24"
10.95
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EAST THIRD STRUT — WINONA
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I—High Leather Boot
With Stocked Heel

sa

Square Stuffed
Hassock, 20"
3.98
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"Bunny Boot"
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SELECTION

I

Rectangular Bench
Hassock , 36" long
13.95
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WINTER DAYS

Open Olily 9 to
'Til Christmas

RIYOLUT IOMARY NIW^
Magic Memory Album

occupied by persons with mental illness than all other illnesses combined," said Miller Friesen, program director of the
Hiawatha Valley Mental Health
Center, when he spoke at the
Stockton PTA meeting Monday
evening. "It has been estimated
that 50 percent of all physical
ills have emotional involvement," he said.
He told of the need and of
the establishment of the center
here and of the present staff
and hoped-for future staff. The
center hopes to acquire a fulltime psychiatrist and psychologist.

1

MOST COMPUTI

Th* WrtimMt, moit p*r»ontl
drd you can t*nd I*
• ftioto-OrastingCard. You
probably hsv* torn* ttntpshot*
•lr«»dy which would m»K»
¦beautiful SLIM LINE Ctrt.
Bring In your nogtMvi, and
l*t ua halp you ttlact
JS/S^
•n ipproprisla dulfn, J/ uw W

STOCKTON, Minn. - "There

Delta Zeta
Sorority
To Initiate

TRADEHOME S

YOU CAN rUT yOWR (HEART)

banner was won by Mrs. Hoes- —Green Thumb Garden Club
ley's room. Mrs. Gene Ankrum will hold its annual Christmas
gourmet dinner Friday at 6:30
won the special prize.
p.m. Mrs. Delia Lawrcnr will
GREEN THUMB DINNER
be hostess and there will be a
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special ) gift exchange.

including classes for the retarded, sheltered workshops, recreation programs, day care centers, etc. They also work with
governmental agencies and
units to try and encourage necessary program changes to
make treatment of the mentally
retarded easier.
Research is being done said
Kurth, to prevent retardation.
According to Kurth, the quantity and quality of the services
still are not what they should
be. Retarded children are often
treated as second-class citizens. Zeta Upsilon Chapter of DelWith public awareness and pub- ta Zeta Sorority at Winona State
¦ ii* 7
lic concern, a new type of pro- College will hold initiation cere- I
j f *f
monies for 13 pledges Sunday
gram will emerge.
at 6 p.m. An initiation dinner
FOLLOWING a discussion, at 1 p.m. will precede the dinWayne Allemang, Whitehall, ner.
:
president of the County PTO, To he initiated are: Patricia
appointed Mrs. Ray Smith, Et- Biael, Butterfield, Minn. ; Bontrick, and Mrs. Rodney Stage, nie Feuling, Arcadia, Wis.; PaGalesville, to secure more in- tricia Fischbach, Paynesville,
formation of the state associa- Minn. ; Helen Gorman, Goodtion and have it mailed to mem- hue, Minn.; Tanya Hildebrandt,
bers and interested persons New Brighton, Minn.; Shirley
throughout the county. Allemang Kress, Stillwater, Minn.; Kathand E. N. Brice, Independence, leen Macioch, St. Paul; Karen
were named to study the by- Meistad, Arcadia; J u d i t h
laws of the state association Meschke, Morristown, Minn.;
and make recommended chan- Janet Nelson, Northfield, Minn.;
ges to be used on the county le- Darlene Nestoltt, St. Charles,
vel.
Minn.; Alice Peterson, South St.
A meeting has been set for Paul, and Sandra Quam, KenJan. 10 at 8 p.m. in the Tri- yon, Minn.
County Memorial hospital din- Active mebers were presenting room. Members will vote ed to members of Phi Sigma
on whether or not they will Epsilon and Sigma Tau Gamma fraternities at a "Pledge
join the state association.
Presents" held in the smog
Nov. 16.
BRIDAL SHOWER
As philanthropic projects, DelBLAIR, Wis. (Special)—Miss ta Zeta has helped Alpha Phi *¦ *^^Bm\ **\\*\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
'
m\\wNm\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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Sally Koxlien and Michael Omega with the book rental
Sterner will be honored at a service and will decorate the
prenuptial shower Friday eve- former Gamble store for the
m ^^^^^^L ^g ^k ^t ^k ^k¦ ^^
A —M
^M
g
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ning at the Pleasant V i e w Chamber of Commerce f o r
^j ^—^—U
school.
Christmas.
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The Red Men will have a
dress-up party in conjunction
with a potluck supper at the
Wigwam Saturday beginning at
6:50 p.m.
The supper is for Red Men
and members of the Degree of
Pocahontas and their guests.
Prizes will be awarded winners
in the dress competition and
color movies will be shown.
Members of the committee in
charge are Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
John Carter, Mr, and Mrs.
Henry Fegre and Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Williams.
Tickets also are available at
the clubrooms for the roast
beef dinner Dec. 7.
The regular meeting of the
tribe will be at 7:30 p.m. Thursday. At the meeting chiefs will
be elected for 1966.

TIIK ENGAGEMENT of Miss Barbara Joan
Loewenhagen to Harley Gene Broberg, Utica, Minn.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Broberg, South Haven,
Minn., is announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Veryl Loewenhagen, Cochrane, Wis. No wedding
date has been set. Miss Loewenhagen is employed
at the Arcadia Industries Inc. Her fiance is cmployed at the Fiberite Corporation.

Mentally III
Fill Hospital
Beds,PTA Told

«

1

Early American Vinyl
Print Hassock
8.50

Round Button-top •
Hassock , 20"
9.95

We will be open Monday thru Friday Nights
. . . now until Christmas.
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 1, 1965

Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

William Reiland

Otto Jahn

OAT.trr,f)N|/\ [ Minn (Special )
— Otto Jahn, 64, died Tuesday
afternoon of an apparent heart
attack. He was pronounced dead
on arrival at Caledonia CommuTUESDAY
nity Hospital.
ADMISSIONS
Bonn Sept. 30, 1901, to Mr.
Ross Brown, 600 Main St.
and Mrs. Gotthiln Jahn, he
Richard Prenot, 1057 E. Sanworked the home farm with his
born St.
brother, Franklin, until retiring
Mrs. Albert Tamke, Arcadia,
in 1958. More recently he had
Wis.
been employed at Caledonia
Romea Dienger, 655 Grand
Implement.
St.
He was a member of CaledonMrs. Lawrence QuiHin and
ia Presbyterian Church.
baby, 909 W. Wabasha St.
Survivors are: Two brothers,"
DISHARGES
Franklin and Albert, CaledonMrs. Robert Becker and baby,
ia, and three sisters, Mrs. MaWinona Rt. 3.
thilda Birckline, Upland, Calif.;
Mrs. Amanda Dom, Lewiston,
Mrs. Caroline Ranzenberger,
Minn.
Spring Grove, and Mrs. HerMrs. Bernard Stockhausen
man <Maria) Klankowski, Caleand baby, 572 E. Broadway.
donia.
Funeral services will be FriWEATHER
day
at 2 p.m. at First United
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Presbyterian Church the Rev.
SANTA ANA, Calif. - Mr. OTHER TEMPERATURES Glen Pearson officiating. Burial
High Low Pr will be in Evergreen Cemetery.
and Mrs. James Valentine a
Friends may call Thursday
daughter by adoption Nov. 14. Albany, cloudy
38 15
afternoon
and evening at the
Albuquerque, rain .. 46 36 .17
Potter-Haugen Funeral Home
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE Atlanta, clear
42 33 .. and at the church after 1 p.m.
Friday.
Flow — 18,000 cubic feet per Bismarck, dear ... 49 28
Boise, clear
35 22 ..
second today at 8 a.m.
Albert B. Simonson
Boston, clear ...... 39 27
Tuesday
MONDOVI
, Wis. (Special) —
Chicago,
clear
.....
35
23
..
1:50 p.m. — Double D, 3
Cincinnati, clear ... 31 20 ... Albert B. Simonson, 76, died
barges, up.
Tuesday afternoon at his home
4:25 p.m. — Dan Luckett, 1 Cleveland, clear .... 32 22 .01 after a long illness.
Denver, cloudy . . . . . 55 25
barge, up.
Born Oct. 27, 1889, in DramDes Moines, clear .. 35 26
Today
men Township, Eau Claire
34 26
12:30 a.m. — Pere Marquette, Detroit, clear
Fairbanks, snow ... -1 -19 T County, to Mr. and Mrs. Ole
8 barges, down.
Fort Worth, cloudy 66 42 . ... Simonson, he married Ada Anderson Dec. 12, 1915. He farmHelena, clear . . . . .. 40 19
FIRE CALLS
ed
in the Drammen area until
Honolulu, clear .... 83 67 .03
moving to Mondovi in 1948.
Indianapolis,
clear
.
3
8
20
..
Tuesday
He was a member of Dram5:26 p.m. — 2nd and Liberty Jacksonville,, clear . 56 31
men Lutheran Church and of
Kansas
City,
clear
.
40
32
..
streets, William Bray building,
the Knights of Pythias lodge. He
sprinkler system lost pressure, Xos Angeles, clear . 68 49
served on the Sheldon Valley
..
34
20
..
Louisville,
clear
.
no fire.
School board 24 years and had
4:58 p.m. — 150 Liberty St., Memphis, clear .... 37 18 .. worked with the Agricultural
..
52
Miami,
cloudy
74
Watkins Products, Inc., sixAdjustment Act 14 years.
story brick building, sprinkler Milwaukee, clear .. 30 21 ,..
Survivors are: His wife; one
system also lost pressure, no Mpls.-St.P., clear .. 30 24 .. daughter, Mrs. James (DoroNew Orleans, clear 63 35 .. thy) Feeney, Mondovi; six
fire.
¦
¦
New York, clear ... 40 30 .. grandchildren; two brothers,
Okla. City, cloudy .. 56 35 .. Oscar, Mondovi,. and Morton,
Omaha, clear . . . . . . 41 28 .. Chippewa Falls, and one sister,
70 44 .. Mrs. William (Sadie) Hollister,
Phoenix, clear
Ptlnd, Me., clear . .. 37 20
Osseo. One sister and three
Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy .48 45 .. brothers have died.
Rapid City, clear ... 56 30 ..
Funeral services will be
St. Louis, clear ..:. 35 22 .. Saturday at 2 p.m. at DramSalt Lk. City, cloudy 40 22
men Lutheran Church, the Rev.
San Fran.,dear . ... 63 51
Elton Hillesland officiating.
Seattle, rain . . . . . . 50 44 .08 Burial will be in the church
ABCADIA, Wis. (Special) - Washington, clear . 45 29 .. cemetery.
The body of Sp. 4 Ronald John- Winnipeg, cloudy .. 22 15
Friends may call Friday after
son, 21, Arcadia, who died in (T-Trace)
3 p.m. and Saturday until 11
Viet Nam Nov. 20 of stomach
AIRPORT WEATHER
a.m. at Kjentvet & Son Funeral
and facial wounds received Nov. (North
Observations) Service, and after noon at the
Central
19, was to arrive by air at 2:40
church.
p.m. today at La Crosse air- Max. temp. 45 today at noon,
at
8
a.m.,
today
min.
temp.
31
port.
Ralph Blair
The body was escorted by Lt. scattered cloud layer at 20,000 DURAND, Wis. (Special) —
Robert W. Greenman. Kfllian feet, visibility 15 miles, south- Ralph Blair, 71, Durand, was
FuneralHome, Arcadia , met the west wind at 7 m.p.h., barome- pronounced dead on arrival at
ter 29.88 and slowly falling, hu- Sacred Heart Hospital, Eau
plane.
Claire, shortly after 9 a.m.
Funeral services will be Sat- midity 52 percent.
Tuesday.
urday at 9:30 a.m. at Our Lady
of Perpetual Help Church, the P. Johnson, Arcadia, Tuesday He and his wife were returning from Chippewa Falls, pullRev. John P. Trant officiating. to give assistance.
Burial will be in Calvary Ceme- Through the efforts of Ernest ing a load of Christmas trees
tery, with members of Head- T. Reck, Ronald's brother, in a trailer, when he colquarters Company, 1st Battal- Michael, stationed aboard the lapsed at tbe steering wheel
hon, 128th Infantry,Arcadia, as USS American, an aircraft car- of his car on Highway 53 withpallbearers.
rier, returned for the service. in the Eau Claire city limits.
.
Friends may call at the fune- He is with the U.S. Navy.
The car jumped the road dividral home Friday. The Rosary Ronald was wounded by er, went into the left lane, and
will be said at 6:30 and 8:15 friendly machine gun fire when stopped when Mrs. Blair turned
p.m. Friday.
he walked in front of it in dark- off the ignition.
Col. Buckley of the National ness and rain. He had arrived He was bom Aug. 24, 1894, at
Guard stationed in Eau Claire in Viet Nam in September. His Red Cedar, Dunn County, to
called at the home of Ronald's enlistment would have expired Fred and Carrie Dowd, Blair. He
farmed in this area and worked
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest next June.
William Reiland, 88, formerly of 357 W. Sanborn St., died
early today at Preston Nursing Home, where be had been
a patient since September.
fie was born in Norton Township, Winona County, July 7,
1877, to Michael and Anna Reiland. He married Rose Roth,
Lewiston, Oct. 18, 1911. The
couple farmed in Norton Township until her death in December 1945, after which he moved
to Winona. He later married
Mrs. Caroline Beck who died
March 28, 1961.
A number of nephews, nieces
and cousins survive.
Funeral arrangements, in
charge of Sellner Funeral
Home, Rollingstone, are incomplete.

Vlilllng hour*i Medial aim tnrgi^i
WtltnST} To 4 ana 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
chlldrtn under 12.)
Maternity patients: 1 to 1:30 and ; ta
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

Funeral Saturday
In Arcadia for
Viet Nam Casualty
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Imagine this:
now you can Play Your
Favorite Christmas

SongS-by this Christmas!
Join our "Play-By-Christmas" Guitar Class ! We're starting
guitar classes on Wednesday Evening, December 1. They're
designed for beginners like you. Best of all, you don't need
a guitar to enroll. We provide it! Songs learned will include
many of your favorite Christmas carols.

Join our "Play-ByChristmas" Guitar
Classes
Course includes:

Text

use of Guitar

Four Class lessons

for just

$9*95

££,»«£
T"
7:3° PM
DM

Hal Leonard
MflSi6

in Winona

Dogs Help Increase in
Guard Camps
Shoplifting
MeHtemSAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP ) — Shortly before dusk 26
U.S. Infantrymen set out on a
jungle patrol less than 30 miles
from Saigon. Their mission: To
ambush the Viet Cong.
It was like hundreds of other
patrols for the 1st Infantry Division, except for one key difference: A lean, vicious German
Shepherd dog led the way.
Nothing happened for three
hours. Then the big dog became
tense and stopped short. -'He
pointed his body toward a
clump of dense brush. The ambush was set.

Within 10 minutes, three or
four Viet Cong walked into the
trap and the Americans opened
fire. One Viet Cong was killed;
another, wounded, crawled into
the undergrowth. The dog
picked up the scent and led the
Americans to him.
The incident typifies the increasing role played by scout
does in the Vietnamese war. .
"Our scout dogs will alert on
any strange scent outside of the
patrol," said Sgt. l.C. Jesse S.
Mendez, 38, San Antonio, Tex., a
military adviser on dogs. "They
have been instrumental in the
discovery of mines, documents,
food, weapons and ammunition. "
Several hundred German She.,
pherds are in use.
Most are sentry dogs on guard
at U.S. installations. The/§ are
trniprrl nt T.nekland Me Force
Base, San Antonio, 'rex., in an
eight-week course in which they
are matched with volunteer
handlers.
Both the Army and Marine
Corps are using dogs more and
more in the field.
The scout dogs, or "four-footed radar" as the Gis call them,
also come from the United
States but they are trained in
Viet Nam and matched with
.Vietnamese handlers.
These handlers are experienced field soldiers. Often on
patrols they are the first to take
casualties because they walk
with the dogs ahead of the
troops.
"By now," said one Vietnamese, "the dogs are accustomed
to the odor of the American Gl,
so that when the VC are in the
area, the dog's alert is even
stronger.
"The "Viet Cong have been
using dogs, too, but they haven't
had the training our teams have
had, so they're not nearly so
effective."
It takes three to five days for
the dog to become used te Viet
Nam's heat and humidity. Each
dog must be between 1 and 2
years old, weigh 60 pounds and
stand 23 inches high at the
shoulder.
as a tinsmith in a hardware
store in Durand prior to opening
a service station here In about
1930. He retired at 67. He started selling trees at the station
and continued the business at
his home each season.
He was a member of the Durand cily council about 30 years,
and representative on the Pepin
County Board of Supervisors.
He was a member of the-highway and courthouse building
comittees. He was a member
of the volunteer fire company
many years.
Recently he had been selling
advertising for the Wisconsin
Indian Head County, Inc., publication. He was a member of
the Masonic lodge and a former
member of the Durand Community Council, Civic Club and Rod
and Gun Club.
Survivors are : His wife ; one
son, Robert, Durand, - -Pepin
County service officer and CD
director; six grandchildren; one
brother, Fred, Durand; one
sister, Mrs. Esther Oesterreicher, Durand, and two halfbrothers, Ray Olson, Greenfield,
N.D., and Arthur Olson, Denver,
Colo.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Goodrich
Funeral Chapel, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Stephen Anderl officiating. Burial will be in St. Mary's
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home this evening and
Thursday until time of services.

Mrs. Amelia Hartitert

READS LANDING, Minn. Mrs. Amelia llartstett, 85,
Reads Landing, died at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha,
today.
Abbott-Wise Funeral Home is
completing arrangements.

Lutefisk & Lefse

DINNER
Family Style

THURS., DEC. 2

Serving Starts S:M P.M.
Reservations Appreciated
Phot* JIM

STEAK SHOP

By JOSEPH E. MOHBAT
and specialty shops, though
WASHINGTON (AP) — . With spreading his talent around
just 20 shopping days until where it will do the most good."
Christmas, the FBI reported The professional prefers subtoday that shoplifting Is the na- urban stores over downtown
tion's fastest-growing form of stores because there is apt to be
larceny, having increased 93 per less security in the outlying escent in the past five years.
tablishments.
Police last year recorded 184,- He often trains accomplices
478 shoplifting cases involving and works in pairs or threestolen goods worth almost $5 somes, assigning one to distract
million.
the attention of the sales-person
Most shoplifters are women, while the other helps himself to
the FBI said, "probably be- loot from the counters.
cause of the ease with which the Among the amateur shopliftfemale shoplifter can conceal er* are housewives, persons
stolen articles on and around with small incomes and juveher person."
niles of both sexes.
The FBI's legal term for shop- ¦"They steal for several realifting is "stealing." To fit that sons," the FBI said, "real or
description, the culprit must imaginary hardship, personal
take merchandise from a store need, an opportunity presenting
during business hours and carry itself, inability to resist temptait away with the intention of tion, or — especially with juvetheft.
niles — for the thrill involved."
Professional shoplifters steal Housewives, who sometimes
for profit with the intention of steal because of their small
reselling the merchandise, the budgets, often take wearing apFBI said.
parel and food and sometimes
"Usually with little income or use their children as accommeans of support , he or she plices, bawling them out for
makes it his vocation, primarily dishonesty if they are caught in
working in department stores the act.
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^
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Congressmen
Busy During
Short Recess

Municipal Court

WINONA
Forfeitures:
Patrick J. Halverson, 25,
Kellogg, Minn., $25 on a charge
^>l^Bpeeding-45-m;pThr-in--a-30
zone at Mankato Avenue and
East Wabasha Street Tuesday
at 7:35 a.m.
Edward Sorenson, 860 E. 2nd
St.,
$10 on a charge of parking
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sena- too close to a fire hydrant
at
tors and representatives seem 531 W . 4th St. Tuesday at 1:20
on their way toward establish- p.m.
ing a record for globe-girdling
travels during the congressional entertainment, such as visits to
theaters and night clubs. In
recess.
The bill for this year's over- most cases they are supposed to
seas missions will not be known pay for their wives if they take
until sometime In March when them along.
all of the itemized accounts ar* The b n 1 k of the overseas
turned In and published in the spending Is covered by the use
Congressional Record.
of so-called counterpart funds,
But it is expected to exceed or U. S.-owned currencies which
by far the $396,876.65 apent in have accumulated largely when
1964 — $239,300.30 for travels by
House members and $157,575.30 surplus farm commodities are
sold under the Food for Peace
for expenses of senators.
program for local currency
On the whole, congressmenon rather than U. S. dollars.
missions for House and Senate Many of those engaged in
committees can charge the gov- overseas investigations — the
ernment for their official ex- critics call them junkets— have
penses. But many say they pay gone and returned. Others are
theiT own way, including travel yet to go, and some sizable deleby commercial airliner, hotel gations are currently on tour.
bills and the like.
Individual members come and
All are supposed to pay for go on unheralded trips.
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Voice of the Outdoors
Plainview Group Hunting
This group of Plainview hunters traveled deluxe into the
North Woods in the Tofte area,
came home with ten deer, a
animal for each of the ten hunters. The trip took five days in
the special rebuilt bus — four
days of intensive hunting.
Members of the party,
left to right, are We* Moore,
Bill McFarland, Gene Schuchard, Forest Walters, Bill
Kreofsky, owner of the bus,
Gary Schneider, Earl Cain,
Art Hartert, Jerry Hall, and
James Harlan. The bag consisted of six bucks and four
does. The big buck dressed
out 250 pounds.
Hunting conditions were ideal
—six inches to a foot of new
tracking snow. Five other hunters joined the party in their
Kreofsky's bus is
drives.
equipped with bunks and cooking facilities. He uses it for
outings throughout the year.
Tofte is in Cook County.
Ice Fishing Starts
Winter fishing through the
ice opened officially on
Spring Lake at Buffalo City,
. Wis., Monday. A number of
fishermen were fishing close
to shore. By Tuesday noon,
several had moved but in
the middle of the slough.
The ice seemed safe but was
rough from the wind which
had piled it up and packed
it in places.

Woman Balks
At School's
Hair Cut Order Six Children
Die in Fire

movement to get the regulations
dropped.
The year-round population of
this town at the tip of Cape Cod
is 3,400. In the summer it reaches up to 15,000.

day. This is one of the spots
where the venturesome fishermen try first for crappies when
the sloughs dose for the winter.
Lake Winona is frozen over but
the ice looks unsafe. In fact,
it is risky to go on the ice anywhere where the wind has a
full sweep or where there is
the slightest current. Wardens
and police say, "Stay off the
ice."

PROVINCETOWN ,
Mass.
(AP) — A 6-year-old boy's haircut has triggered a parental
revolt against rules governing
the dress and appearance ot
public school students in this
Cape Cod resort.
Rosemary Bowler, principal
of the Veterans Memorial Elementary School, tent Romulo
DelDeo home from his firstgrade class one day because she
decided he needed a haircut.

Tough Navigation
Towboats were having
tough going Tuesday. At the
Winona dam, the crew was
attempting to keep the lock
chamber free of ice. Floating ice was jamming up
above the locks. A towboat
worked its way through
Tuesday /forenoon.
There are still four towboats,
possibly one or two more including harbor tugs, upriver
that will probably attempt to
work their way south as soon
as possible. Drift ice was floating in the main channel which
was closed at bends and over
some old wing dams.
The towboat Double B
locked through Dam and
Lock 10 bound upriver Tuesday but it is doubtful if its
captain will vesture north
of La Crosse, unless it
warms up sharply. •

Orders have been issued to
dewater the Rock Island District locks starting Dec. 10
which sets the deadline on naviNo one was on the ice of the gation in the St. Paul District,
Winona Boat Club harbor Tues- not later than Dec. 5 for up-

river navigation , so the big river in the Rock Island Dismovement will be to get down- trict. It is discussed at every
river as fast as possible with meeting of the association.
¦
towboats and barges.
Every year late towboats
anchor their empty barges
below Lake Pepin when winter comes roaring down and
forgets them until navigation
opens in the spring. Most of
these barges are not used
during the winter months.
The Illinois and Ohio rivers
are kept open some years
through the winter, depending on the length of zero
weather. Coast Guard cutters try to keep the channels
open.

Two Re-elected to
Mental Health Boa rd

Two Winonans have been reelected to the board of the Minnesota Association for Mental Health.
They are the Rt. Rev . Msgr.
J. R. Feiten, director of Catholic Charities, and James F.
Heinlen, referee and probation
officer for the Winona County
juvenile court.
¦
If the gravy with your beef
The Upper Mississippi Valley stew isn't so savory as you
Association has been urging would like, try adding a little
such a program on the upper Worcestershire sauce.

Genera! Raps
Americans Who
Carry Red Flag
WASHINGTON (AP)- Marine
commandant Gen. Wallace M.
Greene has blistered Americans
who carry the Communist Viet
Coftg flag.
"Obviously," he said Tuesday, "the display of an enemy
flag alongside our own flag in
the capital of our country in
front of the White House, is an
insult to every American, living
and dead."
Greene told a news conference
he went personally last Saturday to watch a Washington demonstration where thousands ob-

jected to administration policy
in Viet Nam.
The march included some who
carried the Viet Cong flag.
¦

Youth Ordered Not
To Live at Home
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Henncpin County District Judge Stanley P. Kane placed Brian Hemstock, 18, on probation for one
year on a burglary charge Tuesday and ordered the St. Louis
Park youth not to live at the
home of his father, Orlo, 52.
The father is to be sentenced
Friday on a burglary charge.
Police said the two and another
youth worked together, and $2,700 worth of stolen goods was
recovered.
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Allen sat In the back seat ot
the state police car staring
straight ahead as investigators
in the pre-dawn darkness tried
to learn what caused the fire.
Chester Allen Jr., 19, said the
victims wore his brothers Eric
1, and David ll , and four foster
children his parents cared for:
Jack Jones 2; Robin Jones, 8;
Penny Jones, 6, and Ronnie
Jones . 7.

The dress regulations were
adopted bv the school committee last Aupust. Besides restricting the hair styles of boys and
girls, they bar girls from wearing jeans or skirts above the
knee. Boys are required to
wear neckties with sweaters or Buying a gift for a goingaway friend? You might wrap
suit jacket.
Mrs. DelDeo has started a the present in a road map !
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"The regulation require* a
conventional haircut trimmed
so as to be above the ears and
not touching the collar,'' said
Miss Bowler. "This young
man's haircut did not conform
to that regulation."
"I resent being told I have to
cut my son's hair," retorted
Mrs. Salvatore DelDeo.
Mrs. DelDeo said her son's
haircut was "longer than a
crewcut" but "not a Beatle
haircut."

QUAKERTOWN, Pa. (AP) Numbed bv the tragedy, a 52year-old father sat in a state
fiolice car today and watched
nvestigatorsprobe the smoking
wreckage where six children
burned to death.
The -victims were the children
or foster children of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Allen Sr. The children died-Tuesday night when a
trapped
fast-spreading fire
them in their one-story wooden
home in a rural area near this
southeastern Pennsylvania community. A seventh child was
critically burned.
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I NASON ON EDUCATION

Don't Smother
Learning Interest
Hy .LESLIE J. NASON. Ed.D.
University of S. Calif.

with encyclopedias; there are
"space" wall maps and telescopes. The boy has a personal
library In his room and a public library card and lis in no way
limited in his means of acquiring knowledge. Yet this boy
puts forth no real effort in his

A child's interest in learning
can be smothered by well-intentioned parents.
A father saw his eight-yearold son sailing a small piece of
board with a mail in the end,
to which was attached a piece
of string. An upright stick in the
middle of the board held a
small white rag representing a
sail. The boat was being dragged through a puddle left by a
heavy rain.
The boy was happy and talked about the boats he was going
to build and sail.
The next day his father
brought home a 16-lnch mode]
sailing craft, complete w i t h
sails and keel. They spent the
twilight hours sailing the craft
in a nearby lagoon. Father "directed the activity. Thus, he
took the initiative away from
the boy and moved the project
ahead faster than the child
could accept it.
THE BOY neither asked ta
sail this boat again or did he
attempt to build another. His
interest was smothered.
This is as true of learning as
it is of any other activity. It
goes on continuously in regard
to schoolwork in some homes,
The parents little realize what
they are doing. Their intentions
are tha best
For example, John, now a
sophomore in high school, was.
enrolled in kindergarten when
he was only four. He seemed
ready for formal education and
his parents wanted him to get
as early a start as possible.
They hoped to guide him to outstanding success throughout his
school life.
Like all good parents they
wanted to give him every advantage, but try as they would,
It did not work out as they
hoped.
By the eighth grade, with one
of the highest I.Q.'s in the
school, John's grades were only
average. Now, as a sophomore
in high school his grades have
dropped below average even
though bis parents have dwelled quite consistently on the
need for higher grade*.
THEIR HOME is equipped

schoolwork except during those
times when he is pressured by
his parents
His parents are at a loss to
understand what more they can
to do motivate their son to apply himself and to understand
the wonderful realization of real
accomplishments. They fail to
realize they have consistently
provided too much.
This bov has been continuously smothered In his learning experiences. Each time he started to learn something about
a new situation, the information
and ideas regarding it were fed
to him faster than his mind
could assimilate and organize
them. From an educational
standpoint, he is a poor little
rich boy.

MINNESOTA POLITICS

Duxbury Ribbed Abouf
Meeting With Rolvaag
By GERRY NELSON
Associated Press Writer
State Rep. Lloyd Duxbury of
Caledonia, a possible Republican
candidate for governor next year
took some ribbing about last
Monday's meeting between legislators and Gov. Karl Rolvaag.
The meeting was held in the
drawing room of the governor's
mansion on Summit Avenue,
rather than at the capitol or in
downtown St. Paul. The governor's office said it was Dux-
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Meanwhile, the reapportionment issue about which the
group met seems to have settled

VOU TO

4, 1964, that the federal court
threw out tbe old legislative districts on grounds they gave too
much weight to thinly-populated
rural areas.
a

Rockford Rejects
Bonds for School

ROCKFORD , Minn. (AP) Rockford voters rejected a $675,000 school bond issue 359-250
Tuesday. The funds would have
been used for a new elementary
school and later construction of
more junior and senior high
school room.
Don't grease pie plates or
pans! The pastry dough should
be rich enought to be placed in
an uncreased pie plate.
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bury's idea to have it at the
mansion.
This led to grinning queries
about whether Duxbury was on
a "shopping trip" or checking
the decor prior to moving in.
The speaker of tbe House joined in the laughter but wouldn't
commit himself on his candidacy.

Into a battle of one-upmanship.tricts.
between Rolvaag and the Con- 1 At midweek, Conservatives
were still unwilling to go even
servatives.
Both sides seem willing this far. They want Rolvaag to
enough to have a special legis- call the session, then let the leglative session, but each side islative processgo to workhamwantsthe other to give in a little mering out a bill.
on tiie terms.
"Yon call the session and we'll
Rolvaag started out talking go to work—on our own terms,"
about a precession meeting at is about what the Conservatives
which a reapportionment bill told the governor.
would be drawn up in some de- Rolvaag seems to be saying:
tail and presented to him before "I'll call a session when I'm
be call the session.
ready. But remember, I've got a
Bat he softened this view later veto and the federal court is
by saying he merely wanted waiting in the wings, so do it my
some "guidelines" established- way."
such as how many seats would Thus, almost a year after the
be moved to the metropolitan reapportionment i s s u e was
area and how big a population tossed in the lap of the Legislagap would be allowed between ture, the s i t u a t i o n hasn't
the largest and smallest dis- changed much. It was on Dec.
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Ladies, the wonders of
chemistry DO keep your
loveliness in mind.
Consider, for example.
JIFOAM. It's fast . It'a
penetrating. It's powerful.
And yet, ita exclusive,
chemical catalyst makesit
so easy to use, you could
cleanyour oven in a party
gown. You needn't wear
rubbtr gloves. Just spray
JIFOAM on a warm oven,
wait 5 minutes, then wipe
off oven dirt and grata
with a sponge.
JIFOAM . . . the Snper
Oven Cleaner I Neatest
¦way yet to clean your
oven.
* 4-6 oven deanings hi
the economical 16ounce can
• 2-3 oven cleanings in
the handy IB-ouncecan
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Photographer May

Be Stuck With Bill

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a photographer. It is not
a hobby with him. That is the way he makes his living.
We had some friends whose niece was aettino mormon »«.
these friends asked my husband if he would
take their wedding pictures. (Formal shots).
Because she was THEIR relative, we didn't
ask for any advance payment. The wedding
took place on a Saturday, after which the
couple went on a week-end honeymoon. They
came back on Monday and the proofs were
ready, so they picked them up. That was a
year ago, and we have heard nothing since.
We've sent a bill every month, and several
letters, but we have been ignored. These
friends of ours have also avoided us. (I
guess they are embarrassed.) The "proofs"
ABBY
are actually finished nictures fThev will
not fade. ) How do we either get the money for the job,
or the pictures back?
STUCK
DEAR STUCK: You can (i) take the cduple to
small claims court, (2) turn the bill over to a collection
agency, (3) charge it to experience and forget it. And in
the future, be sure all parties concerned understandthat
there IS a fee, and the amount should be clearly stated.
There's a chance your former friends thought you were
doing it gratis.
DEAR ABBY: My son was recently inducted into the Army.
It is his first experience being away,from homr. He writes
letters to me and tells me to please read them to the relatives
as he doesn't
have time to write to each one separately.
¦
He says he would love to hear from them once in a while,
and in his letters he asks me to please give them his regards. My relatives say they won't write to him unless he
writes to them first. After all, he is in the Army, he is not
away at college, Abby, and he is very busy and tired. Am
I wrong to feel that the relatives are taking the wrong attitude? Maybe I feel this way because he's my son. HIS MOM
DEAR MOM : I agree with you. If your relatives
knew bow much a letter from home meant to a boy in
service, they'd hang their heads in shame. But if a
person is too lazy to do something, one excuse is as good
as another.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has never given me a compliment about anything — the way I look, my cooking, the
way I am training our children. Nothing! I used to go on
working like a horse and thinking all the while that my
husband just wasn't the type to compliment anybody. Then
I heard him telling other women how "pretty" they looked,
and how "talented" they were.
If I want a compliment, I have to fish for one. Then he
says ,"Oh, you ALWAYS look nice."
Abby, please tell those husbands who complain because
their wives are "cold" that they'd" be much warmer if they
remembered one thing. Never give another woman a compliment in front of your wife if it's been a long time since
you gave your wife one.
COLD (WITH REASON )
CONFIDENTIAL TO J. H. G. IN MERION STATION.
PA.: Financial advice is not my field. But perhaps
Mark Twain's sage quote can help you: "Put all thine
eggs in one basket. Then watch the basket."
Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

3 Winona County
Residents Attend
NFO Convention

Mondale Wants 2
Farm Departments

ST. PAUL (AP)-Sen. Walter
F. Mondale, D-Minn., said Tuesday he will introduce a bill to
About 10,000 voting delegates create two separate Agriculture
from "26 states are expected in Department b u d g e t s — one
St. Louis, Mo., today and farm support measures, tha
Thursday for the annual con- other for programs to benefit
vention of the National Farm- the public in general.
ers Organization (NFO).
"Most people think that the
Representing Winona County entire Department of Agriculare Mr. and Mrs. Norman ture budget-about $7 biUion a
Heim, St. Charles, and Earl year—goes to support farm income," Mondale aaid. "But the
Larson, St. Charles.
NFO National President Oren truth is that about two-thirds of
Lee Staley presents his report the Agriculture Department extoday. Thursday will see the penditures—about $4 billion—is
whose primary
election of a national presi- for programs
dent and directors and adop- benefits "go not to the farmer,
but to the nation as a whole."
tion of resolutions.
Mondale spoke to the MinneAmong area farmers at the sota Farmers Union
convention.
convention are Edward Kramer, St. Charles, and Merle stroyed the $1.2-millionbuilding.
Bany. Elgin, both representing Th* pilot, Lt. Col. Francis R.
Olmsted County.
Lawson of the 325th Fighter
Wing, McChord Air Force Base,
near Tacoma, Wash., escaped
but suffered a back sprain and
was placed in a hospital.
The F106 was completing a
flight from Eielson Air Force
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) Base, near Fairbanks. It slid
— A jet fighter plane slid Into a into the back of the hangar,
hangar while landing at Elmen- which . housed . three - planes
doff Air Force Base Tuesday which firemen managed to renight, setting a fire which de- move.

Fighter Slides
Into Hanqar
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Tender, tasty U.S. Choice Beef. , . finely marbled for extra flavor! Guaranteed good
eating because it's Red Owl Insured. Specially priced this week to save you money!
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Ration Sees
Federal Farm
Program End

PRODUCE

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

NEW YORK (AP) - Oina
dian dollar today .9300, un
Allied Ch MYA I B Macta 524%
changed. .
Allis Chal 33% Intl Harv 41%
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDAD - Amerada 71% Intl Paper 29%
63%
Live poultry: wholesale buying Am Can 57% Jns k L
Am
Mtr
8%
Jostens
76V4
prices unchanged; roasters 33%
AT&T
63%
Kencott
122
to 25; special fed white rock; fry.
38% Lorillard 44%
era
18%-19JA; heavy heas IB to Am Tb
(APV
WASHINGTON
Anconda
82 Minn MM 66%
James G. Patton, retiring presi- 18V4.
\
Arch Dn 34% Minn P&L 31%
dent of the National Farmers
NEW YORK (AP) - (USDA ) ArmcoStl 67% Mn Chm 79y4
Union and a militant battler for — Butter
offerings adeqjuate; Armour 39% Mont Dak 41%
strong government farm aid, demand g o o d ; prices un- Avco Corp 34% Mont Wd 33%
predicted today the end of big changed.
Beth Stl 3fi% m Dairy 84%
Cheese offerings light to. adefederal agricultural programs.
Boeing 139 N Am Av 63%
quate; demand good;, prices un"I believe that we have seen changed.
Boise Cas 56% N N Gas 6 0%
the last of legislation author9% Nor Pac 56%
Wholesale «egg offerings) ade- Brunswk
izing government programs to quate; demand good.
Catpillar 52% No St Pw 35
stabilize farm commodity prices (Wholesale s e l l i n g prices Ch MSPP 44 Nw Air 129
andsupplies," Patton said in an based on exchange and other C&NW 119 Nw Banc 45%
interview. He referred to the 4- volume sales.)
Chrysler 50% Penney
67
year farm bill enacted this year New York spot quotations fol- Cities Svc 41% Pepsi
77
low : standards 43%45 ; checks Com Ed 53 Pips Dge 71V4
which authorizes broadened
36-36%.
58
government payments to sup- "Whites: extra fancy heavy ComSat 39% Phillips
Con Coal 64%. Pillsby
41%
plementf arm income.
weight (47 lb* min) 4M4-4B; fan- Coot Can 61% Polaroid 118%
cy medium (41 lbs average) Cent Oil 72% RCA
48%
Patton said he foresees the 41%-42% ; fancy
heavy weight Cntl Data 38% Red Owl day when farmers will be able (47 lbs min> 45-16%; medium, Deere
44% Rep Stl
40Vi
to go it alone with little or no (44 lbs average) 40-41; smalls Douglas 74% Rexall
46
73% Rey Tb 44%
Dow Cm,
lubaidies or government assist- (36 lbs average) 36%-38.
ance. "In time farmers will be CHICAGO (AP) - (Chicago du Pont 235%. Sears Roe 64%
able to bargain effectively for Mercantile Exchange —- Butter East Kod 105% Shell Oil 65
61%
adequate and stabilized prices firm; wholesale buying prices Ford Mtr 55% Sinclair
Gen Elec 113% Socony
96%
for their products," he said.
unchanged to Vi higher; 93 score
19%
Gen Food 29% Sp Rand
In a significant statement of AA 64; 92 A 64; B 62%; 89 C
Gen Milk 58% St Brands 74%
his views of the f uture, Patton 61%; cars 90 B 63%; 89- C 62%. Gen Mtr 102% St Oil Cal 78%
Eggs steady to firm ; whole- Gen Tel 46% St Oil Ind 48%
predicted that f arm bargaining
will be carried on by coopera- sale buying prices unchanged to Gillett
40% St Oil NJ 79%
tives able to control sufficient 2 higher ; 70 per cent or better Goodrich 55% Swift
47%
supplies to obtain farm returns grade A whites 42; mixed 42; Goodyear 45V4 Texaco
81%
which no longer would need to mediums 36; standards 36%; Gould
30% Texas Ins 177%
dirties
unquoted;
checks
31%.
be supplemented, as now is the
Gt No Ry 59 Union Oil 24%
case for some commodities, by
61%
CHICAGO (APT- (USDA) - Greyhnd 22 Un Pac
government payments. Patton Potatoes arrivals 41; total U.S. Gulf Oil
58 U S Steel 49
and former Secretary of Agri- shipments 343; supplies) moder- Homestk
46% Wesg El 62%
culture Charles F. Brannan, ate; demand! moderate; market Honeywell 72% Wlwth
28%
now general counsel of the for Russets dull, round reds
Farmers Union, have been slightly weaker; carlbt track around.
strong advocates of payment sales: Idaho- Russets 3..3S; Minprograms.
nesota North Dakota Red River The pilot turned out ot be MaValley round reds 2.110 - 2.65; rine Maj. Herbert Herther of
A rival farm organization, the
Doland, S.D., 60 miles from
Wisconsin round reds 3.75.
American Farm Bureau FederMcGovern's home town of
' ation, long has fought governMitchell.
ment farm programs. It has
"You may know my father,"
been promoting farm bargainHerther told McGovern. "He's
ing cooperatives.
the superintendent of Doland
Patton made it clear, howHigh School."
ever, that he has no intention of
"I know him well," McGovern
¦ retiring as a farm leader, alreplied.
though he said that under no
McGovern climbed aboard the
es would he accept
:¦ circumstanc
Phantom Jet, along with Hera new term when his -present
ther, who briefed him on its
one expires in March. He has
DA NANG, Viet Nam (AP)- operational aspects. Later Mcheaded the Farmers Union for
Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., Govern went to the Air Force
25 years.
flight line and climbed aboard
He said he expects to devote a World War H BJ24 bomber a B57 fighter - bomber.
. his time to international agri- pilot with 35 missions, visited
¦ cultural development, the proAsked about his impressions
U.S. Air Force and Marine
of Viet Nam, McGovern said:
motion of the farm bargaining
flight lines today and ran into
"I never saw a group of
cooperative movement, the esAmericans anywhere in the
tablishment of a broad Ameri- a constituent's son.
McGovern asked if he could world, either on the military or
can food-for-peaceprogram, the
¦ creation of a world land bank
climb aboard an F4B Phantom civilian side, who impressed me
offering easy credit to poor fighter • attack jet. An informa- more than these Americans in
Viet Nam. They are a superbly
farmers, and the promotion of
tion officer went into the hangar dedicated group of men,"
.|>rograrns to end poverty wherMcGovern ends his tour of
ever it might exist in this coun- at the Da Nang Ait Base to get
a pilot to show McGovern Viet Nam Thursday.
try.
.,

McGomn Meets
Major From S.D.
On Da Nang Visit

Large Blocks
Traded, Some
Prices Higher

NEW YORK . . m — A turbulent stock market advanced irregularly early this afternoon in
very heavy trading.
Selective recovery among the
blue chips helped raise some
averages but the main interest
lay in a wide range of more
speculative issues which attracted strong demand.
Many very large blocks were
traded in a parade which began
at the opening and continued
throughout the morning. Some
experienced analysts were at a
loss to account for the massive
interest in stocks, comparing it
to the turbulent year-end trading sessions when big financial
institutions switch holdings to
straighten out their portfolios in
accordance with their objectives.
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NEW CROP PITTED

NEW CROP ENGLISH

Prime
Choice
Good

Standard
Utility cows
Cutters • -.'

24.00-15.00
23.00-24.00
20,50-22.75

..... 18.50-20.50
11.50-13.00
10.00-11.50

VEAL
The veal market Is steady.
27.00
Top choice
18.00-25.00
Good and choice
:
13.00-17.00
Commercial
.12.00-down
Boneri

KRAFT

ORANGE JUICE

CHEESE
SWSW, HUSH

CARROTS

1

WISCONSIN

RUTABAGAS Cranberries

,\

AU PURP0S1 HARALSON

L,

APPLES

$1.98 gW "1 f
I

NO 1 SMOOTH SEBAOO

POTATOES

L
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WIS. RUSSET or SEBAOO

POTATOES

10 1 39' 50 t 1.89
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Elevator A Grain Prices
Starting Oct. 15, 1965, 100 bushels ol
grain will be the minimum loads ar
cepled at the elevator.
No. 1 northern spring wheat . . . . 1.62
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.60
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.56
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.52
1.52
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.50
No. 2 hard winter wheat
1.46
No. 3 hard winter wheat
42
wheat
1.
winter
No. 4 hard
No. 1 ry
j"
¦•"
No. 2 rye
(First Pub. Wednesday, Nov. 10, 1*65)
NOTICE OF
WORTOAO I FORECLOSURE SALE

19.
3
1
19'
10'
[

SWEET FLORIDA ZIPPER SKIN

40

35

Hay State Milling Company

39

JVWtT, WAXIO

Winona Egg Market

These quotations apply as of
10:30 a.m. today
Grade A (lumbo)

Grade C

c
2 S. 59

FRESH CUT COIBY

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.; closest Saturdays. Submit sample before landing.
(New crop barley)
' ...
No. 1 barley
*' 14
'•«»
No. 2 barley
•«
No. 3 barley
No. 4 barley
•• •

J

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That
default has occurred In Ihe conditions of
Ihat certain mortgage, dated Ihe ljm
day of September, 1958, executed by Robert Hornberg and Ragnhlld Hornberg, his
wile, as mortgagors to Tha Farmers
and mechanics Savings Bank of Minneapolis, Minneapolis, Minnesota, as mbrloagee, filed lor record In the office of
the Register ot Deeds In and for the
County of Winona, and State of Mlnnelola, on the 17th day of September, 1958,
at 2:30 o'clock P.M., and recorded In
Book 154 of Mortgage Records, page M5;
Ihet no action or proceeding has been
Instituted at law to recover the debt
secured by said mortgage, or any part
thereof, thai the said mortgagee has
Klected, In accordance with the terms
of said mortgage, to declare, and has
declared the whole sum secured thereby
to be Immediately due and payable;
that there Is due and claimed to be due
upon said mortgege, Includlno Interest to
date hereof, tha sum of Eighteen Thousand One Hundred Thirty-One end 71/100
Dollars <lt«,13I.7!>, consisting of principal of »1«,874.53, Interest thereon ot
S698.65 and 19(55 taxes In the sum ot
(558.51 Including penalty; and that pursuant to the power ol sale therein contained, said mortgage will be foreclosed
and the tract ot lend lying end being
In the Counly of Winona, State of Minnesota, described as follows, to-wlt:
All ot the Southeast Querter ot the
Northeast Quarter ISEV, NSW
South ot Ihe Public Highway ; and
the
Quarter
of
Northeast
the
Southeast Quarter (NE'A SE'Ali
end the South One-half of the
Southeast Quarter <3'/i SE'A), all
In Section Twenty-eloht 121); and
the West Half of (he Southwest
Quarter ot the Southwest Quarter
(WVi IW'A SWW ) of section Twenty-seven (27), all In Township One
Hundred Six (106), North of Range
Seven (7), West of the Fifth Principal Merldlen according lo the
U. I
. Government Survey thereof;
will be sold by the sheriff of said County
at public auction on the 4th day of January, 1966, at 3:00 o'clock P.M., at the
Front Door of the Courthouse In the City
ot Winona In laid County and Stale,
to pay the debt then secured by said
mortgage end taxes, II any. on said
premises and the costs and disbursements and attorney fees allowed by law,
aub|ect lo redemption wllhln twelve
monlhs from safd dale of sele.
Dated November I, 196S.
THE FARMERS AND MECHANIC*
SAVINGS BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Mortgagee.
Howard N. Gr«ven,
*Q South Sixth Street,
5)402
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Attorney for Mortgagee.

(First Pub. Wednesday, Nov . 34. 1965)
Jfafe of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 15,308
In Re Estate of
Oerald J. Lehnerti, Decedent .
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution .
The representative of the above named
estate having filed her final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the persons
thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, Thai the hearing
thereof be had on December 17, 1965, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probate court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication of this
order In the Winona Dally News end
by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated November 22, 1965.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Streafer, Murphy & Brosnehan,
Attorneys for Petitioner.

gilts 24.21; mssf 1-2 1*3-240 lbs 2J.7*
2<.00 ; mixed 1-3 190-360 lbs 25.00-25,75;
medium 1-2 180-20O lbs 24.50-15.50; 1-3
270-440 Ib sows 22.00-23.23) choice 120-160
Ib feeder pigs 23.00-24.00.
strong fo 50 cenls higher; slaughter ewes
Sheep 3,500, active; slaughter lambs
end feeder lambs steady; choice end
prime 85-110 lb wooled slaughter lambs
35.OO-2t.00; good and choice TIMS lbs
24 .00-25.00; choice and prime 104-105 lb
shorn lambs No. I and 2 pelts 24.50;
utility and good wooled slaughter ewes
600-7.00; choice and fancy 60-10 Ib
feeder lambs 24.00-25.00; good ind choice
50-60 lbs 23.00-34.00,
CHICAOO
CHICAGO UH —(USDA)- Hogs 3,000;
butchers 25-50 cents higher; 1-2 190-225
lb butchers 26.75-37.25; mixed 1-3 190(First Pub . Wednesday, Nov. 24. 1965)

239 lbs 24.25-27.00, }-J JJf>278 lbs 25 JJ2575 ; 1-3 350-400 lb sows 22.50-23.M; 2-3
450-500 IBS 31.50-22.00,

Cettle 1*00; slaughter steers steady te
25 cents higher; nine loads mostly prime
MJO-IJJOlb slaughter sheers .7.21-27. 35;
high choice and prime 1,100-1,350 lbs
26.50-27,00; Choice 1,100-1,350 lbs 25 7526.50; mixed good and choice 900-1,350
lbs 24.7S-2S.73; high choice and prime 1,100 Ib slaughter heifers 25.35-25.50; choice
800-1,050 lbs 24.25-25.25; mixed good and
choice 23.50-24.25; utility and eommerclel
cows 13.00-14.25; ullllty end commercial
bulls 16.00-18.50.
Sheep 600; wooled Slaughter lembi
strong; mostly choice 15-105 lb wooled
slaughter lambs 24.50-36.00; cull to good
wooled slaughter ewes 5.SO-8.50.
(First Pub. Wednesday,

Dec. 1, l»«)

State ef Minnesota ) ss.
) In Probate Co»jrt
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 16,0(6
In Re Estate ef
NO. 15,963
In Re Bstate ef
DaitsM Peter Lelsen, Decedent.
Wllhelmina C. Donaldson, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
Order for Hearing en Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
and Petition for Distribution .
The representative ot the above nam«
The representative of the above named estate having tiled his final account an;
estate having filed her final account and petition for settlement and allowanci
petition for settlement and allowance thereof and for distribution fo the per
thereof and for distribution to the per- sons thereunto entitled;
sons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearlm
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing thereof be bed on December 30, 1965, a
thereof be had on December 16, 1965, at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Cour
11:13 o'clock A.M., before this Court In the probate court room In the cour
In the probate court room In the court house In Winona, Minnesota, and tha
house In the City of Winona, Minnesota, notice hereof be given by publication e
and that notice hereof be given by pub- this order In the Winona Dally New
lication of this order In the Winona Dally and by mailed notice as provided b'
News and by mailed notice es provided law.
t>y lew.
Deted November 29, 1965.
Dated November 33, 1965.
AAARGARET McCRBADY.
Probate Clert.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probata Court Seal)
(Probate Court Seal)
Edward J. Drury,
Martin A. Beefty,
Attorney for Petitioner,
Attorney for Petitioner.
Wabasha, Minnesota.
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BEEF TENDERLOINS

WORRELL'S PRIDE CHOICE —25-lB. AVERAGE

PRIME RIBS OF BEEF » 65'
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Swift & Company

Grade A (medium)
Grade A (small]

{

LEWISTON PATIENT
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)—
Leslie Nelson, rural Lewiston,
remains a patient at St. Mary's
Hospital, Rochester, where his
condition is improving.

West Highway «t
Buying hours are from ! ».m. 10 3:31
p.m. Monday through Friday.
There will be no calf rtiarkets on Frl
days.
This* quotations apply »i to noon te
dsy.
HODS
N
The hog market Is 25 cents higher.
24.75
Too butchers, I'W-JM lbs
Butchers, grading 36-38 ... 25.00-25.25
20.75-21.75
Top sows .. .
CATTLE .
The cattle market Is steady.

Grade B

//

SOUTH . IT. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn, ifl-(USDA)
—Cattle 5,000; calves 2,000; slaughter
steers mostly sleady; hellers steady;
utility and commercial cows steady to
weak; canner and cutter fully steady;
bulls steady) vealers and slaughter calves
steady; feeders strong; low to average
choice f75-),200 Ib steers 24,50-21.00; good
22.S0-24.0O; choice 800-1,050 Ib helfiri
23.25-24.2$; good 20.50-22.75; utility and
commercial cows 13.SJ-14.50; utility and
commercial bulls 18.00-19.00; oood 17.0O18.50; choice vealers 26.0D-3O.00; good
22.00-25.00; choice slaughter calves 19.0021.00; good 15.00-19.00; good 550-850 lb
feeder steers 20.50-23.00.
Hogs 7,500, active; barrows and ollts
strong to mostly 25 cents higher; sows
fully steady; feeder pigs iteady; couple
loads sorted 1-2 nmr 220 Ib barrows and

WINONA MARKETS

Grade A (large)

DATES

WALNUTS

49S.

l)

SWEET, SEEDLESS, RUBY RED

((

BANANAS j GRAPEFRUIT

2 £ 89'

\

//
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - r -Wheat
receipts today 284 ; year ago
167; trading basis unchanged to
1 higher; prices % to 1% higher; cash spring wheat basis No.
1 dark northern 11 to 17 protein
1.71tt-3.02%.
No l hard Montana winter
1.56'/4-1.84V4.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter
1.55«4-1.83V4.
No l hard amber durum,
choice 1.80-1.85; discounts, amber 2-3; durum 4-7.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.15%-I.16%.
Oats No 2 white «l%-64%; No
3 white 60V4-€23/4; No 2 heavy
wMe 65V4-€5%; No 3 heavy
white 62J/4-64V4.
Barley , cars 242; year ago
136; good to choice 1.16 - 1.46 ;
low to intermediate 1,10 - 1.36 ;
feed 1.02-1.08.
Rye No 2 1.08-1.14.
Flax No 1 2.98.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.52%.

American Telephone, slightly
delayed, rose % to 61% on an
opener of 13,000 shares. Many
other big blocks were traded.
Prices were generally higher
in very heavy trading on the
American Stock Exchange.
Corporate bonds were mixed.
U.S. Treasury bonds declined.

East end of Ith Street
Buying hours 6 a.m. to t p.m. Man
day through Friday.
These quotations apply as to noon to
day on a yield Cdressedl basis.
Canners and cutters 24.25.

,J

LIVESTOCK

The Dow Jones Industrial average at noon was up 1.22 at
947.93.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks a*; noon showed a
minimal loss ct .1 at 353.1 with
industrials off .2, rails off .1 and
utilities off .1.
Fairchild C a m e r a spurted
about 5 points, Polaroid 3, IBM
2.
Up about a point or better
were U.S. Steel, Douglas Aircraft, General Dynamics, Allied
Chemical, Xerox, U.S. Smelting, New York Central, Pennsylvania Railroad, Texaco, Pan
American World Airways, United Air Lines, American Airlines
and Screw & Bolt.
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WESTIMGHOUSB

LADIES' & MEN'S

fillV 3 0ef

— AII SIM* -

LIGHT
BULBS

ONE FREE!

INSULATED

INSULA.TBD

FIGURE
SKATES

HUNTING
BOOTS

2-Picce
Underwear

Pahr $6.95

Palr $4.95

$8.95
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CHARMIN

PITTED

Bathroom Tissue < 33' DATES
- 39* -JL **1
Waffle Syrup
¦

"

** PU«E VMMU

DICED

3 69
c™ ZT

SHORTENING

WILSON'S

ill ion larni

A.6. TWIN PACK

Potato Chips

COOKIES

1

ASSORTED

HSTAl

£2*35c 1
H,US ..OS.

COFFEE

|

¦ Jlb - $139
e- *|
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RAISINS
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STANDBY FANCT

HI1^16 NUHIS

Green Beans

39<

__>______ »^_ .

M

D... -I- Dl

FR.NCH STYLE

Glazed Fruit

TOMATOES

PEARS

j

300

C°"

-Qc

£r§

CE CREAM

|

.c... 59c

_

HUNFS
.
A%

PORK AND

BEANS

.oo |Qc
—

CA^p

|: t*\ SM $100 SUNSHINI
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BAMBENEK S

CORNER NINTH AND MANKATO AVI.

OPEN EVININOS

1

THEY GET IT AGAIHST LAKELANti TONIGHT

Redmen Need a Game Badlv

By GABY EVANS
Dally Newt Sports Editor
Coach Ken Wiltgen of St
Mary's is eagerly awaiting
tonight's 1965 opener against
Lakeland, scheduled to get
under way at St Mary's
gym at 8 o'clock.
There are several reasons for his feelings, but
none as major as the fact
that the Redmen need a
game.
"You reach a point where
5'ou can do hist so much
n practice," be said, "and
then it is time for a game."
And, of course, tonight's
activitywill satisfy the players' thirst for competition

as well as some questions
that Wiltgen has right now.
Perhaps the most major
concerns a defense that, in
practice at least, has uncovered no strong performer . . . no man capable of
taking an opponent's leading
scorer and stopping him.
"For that reason we're
anxious to see who does a
job tonight," said Ken.
In Lakeland the Redmen
meet a team that will bo
looking for its first victory.
The club was topped 82-70
by Eau Claire in its opener
Monday.
"We expect it to be a good
o p e n e r ," said Wiltgen.

"Lakeland usually is a good
ball club."
And if you place much
stock In some advance news
coming out of the Sheboygan, Wis., school, you expect it will be a goodopener.
First of all, Lakeland is
said to have excellent desire
and a team of good shooters.
Although its entire front
line went with graduation,
in 6-6 Dennis Holbert some
of that problem could be
solved, Holbert , who didn't
play last year, is a letter,
man. He was a member
of squads in two previous
years and racked 4S8
points and 359 rebounds.

While Wiltgen expects
Holbert to play the pivot,
6-2 Gary Hovey, 6-3 Jim
Kueter, 5-11 Cliff Owens and
5-10 junior college transfer
Bob Guy could round out
the starting lineup.
Guy averaged 25 points
per game in two seasons
at Lincoln Junior College.
Meanwhile, Wiltgen will
go with a first five of 6-5
captain Rog Pytlewski and
6-4 George Hoder at forwards, 64 Jim Murphy at
center and 6-1 Jerry Sauser
and 6-1 Jim Buffo at guards.
Pytlewski, Hoder and Sauser are starters from a year
ago when Buffo was tho

sixth man.
Murphy is the untried cog
in this year's unit and could
be tbe key to early season
success. Following the first
four games, 6-10 Gary Addis
will move into that spot.
Also expected to play tonight are 6-0 Dennis Ludden,
6-2 Ward Hertsted and 6-3
Jim Keenan.
Following tonight's game,
the Eedmen travel to Stevens Point, Wis., for a Saturday game, then move on
to St Norbert's for a Sunday contest.
A year ago tbe Redmen
finished with a 17-9 mark.

JERRY SAUSER

GEORGE HODER

HOG PYTLEWSKI

JIM MURPHY

JIM BUFFO

*

Preston Cop s
Win From Houston

Preston took the "B" game
*
49-25.

WYKOFF 61
LEWISTON SO
Wykoff whipped Lewiston 6150 in a game that saw the Wykats zooming ahead after a
close 9-6 first quarter.
By halftime the score was
83-22 for Wykoff, and at the
third quarter 52-40,,
Hitting in double figures for
Wykoff were Hick Erdman with
18, Lynn Broadwater with 14
and Allan Williams with 13.
For the Cards, Dean Wilde
was tops with 18. Ron Kessler
followed with 17 points.

Mat Schedule
Is Announced

In Southeastern Minnesota
wrestling action this week, Chatfield will be at Houston Thursday.
Friday, three matches are
scheduled. Caledonia will be at
LeRoy, Grand Meadow at
Spring Valley and Preston at
Rushford.

DECEMBER
1—ChalileM at Houston.
>—Csledonla af LeRoy ; Oram) Meadew
at spring Valley; Preston at Rushlord.
7—CrtKo, Iowa, it Harmony; Caledonia
at Preston; Orarsd Meadow at LeRoy.
•—Houston at Li Crescent.
It—LtRey at Harmony; Rushford al Caledonia.
1*—LiRoy ar Chatfield; Harmony at
Preston.
17—Rushford at Chatfield; Sprint Valley
et Preston (1 p.m.); Harmony at
Grand Meadow? Houston at Rushford.
11—URey at Spring Valley.
JANUARY
4—Waukon, Iowa, at Caledonia; Decent!, low*. aKNarmony.
t—Chsttleld at Preston; RuiMord at
Houston.
7—Spring Valley at Harmony; Brand
Meadow at Celedonla; MayfleM at
LeR oy.
!•—Northwood, Iowa, at LeRoy; Winona
at Houston.
It-ChaffHid af Hayfleld.
13—La Crescent it Houston.
14—Preston at Spring Valley; LeRoy at
Ruslilord; Harmony at Chitflald,
ff-Cstadonls af Chatfield.
If— Le Crescent et La Crosse Logan.
1ft—Catalonia at Harmony; Houston at
Winona.
11—LeRoy et Pristpni La Cresctnt at
v
Rushlord.
IJ—Houston at Preston; ChstflaM at
Oraind Meedow.
lt—Rushlord at Harmony; spring Valley
il LeRoy ; Houston at Caledonia.
FEBRUARY
1—Harmony at Leltey; Spring Valley
il Orand Meidow; ChatlUM at Le
Crescent .
J—Harmony at Houston.
4-Cal«doflli at Rushford lti)t)» Preston at Dovtr-Eyota; Chatfield al
Dodge Center,
t-LeRoy at Orind Meadow; La Crescent al Caledonia.
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BATTEKY

• Factoryfresh

• Instant power
• Quicker starts

•Longer lift*
• Free Installation

JUST SAY "Chargo-h"

100%O.K.CREDIT FLAN *
No Money Down
TRADE NOW
AND SAVE I

Wrwra th* Man Who Know Tlrsw But Ara:

@

KALMES

TIRE SERVICE

Phont 3847
I08JH VW, 2nd St.
"Sine* 1917"
Opan 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. — Saturday* 'til 5 p.m.

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — Minnesota Twins Manager Sam Mele is hoping to
make a few trades to bolster
his 1965 American League
champions, but is not cptimistic about the Twins' chances in
the trading market.
"I'd like to improve with a
few changes," Mele said, "but
if we can't we'll have to
improve what we have."
Mele is attending the winter
baseball meetings at Fort Lauderdale, along with other Minnesota officials.
If the Twins are unable to
make a deal, Mele said, "we'll
have to play our game even
better next season. We ran a lot
last season, our players like it
and it produced results."
The Minnesota skipper said
he expects the Twins "to run
even more next season. We've
got to work again on fundamentals in spring training and
practice at bunting and stealing." "
A regular second baseman is
regarded as the Twins biggest
need, and possibly a catcher to
back up injury - prone Earl
Battey.
"We juggled at second base.
First Jerry Kindall, then Frank
Quilici did the job," Mele said.
"I'd rather play a more set
lineup. I'm not sure we'll be
able to platoon so effectively
next year."

Stevens Point, Boards Key
71-56 Oshkosh Game
FeaturesWSUC For Badgers

WARRIORS FALL, CARDS WIN

District One last night was In double figures for the Gothe scene of two very close non- phers were Doug Roland with
conference cage battles. Har- 16, Tom Judd with 14 and Danmony bounced Spring Grove 60- ny Bernard with 10.
86 and Chatfield bowled over For Caledonia Jack Hauser
Caledonia 64-56.
led with 16, Jon Ask had 12
In the not-so-closefield Grand and Bruce Dennison 11.
Meadow of District Two nipped
Boring Valley 67-36, Preston GRAND MEADOW 57
slammed Houston 71-M and Wy- SPRING VALLEY 38
Grand Meadow handed Spring
koff downed Lewiston61-60.
Valley a 57-36 defeat after the
HARMONY 66
Wolves turned cold in the last
SPRING GROVE 56
three quarters..
Harmony and Spring Grove Tbe Valley team led the
fought down to the wire with Meadowers at the end of the
Harmony pulling away for a 60- first period 12-10, but from then
ES win in the last seconds. Greg on someone turned off the
Haugen put the game on ice Wolves' scoring machine. At the
with a lay up and a pair of half tbe score stood 28*18 for
free throws for the Harmony Grand Meadow. At the third
crew.
quarter it was 42-24.
Spring Grove led 12-11 at the Hitting in double figures for
dose of the first quarter. At winners were Dennis Baldus
the half it was Harmony on top with, IS, Curt Palmer with 12
32-28 and at the end of the third and Jim Kennedy with 11.
quarter the scorewas tied 45-45. For the losers Hans JorganIn double figures for Harmony son led with 16 points, while
were Bill Barrett with 22, Doug Steve McGhie pumped in 13.
Hulcher with 16 and Greg Hau- Grand Meadow walked away
gen with IS.
with a "B" game victory by
For the Grovers, Gaylord outscoring the Wolves 6031.
Anderson led with 14, Larry
Overhaug had 13, Don Solberg PKESTON 71
totaled 11 and Don Rosaaen HOUSTON 56
Preston took the wind from
picked up 10.
the Houston Hurricanes, tipping
CHATFIELD W
them 71-56.
CALEDONIA 56
Preston was in the driver's
Chatfield slipped past Cale- seat all the way, leading 23-14,
donia, winning 64-56.
34-28 and 54-44 at the quarter
The lead was passed back and turns.
forth several times after a 16-16 Leading the scoring for Presfirst-quarter tie. At half the ton was Steve Trende with 19
score stood 31-27 for Caledonia. points. Mike Knies stuffed in
The Warriors led at the «nd of 17 and Steve Hall added 12.
the thridmister42-40. The score For the Hurricanes, Doug
was tied twice in the final pe- Poppe rounded up 15 points and
riod.
Bruce Carrier totaled 12.

Optimism?
Twins Have
Little Hope

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Eau Claire overhauled Lakeland 82-79 Tuesday night to give
Wisconsin State University Conference basketball teams a 3-2
record against outside competition as they approached the
first round of large-scale firing tonight.
Stevens Point travels to Oshkosh to inaugurate the 1965-66
WSUC warfare while six other
schools face out-of-state competition,
Eau Claire, only WSUC team
not in action tonight, opened its
season by edging Lakeland behind a rally led by 6 - f o o t - 5
Dennis Frandel. Frandel, who
finished wKh just 11 points,
scored 9 of the Blugold's last
11 in the game.
Stan Johnson topped Eau
Claire with 25 while Bob Guy
sank 28 and Gary Hovey 24 for
Lakeland.
Oshkosh, among the leading
contenders this season, is favored over Stevens Point on the
strength of its lopsided victory
earlier over Winona, which beat
the Pointers. Stout, the preseason pick to take the crown, will
open against Hamiine tonight
before facing Eau Claire in its
first WSUC game Saturday
night
Other games involving WSUC
teams tonight have Winona at
defending champion La Crosse,
River Falls at Macalester, Superior at Michigan Tech, Loras
at Platteville, and Whitewater
at Northern Illinois.

Dover-Eyota
Matmen Win
PLAINVIEW, Minn. — DoverEyota had to forfeit the two
heaviest weights, but the Eagles
excelled everywhere else to
claim a 31-21 high school wrestling decision Tuesday night.
Jack Henry, Randy Clark,
Chuck Boesen, Jerry Loftus and
Dave Nesller all recorded pins
for Dover-Eyota. Ken Tibesar
flattened his opponent at 133
for Plainview,
Results :
?J—Jack Henry (01) pin.) 10)—Curl
Mayar (DB), die* Ul—Randy Clark
(DE). pin., 110-Kem Lyons (P), dec.)
UT—John Vandarbawal (P), dec.) IIS—
Ken Tibesar (P), pln.i lM-Chuck Boesen <DI), pin.) 1*§—Ron Clark CDB),
pln.i 1J4—Jerry Lo4lui (DB), pln.j Is!
-Dave Nesller (DB), pln.i 17$—Mel
Orummons (P), forfeit; Hwl.—John Holier CP), forfeit.

Robertson Steers
Royals to Victory

MADISON, Wis. W) — The
University of Wisconsin
opens its 1965-66 basketball
season against towering
Nebraska tonight in a game
that may turn on how well
the Badgers are able to rebound.
"Our biggest problem will
be to stay with Nebraska
on the boards," said Coach
John Erickson. "They're big
and they're strong. We expect them to play a running
game and 'their style will
be similar to ours, except
they're bigger."
The Cornhuskers' biggest
Is 6-foot-5 and several others 6-fooM.
The Badgers will be handicapped in height at an average of an inch per man.
Erickson will start 6-foot3 Ken Barnes and 6-foot-5
Joe Franklin at the forwards, Keith Stelter, 6-foot8, at center and 6-foot-3 Ken

Gustafson and 6-foot Mike
Carlin at the guards.
The game will be the
first basketball meeting between Nebraska and Wisconsin in nine years. The Badgers lead in the series 5-3.
Nebraska, 10-15 overall
last season and 5-9 in the
Big Eight, was not as bad
as its record indicates.
Three of its victories came
over teams that finished
ahead of the Buskers in the
conference standings.
The Huskers almost upset
conference champion Oklahoma State, finally losing
55-53.
The Badgers, 9-13 overall
last season and 4-10 in the
Big Ten, are expected to
show improvement this season. They have a number of
veterans b a c k , including
Barnes, who raked up 42
points in last season's finale
against Indiana.

Indians Due
For Rest in
Win Action
F.t>r the last three years, La
Crosse State University has celebrated one of its most successful basketball eras in the
school's history.
The Indians are defending
Wisconsin State University Conference champions. They also
were* the district NAIA representiitive in the national tournament two years ago. So La
Crosse State has had its share
of success.

like il is for Winona. It's fast
another game for us. You won't
find signs plasted all over the
walls down here like there were
two years ago."

BUT WHETHER DeVoU'f
lackadaisical attitude will ha
transferred to his players is another question.
The Indains will have four lettermen on the firing line at the
opening toss. At center will he
6-« Ace Stadthaus, with 6-5 John
BUT ACCORDING to coach johnson (the only nonlettcr*
Cliff DeVoll, the over-worked man) and 6-1 Ron Byers at tha
La Crosse side of the score- forwards. Denny Stannard, 00,
board is in for some rest this and John Mitich, 5-11, are the
guards.
year.
"Yrtu don't lose three all-con- Campbell will counter with a
ferenoe performersand a fourth revamped lineup pointed tostarter and still consider your- ward eliminating mechanical
self a strong team," said De- errors and adding some scorVoll. 'CKids Like that don't come ing and rebounding punch to the
floundering Warrior attack.
along every year."
And. if the Indians are going Bill Werner (6-1) will take
to statrt a downward slide, Wi- over J. D. Barnette's guard
nona State's cagers would like spot, while 6-7 CharlieNeal will
nothing better than to be the move in at forward ahead of
first to apply grease to the Mel Homuth. The remainder
of the lineup will have Mike
skids.
The Warriors will get their Jeresek at center, Dave Meischance; tonight at 8 p.m. when ner at guard, and Gary Petersen
they journey to. La Crosse for at forward.
a scrap in the new Indian Tim Anderson, who missed
gymnasium. ,
the Biver Falls game, was running a fever Tuesday and is not
THE LAST time the two expected to be in uniform toteams met it was two years night.
ago, and the game is probably The Warriors, in helping La
still fresh in some peoples' Crosse start its season, wUl be
minds — notably Bob Campbell, gunning for their second victory
Winona State coach.
in four starts — all against
A free throw after the final Wisconsin St a t e University
buzzer gave the heavily favored teams.
La Crossie team a one-point deTEAM SCORING
cision over a fired-up Winona
G FO FT PF TP Avj.
crew.
Dave Meisner .... J 17 14 7 « H.«
Petersen .... 3 .» e • 47 15.7
But ac<»rding to DeVoll, the Gary
Tim Anderson .... 1 11 4 3 M 13.<
game witih Winona tonight isn't Mike Jeresek
3 I 7, * 1) 7.7
D. Harnett ..... J 4 4 » H S.I
very important for his team. J.
Charlie Heal ...... 3 i • 5 H S.l
"We'll he out after our con- Jlm Kasfen
3 4 t S 14 4.7
Connor
3 1 S l » 3.1
ference wins," said the droll In- Al
Bill Werner
3 3 3 4 » 3.1
dian coach, "We're not con- Mel Homuth
3 3 t 2 ( 3,(
Morgan ... 3 2 • 5 4 IJ
cerned about nonconference Dennis
Chip Schwartz . . . 3 ( 0 3
» 0.6
games. Ws not a rivalry for us AI Melln
1 I • 6 t O.I

EEHGTa! --> "
fc.ilfA.iW M 1
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Lake City Rally
Tumbles Zumbrota

gers were Steve Haase with 20
points, Jim Abraham with 18
and Stuart Diepenbrock with
11. For the Tigers of Zumbrota,
Mike Peterson totaled 17 and
TUESDAY'S SCORES
Dave Sandburg pumped in 11.
Like City 5», Zumtrota 35.
In wrestling, Lake City wal57,
Farmlngton
51
Cinnon Falls
(nonconference).
loped Zumbrota 39-5.
Lake City struggled to stay in Lake City also took the "B"
contention in the Hiawatha Val- basketball game 50-21.
ley Conference Tuesday night , CANNON FALLS 5T
nipping Zumbrota 59-55 for its FARMINGTON 83
first victory of the season. Cannon Falls' junior studded
squad held leads between 10 and
In nonconference action, Can- 14
points throughout much of
non Falls stopped a Farmlngton the evening, but the Bombers
rally to post a- 57-53 verdict, had to stave off a last-ditch
third in a row for the Bombers. Farmlngton comeback to poet
a 57-53 verdict.
LAKE CITY S»
Bob Bremer poured in 22 for
ZUMBROTA 55
the Bombers and got help front
The Lake City Tigers racked Denny Flom with 14 and Mick
up a 59-55 conference win over Goudy with 10.
Zumbrota in the area's only Misses from the charity stripe
conference bout. The win is the were the bane of the Bombers
first in the league for Lake as they saw 17 attempts go wide
of the rim.
City in the young season.
Zumbrota held the lead
through the first three quarters by scores of 18-18, 31-27
and 43-40.
In double figures for the 'TiHIAWATHA VALLEY

Kenyon
Kasson-Mant.
Stewartville
Cannon Falls

W
1
1
1
1

L
I
0
t
•

Lake City
SI. Charlts
Plainview
Zumbrota

Loughrey Hosts
Football Fete

W
I
0
I
I

L
I
1
1
1

Team members and coaches
of the 1965 Winona State ColBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS St. Louis 1.18-119 in a double- lege football team were the
Oscar Robertson has the Cin- header at New York.
guests of Peter F. Loughrey,
cinnati Royals moving better Robertson poured in 41 points oldest living Winona State letthan ever in the National Bas- and collected 14 assists. Just terman and a member of the
last Saturday night against New first Warrior football team, al
ketball Association.
Th« Royals «Jowned the Los York he scored 44 points and Kryzsko Commons Tuesday
Angeles Lakers 126-120 Tuesday notched 16 assists.
evening.
night for their fourth consecu- Tlie Knlcks made the New Loughrey, 90, of 415 W. Santive victory ajid pulled even York coaching debut of Dick Mc- bom, spoke briefly following
with the Eastern Division-lead- Guire a success, putting the the steak dinner, reviewing
ing Boston Celtics as far as game beyond St. Louis' reach some of the highlights of his
games are concerned. Cincin- with a 77-polnt first half. Dick football career at Winona
nati still trails on percentage Bamett and Dick Van Arsdale State.
points.
powered a lS-polnt spree mid- Coach Moon Molinari then anIn tho other NBA games, Bal- way through the second quarter nounced that Ed Hall and Jon
timore crushed Philadelphia that shot New York far ahead of Glslason would co-captain the
129 108 and New York walloped the Hawks.
1966 Winona State team.

GOOD NEWS
For NEW CAR
BUYERS!.'

|NEW CAR LOANS
Per
$100
P«r
Yaar
Up lo
36 Months
to Repay
4

Minnesota
Loan & Thrift
lit Walnut - Photie) 8.2V74
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Zitzow Hits 30,
Eagles Triumph;
Loretto Roars

Dover-Eyota's Ron Zitzow For Elgin, Steve Richardson
§iimped in 30 points to lead his ?iled up 22 points and Robert
lagle teammates to a 70-55 rout ittrington gathered 18. '
of Elgin Tuesday ni|ht to highlight Minnesota High School CALEDONIA LORETTO 56
nonconference basketball action. HOLY CROSS M
Caledonia Loretto traveled Caledonia Loretto came out
outside the state to meet Holy the winner in a tight 56-54 duel
Cross Seminary of La Crosse, with La Crosse Holy Cross
and the Bluejays came home Seminary. The game was dea 56-54 winner on Mike Mul- cided in the last seconds when
Loretto's Mike Mulvenna sank a
venna's last second bucket.
basket to break the 54-54 tie.
DOVEIUEYOTA 70
The score was close during
ELGIN 55
entire game with Loretto
Dover-Eyota shellacked Elgin the
leading
at the end of each quar70-55 in a game that saw Dover- ter by scores
of 19-17, 31-28 and
Eyota's Ron Zitzow total 30
4^-46.
points.
The Eagles were the leaders In double figures for the winthroughout the game, by scores ner were Mike Mulvenna with
of 24-10, 38-21 and 52-35 at the 18, Mike Schieber with 10, Gary
Conway with 11 and Pat Becker
quarters.
Also in the double figures for with 12.
Dover-Eyota were Russ Ham- For Holy Cross Servais dumpmel with 12,JDarrell Richardson ' ed in 22 and Zimmer tallied 13.
and Curt Burgdorf each made j Loretto took the "B" match
10 points.
34-24.

Michigan lo
Open Against
Tennessee '5'

CHICAGO W - Michigan's
Wolverines, defending Big Ten
basketball
champions
and
ranked No. 2 nationally to
UCLA, lead six Big Ten teams
into season opening action tonight.
Led by All - America Cazzie
Russell, Michigan takes on Tennessee in its opener while Butler invades Illinois, St . Joseph's
of Indiana is at Indiana, North
Dakota moves in on Minnesota,
Nebraska is at Wisconsin and
Ohio State goes to Missouri.
Michigan is the pre- season
favorite to successfully defend
its Big Ten crown but Minnesota and Iowa loom as prime
contenders.
Iowa waits until Thursday to
open its season against Pepperdine. Virginia Poly will be at
Purdue on the same night.
Northwestern and Michigan
State delay opening activity until Saturday night. Seven other
Big Ten teams also will be in
action Saturday.

Indians to Look Down
On Centennial Foes

Wabasha High School will be
looking down at the rest of the
Centennial Conference teams
this basketball season, not only
literally, but figuratively .
The Indians are the hands
down choice to waltz off with
Centennial hardcourt laurels,
and six lettermen — five of
them 6-1 or better — are the
reason.
Randolph and Goodhue could
pull a surprise and scalp the
Indians by the time the season
comes to an end, while Faribault Deaf, Mazeppa and Elgin are expected to scrap among
themselves for second-division
berths
WABASHA COACH Chock
Karger has one of the biggest
men in the area in 6-8 pivotman
Jack Kane. But Kane isn't expected to have to carry the
load all by himself. Other towering veterans are Rick Schuth
and Charles Smith, both 6-3,
Dennis Iverson, 6-2, and Pete
Ekstrand, 6-1. The "little guy"
ef tbe group is 5-6 guard Gary
Johnson.
All are seniors, but if conference foes expect to wait until next year to take the measure of the Indians, it won't be
an easy task. In reserve are
the likes of 6-5 Jim Malone ,
6-3 Bill Malone, 5-11 Gerald
Loechler. 5-11 Mike Clickner ,
6-10 Jeff Peterson, 5-6 Curt Dunn
and Jack Alton, who stands at
an even six feet.
Goodhue, a perennial Centennial power, has three lettermen
back led by Gary Opsahl, 6-2.
Neither Tom Gorman or Bob
Buck reach six feet , but coach
Ev Flom has some rangy prospects that could help out.

GENE DIERCKS scales 6-3
and Al Rusch 6-1 and they
should help out in the height
department. Flom lists Dave
Swenke, 5-9; John Ehlen, 5-11,
and Al Holm, 6-0, as other likely candidates.
Jesse Roberts, Randolph's
coach, has exactly enough lettermen ( five ) to fill out a full
starting team, but the Rockets
are decidedly lacking in one
crucial category '— height.
The tallest veteran is Mike
Popp, 6-0, and there appears
to be no one in reserve that
can/ help out on the boards.
Other letter-bearers are Don
Pressnall, 5-10; Ralph Peter,
5-11; Bruce Quinnell, 5-9, and
Bob Sathre, 5-8.
Roberta has another six-footer on the bench in Dave Gergen, while Dennis Murray and
Duane Norstad, 5-7 and 5-6, respectively, fill out the backcourt.
ELGIN, Faribault Deaf and
Mazeppa have a total of only
three lettermen between them
-- one for each school.
Elgin boasts the tallest of the
veterans in 5-11 Bob Tittrington. There are a bevy of eager
prospects but only Fred Johnson, 6-1, crosses the magic sixfoot barriers.
Others are Arvin Holtegaard,
Dave Nihart. Steve Richardson,
Jim Schmoll, Jerry Johnson,
Bob Rahman, Lyle Wandrey,
Ron Kurth and John Ernst.
Mazeppa has possibilities with
a pair of 6-2 non-lettering prospects in George Muenal and
Dan Perrine. James Rollie , 5-9,
is the only monogram winner
on coach Gale Hellerud's team.

FARIBAULT Deaf, which
only plays a 14-game schedule,
has 5-9 Ron Johnson as its
leader. Coach John Mathews
will call on Wes Hendrickson,
a 6-6 newcomer, to fill part of
the bill.
Centennial Schedule

NOVEMBER
lt-Plne Island ll, Mazeppa st; Petersen
it, Elgin ij; Goedhue 47, Zumbrota
3*.
11—Randolph 13, simley ll; Rasa Creek
53, Mtiappa 51.
26-Medford a, Goodhue 41.
W—Oover-lyeta 71, Haiti Ui Wabasha
•0, Pepl. t7.
DBCBMSBR
S—Oeadbue al Elgin; Wibaaha al Randolph; M«appa al Faribault Beat.
4—Wanamlngo at Goodhue.
10—Goodhue at Wabasha; Elgin at Melappa; Faribault Peat at Randolph.
14—Randolph at Burnsvllle* .
17—Lewiston at Ooodhue*.
17—Elgin and Maiepp* in Holiday tournament al Pine Island*.
It—Elgin and Maieppa in Holiday tournament at pine Island*; Wabasha
vs. Lewiston In Holldoy tournament
at Plainview*; Goodhue af Milan*.
If—Wabasha vs. plainview In Holiday
tournament at Plainview*; Ooodhue
vs. Applatofi er Cannon Palls in Hellday tournament at Milan* ,
JANUARY
7—Randolph at Goodhue; Wabasha at
Maieppa; Blgln «t Faribault Deaf,
e—Goodhue at Wanamlngo*.
11—Farmlngton at Randolph* .
14—Randolph at Elgin i Maiappa at
Ooodhue.- Faribault Deaf at Wabasha.
IS—Faribault Deal vs. Alumni*.
ll—Wykoll at Maieppa*; Daver-Byota at
Blgln*; Randolph at Prascett*.
Jl—Mazeppa at Randolph; Wabasha al
Elgin; Goodhue at Faribault Deaf.
27—Wabasha at Rochester Lourdes*.
it—Randolph at Wabasha; Rlgin at Goodhue; Faribault Deal at Mataaaa.
FEBRUARY
1—Lakevllle al Randolph* .
«—Randolph) at Faribault Daal; Mazeppe
at Elgin; Wabitha at Goodhue.
t-Ilmley at Randolph*; Pepin at Wabasha*.
Jl—Mazeppa al Wabasha; Ooodhue al
Randolph; Faribault Deaf at Blflft;
it—Lewiston al Wabaehi* .
lt-Wabaiha at Faribault Daal; Blgln
at Rsndolph; ooodhue at Maieppa.
23-Elgin af Wabasha; Prescttt at Randolph* .
15—Randolph at Mazeppa; Faribault Deaf
at Goodhua,
•Non-conference games.

Wabasha Tops Pepin;
Durand Cops 67-65

Gophers to Run Against Sioux '5'
MINNEAPOLIS <AP) - Two
veteran, talented basketball
teams — Minnesota and North
Dakota — clash tonight in a
non - conference game which
opens the 1965-66 campaign for
both.
Minnesota, ranked seventh in
a national pre • season poll, is
a major college power, while
North Dakota ranks among the
small college giants.
Together, the two teams won

45 of 55 games a year ago and
figure to be as strong this season. North Dakota is the defending North Central Conference
titlist while Minnesota is a leading contender for the Big Ten
crown.
Gopher Coach John Kundla
has three returning regulars,
headed by superstar Lou Hudson who averaged 23.3 points
from his guard position last
season, is also a two • year

regular. The other returning | side shooting and good rebound- [ backcourt but Nesbitt has been
starter is 6-6 forward Dennis i ing," Kundla said. "Our hope is ( bothered by a leg injury. Other
Dvoracek , who is battling 6 - 5 that we'll be able to outrun j verterans are forwards Phil
junior letterman Paul Prest- I them."
j Jackson , 6-8, and Jim Heshus of Rugby, N. D., for a I Sioux Coach Bill Fitch has ter, 6 - 4. John Burckhard,
starting berth.
I four starters returning, includ- a husky 6 - 5 , has moved into
Tom Kondla , a highly regard- ing Paul Pederson, a 6-4 Little the starting center spot.
ed 6-7 sophomore, will start at i All-America guard who led the j "Our job will be to atop that
center. The availability of ; Sioux in scoring last season. He fast break , stay with them on
guard Wes Martins of Moorhead j played at Minnesota his sopho- ; rebounds and try to find a way
is uncertain because of a throat j more year before transferring. to contain Hudson , " Fitch saidinfection.
Pederson normally teams "Hudson amazes me . He's a
"North Dakota has strong out- 1 with 5-11 Tom Nesbitt in the fabulous basketball player."
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Fairchild 76-66, Taylor dumped OSSEO 7«
Melrose-Mindoro 66-50, and Du- FAIRCHILD 65
rand eked out a 67-65 decision Osseo rolled past Fairchild 76over Spring Valley.
65 after overcoming an 18-16
first quarter deficit. The score
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Priced oi shown at Firestone Stores^ competitively priced at Firestone Dealers and at all service stations disp laying the Firestone sign.
The score at the end of the Lyle Sell and Ken Jacobson with
first quarter read 17-10, at the 14 each and Tim BroeUmann
half 43-24 and third quarter 63- with 10.
For the losers, Dennis Blang
41.
Dennis Iverson was the win- hit 18, Dennis Abrahatnaon pickner's high point man with 27. ed up 17, Randy Julien sniped
Rick Schuth followed with 15, 11 and Mike Laffe made 10.
I
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The Panthers held a comfortwent on a rampage able lead over their opponents,
Standard ] of Arkansaw
i DON'S
lon
77-39. Lima was unable to with quarter scores of 21-12, 36«1 Witt at
^Hwy.
I
g hardwood handle.
P«l*«j S»jJ touch the Arkansaw attack.
Dri-Chargad battorUa BM always 100% fresh.They ere MmMIWiHI'lllHltlli^' I I
33 and 60-47.
\^
not MtivatMl until in«iall«d in your ear.
Arkansaw led through the High point men for Durand
^VVWHPHHH H*P I mm—m----—-- ^m- ^— ^.—— ^—m ^tmMam ^*mmmmm\
game, with quarter scores of were Joe Langlols and Dale
21-6, 41 -12 and 51-19.
Harsclip with 23 apiece, Dan
EAGLE
For Arkansaw Jeff Hoffman Langlois followed with 11 .
led with 20 points , Bill Koch For Spring Valley Gary Gilpushed in 12 and Dave Drier bertson hit 19, John Dent 18 ,
followed with 10. For Lima Bill John Anderson 14 and Gary FlnBrunncr tallied 12.
Htuen 10.

• Wabasha crossed the Mighty
Mitsissippi to take home the
interstate high school basketball title Tuesday night, While
most Wisconsin schools were
battling it out among themselves
in nonconference activity.
Wabasha belted cross-river
rival Pepin 80-67, while Arkansaw was demolishing Lima Sac
cred Heart 77-39. In other contests , Osseo turned back
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BOWLERS
5th Annual

Singles
Tournament

HAL-ROD
LA N ES

W INONA SHIFT
SAT., DBC. 4 - 7 : 00 P.M.
Dal ProndiiiuM , Phont
8152, lor other ihlH call.

Call

NEW

JOI LANSING
ON SCOIMTONB AT

LANG'S Bar
179 IAST THIRD

TAYLOR U
MELROSE-MINDORO SO
Maynard Krai exploded for
the bulk of his 28 points in the
final period to lead Taylor lo a
66-50 confluent of Melrose-MinOT BT
doro nt Melrose Tuesday night.
Taylor trailed 44-40 going into
the last stanza , but with the
6-3 Krai doing most of the damage, the Trojans outscored the
home sqiiiid 26-6 in the final t
HB
i
period for the lopsided triumph.
BOB COBMAN, M*nag«r
**' ^
Melroue-Mlndoro wan led by
Eugene Kegs' 17 points. Jeff
Byom tossed in 13.

\ SHf

where your dollar buys MILES more flHrP^i ' '1

2oo west

p|,one

I^'/ORF 1*«T I
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Butkus Named Woman Feared
NFL Defensive Victim of Fire
Star of Week

Linahan 's Tags
Top Ten Totals

Linahan 's Inn. competing in with 245 from mate Bob Stein ,
the Hal-Rod L a d i e s City led Fish Shop to 1,025—2 ,990.
League, realigned top ten bowlHAI-ROD LANES: Four-City
ing departments Tuesday night. —Frank Pomeroy socked 578 to
The team moved into a spark second - place F.A.
fi rst-place tie in team game Krause to 2.765. Elmer Girtler
with its 981 and built that into hit 226 for league leading Girta 2,725 series that is good for ler s Oil , while Lang 's Bar beltfifth place.
ed a 960 game.
Lucky ' Ladies — Hof Brau
The 981 deadlocked the Linaban 's quintet with Main Tavern jumped into third place with
of the Westgate Pin Topplers
League.
Leading the way during the
RIGH T BOWLER ,
«!] and the 2,725 were : Ruth
NOT RIGHT ARM
Lilla. 221—557 ; Emerine Weaver. 186—499; Cornelia Podjaski,
Wf had the right bowler
188—497; Annette Wieczorek ,
In
Tuesday 's Dally News ,
177-483, and Claire Williams ,
128-r446. The group used 81 pins
but the wrong arm.
per game handicap.
Marge Moravec, w h o
But that wasn 't the only news
pitched
232—571 , did not do
made in the circuit. Irene Gos- jj it with her right arm as the
tomski of Buck 's Camera slapj story stated. Marge is a
ped 207—559. Esther Pozanc I southpaw.
clipped 201—558 , Florence Loading 512. Eleanor Griesel 504,
Alice Stevens 500 and Virginia I Myrtle Holmay leading the way
Martens converted the 5-8-10.
ion the strength of a 172—478.
The lone men 's honor count She led her team to totals of
of the evening came out of the ; 905—2,545.
Winona Athletic Club Classic ! ATHLETIC-CLUB : Elks League where Jerry Dureske Roy Larson cracked a 185 game
J
snared 600. That total , coupled ! to help 7-Up to 2,652. Gene Lo-

vas counted 493 for Speltz Texaco.
WESTGATE: Hiawatha Joel Hatleli uncorked a 230
game to pace Norm 's Electric
to 1 ,043—2 ,888 and the league
lead. Dave Blanchard 's 555 was
the best series, rolled for House
of Heileman 's.
Working Girls —Lucky 3 took
three-quarters of the laurels,
coming up with a 472 game behind Janice Daun '.s lRfi and Vivian Brown 's 479. Goldfingers
counted 1, 709.
Wenonah — Flintstones, struggling to get out of the lower
reaches of the second division ,
found new life behind Margaret
McNally 's 455 series which led
the team to 2,385. Nancy Alampi clouted 178 for Blue Tuesday,
while Gay Forties clipped 871.
American — Al Blazing lived
up to his name Tuesday night,
blazing 223—597 to lead Cortland Jewelers to a 2,921 count ,
Graham & McGuire ripped 1,038.
National — Bill Richter toppled 201—540 and teammate Joe
Albrecht was a step ahead with
201—568 as the pair helped loop
leading Home Furniture speed
to 980-2,851.

GLENWOOD, Minn. (AP) Fire swept a three-story apartment building here today, and
one occupant waa f eared dead.
Eight persons having quarters
in the frame structure escaped
safely.
Mussing and feared dead was
Mrs, Marion Smalley, 55, W h o
lived alone in a second • floor
unit. A son, Editor Jared Smalley of the Perham Enterprise,
said be was sure his mother
would have been in her apartment at the time of the fire.

NEW YORK (AP ) - Dick
Butkus of the Chicago Bears is
another brilliant rookie living
up to his college press clippings
in his first year of professional
football.
The 6-foot-3, 240-pound middle
linebacker intercepted a pass
and recovered a fumble Sunday
against the New York Giants
and put on another impressive
performance at Yankee Stadium.
As a result, The Associated
Press has named Butkus the
Defensive Player of The Week in
the National Football League.

Occupants who fled the burning building were Mr. and Mrs.
Rudolph J. Motis, Mr. and Mrs.
Hans Lea and Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Blair and their son,
Bradley.

Body of Ancient
Princess Found

SPORTS SCORES
NBA

NHL

TUESDAY EXHIBITION
Detroit 3, Pittsburgh (AL) (.
TODAY'S GAMES
Toronto al New York .
Boston at Chicago.
THURSDAY'S OAMI
Boston at Detroit.

Resourceful:
That Describes
Hawks Moracco
{

.

By BOB JUNGHANS
Dally News Sports Writer

"Resourceful" is the word
that is seldom applied to the
coaching game. But if any word
can be applied to Winona High
School wrestling coach Dave
Moracco this season, it is resourceful.
For Moracco, coming off a
7-5 dual-meet record last year
in his first year as the Winhawk mat mentor, must try to
improve on that mark with a
thin and inexperienced squad.

EVERYONE LEARNING . . . The intent
looks of these Winona High wrestlers and
coach Dave Moracco indicates the seriousness with which the Hawk s are going about
their work these days. Here , Tom Hadfield

attempts to pin teammate Steve Miller while
Moracco applies a helping hand on Hadfield's
back . Standing beside Moracco is John DeGallier , while Jim Dotzler kneels at right.
(Dail y News Sports Photo)

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. tence , " he said , "but I practice
t*AP) — Gen. William Eckert justice and equity. "
says he won't be intimidated in
his new job as commissioner of I Krkert said he was gratified
by the "gracious reception " givbaseball.
en him as commissioner despite
The retired Air Force officer his lack of baseball fame.
bluntly told baseball officials
"The day after I was named
Tuesday night that he won 't al- commissioner, " Eckert
soid ,
low himself "to become a "Willie Mays — whom I admire
puppet. "

Eckert. making his first formal speech since taking the job
two weeks ago, said he will Like
over as commissioner with no
obligations to anyone.
"Nobody tied any stri ngs on
me, so there aren't any to pull , "
said the unemotional 5f>-year-old
commissioner, who described
himself as a "product of smalltown America , with no experience in baseball. "
Eckert said as commissioner
he will not "overlook or shrink
from the hard decisions growing
out of disputes , whoever may be
involved "

greatly — asked "who 's he?' "
Eckert said he planned to
change that image by mixing
with baseball players , the minor
leagues and the public.

AMERICAN

i

Basketball
Scores

HIAWATHA V A L LfY Laka Citv It, Zumbrota 51.
NONCONFK*ENC«—
OuM 74, Fairchlld i
l
Caledonia Lorarto It, La Crotit Holy
Croil 94.
Wabalti. ai, Papln t l .
Aiktnitw 77 , Lima Sucrtd tU»it It.

Dover Eyou 70, Elgin

J5

Wykotl tl , Lnwltlon SO
Harmony 40, Spring Grov« 3|.
Challlald 44 , Caledonia St.
Or.nd Mtadovy 5» . sprint Vallty 11.
Prtilon 71, Houilon 1*
Durand 47, Spring Valley (Wu ) 41.
Taylor 4t, Melroie^Mlndoio 10
Cannon Falls 57 , Farmlngton SI.
Mjnkato 41, Fairmont 4«
OTHER VCOR B5
Biooklleld Ontial ii, Suurx 41
For i Wxttllnvlon 43, Br ookllcld Eait 44
Bla<> Rlvar f ¦111 11, Manhlicld 4) .
Rivet F s l l l 93, MtmomonJt I),

Dfhpilt* liin Ilium «| ><<< li , I'.cke-rt said he does nut plan to olfei
any immediate remedies for
problems plaguing baseball.
"First 1 want to sew some ball
games . " said Eckert , who went
to only one game last summer
Eckert said he does not be
lieve his luck of baseball ex perl W ISCONSIN cou.eoes
l!au CUir« 11, Laktland 7»
erne will hamper him us com- Milwaukee »cn 101, Witconiui Lulhtr
an Seminary 4t.
missioner because he has hud
wide experience as un Air Force
\VIU ;STI .I M ;
office r in dealing with people
Nnrlf iluld )), lUttlnqt IJ
Hrd Wmu 11, libit-v II
and problems.
Lake Clly 3», 7uml)rnl« j
"I make no claims to omnipoDover Byot« II, plainview it.

Weitgite
Hauier 'i Black Crowi
Weits.lt Bowl
Earl' i Tr»e Service
Country Kitchen
H. Choate » Co .
Kramer » Toye plumbing
Cortland Jewelen
Graham •• McGuire
Home Furniture

Merchtntt flank

Rainbow Jeweleri
Grain Belt Jeweleri
Winona Ready Mix
Bub' i Beer
Boland M<g. Co
Plymouth Optical
....
NATIONAL
Home Furniture
Cory Corner
Waddtll a. Reed
Kllngcn
Fibcrilt
Loulte ' k
Dally Newt
Shelly
LADIES C I T Y
Hal Nod
Inn
Llnahan'i
,
Tog » 'n' Toyi
Poianc Trucking
Buck' i Camera Shop
Haddad't
Pool*

Simmy'i

...

Coiy Corner
Golden Frog
Home Furniture
MankalO Bar
Reddl Kilowatt
WINONA CLASSIC
Alhltllc Club
Hot Full Shop
Bub' , Beer
Golden Frog Supper Club
Emil'i fvte ntwe a r
Hamm 'i Beer
¦d Buck'* Camera Ihop

ONLY FIVE lettermen are
back from last year's team,
led by 120-pound Steve Miller
and Jim Dotzler, 127. And behind these live veterans, only 25
more candidates are out for the
team , barely leaving enough
for two men in each weight division.
And perhaps the inexperience
is more acute than usual because many of the Hawk grapplers are upperclassmen who
have seen little or no action.
So Moracco has to weld a
winning unit with limited resources and do it in one of the
toughest wrestling conferences
in the sUte.
The coagulants of this mixed
compound of athletes will have
to be Miller and Dotzler with
possible help from transfer student Tom Hadfield.
MILLER, winner of the 120pound title in the Rochester Invitational last weekend, posted
BRAVES TRAINING
FORT LAUDERDALE , Fla.
(AP) — The Atlanta Braves Will
open spring training Feb. 22 in
West Palm Beach, Fla., President John McHale said today.
¦

Eckert Won t Become
Puppet ' for Baseball
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NO CHANGES
COLUMBIA , Mo. (AP) executive
Former baseball
Branch Rickey, 83, remains in a
coma today at the Boone County
Hospital .
¦
LKS
Athlellc Club
Home Furniture
Main Tavern
Speltz Tex ico
Seven-Up
Grain Bill
,
Bub't Beer
LUCKY LADIES
Hal-Rod
Fountain City
Clark » Clerk
Hoi Brau
Coca-Cola

Hamm 'i Beer

Seven Up
Standard Lumber

R. D. Cone

FOUR CITY

W.
»•
»3
n
!?
)•
11
VV,

L,

"
11
>«
1»

"
IJ
14
17

Ii
19

11
11

!•

17

17

*

Hal-Rod
Glrtler 'i Oil
F. A. Krtuie
Central Molars
Chrittenun Drugs
Bell's Bar

Points
7
4
4
4
4

Williams Olais House

Winona Truck Service
Golden Brand Foods
Farmers Co op
Lang's Bar
Mike 's Fine Foods
Burmeister OH
W BNONAH
Wes lgetc
Breitlow
Blue Tunday
Pin Pall
Studio Girl
Flint .IOIIM
Gay Fortlis
WORKING GIRLS
Westgate
KJT
Go-Go Olrli
Goldtlndtri
KIs Celt
Miss Fill
Lucky Three
The Zlpi
HIAWATHA
Weilgala
Norm 'i Bkclric
Mouse o| Helleman'i
Spelli Oll t Implement
Tri County Electilc
KAC.E
Midland Coop
Ku|ak Brothers Transfer
Peptl Cola

L.
U
14
17
M
»
!•

4

.

4
1
1
1
1
1

VI
34'.^
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II
14' ,
14
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BEAUTICIAN WANTED - Write
Dally News.

.

.

«•!>

Mele—Jobs of Interest— 27

ADS UNCALLED FOR-

E-3, 11, W, 14

MARRIED MAN for my farm. Pine Meadow Angus Farm, Elvln Humble, Rushford, Minn.

NOTICE
Dtilgnitlons ai to »•» In our Halp
Wanted advertising columns It mnda
only CD to indicate bona fid* occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regard! ar*
reasonably necessary to the normal
operation of his business, or (2) aa
a convenience to our readers to Inform them as to which positions tha
advertiser believes would be of mora
Interest to one sex than the other bocause ol Hie work Involved. Sucfl
designations do not Indicate or Imply
That any advertiser Intends to practice! any unlawful preference, limitation, specification or discrimination In
employment practices.
(

Card of Thanks
PATZNER—
I wish to thank my friends, neighbors and relatives for the flowers,
cards, gifts and visits received (luring
my hospitalization.
Anton Patzner

Lost and Found

LOANS E2SV

NOTE-AUTO-FURNITUR«
170 E. 3rd. Tel. »1$.
noon
MAN WANTED for general farm work. Hn. • a.m. to 3 p.m., Sat. I a.m. to
Paul Schroeder, Elgin, Minn. Tal . I7e3333.

4

LOST—Sat. afternoon, 2 keys on key ring
with red tag attached, on King St. between Johnson and Center Sts. or Center St. between King and Sanborn Sts.,
or Sanborn St. between Center and
123 E. Sanborn St. Finder Tel. 8-32V5
for raward after 5:30.

SOFIA , Bulgaria (AP) -A
princess of about 20 years of
age who lived 2,500 years ago FEMALE CAT, grey and' while, lost on
has been found in a treasure- 7th St. In the 600 block E. Tel. 3402.
laden
apartment-sized tomb LOST—Lewiston High School 1964 class
near the Bulgarian town of Vra- ring, blue stone, wlttiln last 3 weeks,
D.P., between 3rd and 7th or
tsa, the news agency BTA re- Initials
around Center to Walnut. Reward. Tel.
Lewiston
4879.
ports .
The princess was a member Flowers
5
of the Thracian aristocracy ,
SEE OUR beautflul Christmas floral arand was bedecked with golden rangements and wre2ths for cemetery
earrings showing sirens, gold or door. Reasonably- priced. Lofqulsf
spangles, arid gold buttons. Ar- Variety, Miracle Mall.
rows , spears , clay vessels, and Personals
7
a mirror were found in the
MMMMMmmmm . . . does that smell
tomb.
good! It's British Sterling toiletries for

TUESDAY'S RESULTS
Cincinnati 126, Los Angeles 110.
Baltimore lit, Philadelphia 108.
New York 131/ St . Louis lit,
TODAY'S GAMES
Baltimore vi. New York at Detroit.
St. Louis at Detroit .
Cincinnati at Los Angeles.
THURSDAY'S GAME
Cincinnati vt, San Francisco it Oakland.

.

Want Ads
Start Here
BLIND

46

Female—Job. of Interest—26 Moray to Loan

men, shave lotion, spray deodorant and
cologne. Save by buying the 2-pc. set
at SB or 3-pc. set at $10. RAINBOW
JEWELRY, 116 W. 4th St.

WELL kept carpets show hte results 01
regular Blue Lustre spot cleaning. Rent
electric shampooer, (1. R. D. Cone Co.
A BROKEN zipper In your wlnterwear ,
will soon be fixed when left In our care.
W. BETSINGER, Tailor, 227 E. 4th .
FROM TINY TOTS 1o> great granddads,
everyone loves eallna at RUTH'S RESTAURANT. 126 E. 3rd. Open 24 hours
every day, except Mon.
NOW OPEN—Belmont Liquor Drive-In,
1671 W. Jth. Tel. 4391 tor fast delivery.
WE'VE ROLLED out the red carpet,
antr a new one at that. In our Teton
Room. Won't you help us bestow a
new name, more In keeping wlfh the
new decor, on this room? Ray Meyer ,
Innkeeper , WILLIAMS HOTEL.

a 5-2-1 dual meet mark last
year. And Dotzler was 8-2 at
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?his 125-pound position. So these Wan or woman your drinking creates
numerous problems. If you need and
two have the ability to lead
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group c/o General Dethe way .
livery, Winona, Minn .
Hadfield, from West High
TRUSSES-ABDOAAINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
School of Des Moines, Iowa , alGOLTZ
PHARMACY
so showed great potential at
274 E. 3rd
Tel. 2W7
Rochester, winning the 13820
pound division and going un- Painting, Decorating
scored upon in the process.
INTERIOR PAINTING — Tel. WI9-237S
"Miller and Dotzler both beat Rollingstone tal. line.
very good boys from Kasson- Plumbing, Roofing
21
Mantorville quite handily, " said
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
Moracco, "and Hadfield knows
For clogged sewers and drains .
Ttl. 9509 or 6434. 1 year guarantee.
a lot of wrestling. "
CALL SYL KTJKOWSKI
As for the rest of the squad,
he said, "Even though they 're Septic Tank & Cesspool
inexperienced, they 're eager to
Cleaning Service
learn."
Special truck. Sanitary A Odorless
G. S. WOXL-AND CO.

GENERAL FARMWORK - man wanted.
Gerald Simon, Lewiston, Minn,, (near
Fremont).

, PLAIN

¦
Quick Money. .,.. ..«
on any article of value _
NEUMANN'S BARCAIN STORE

MI E. 2nd St.

¦

Tel. .IIS

Dogs, P«tt . Suppliaa

42

REGISTERED German Shepherd
THREE MEN NEEDED for full or part TWO
dogs free for good home. Phillip Watime work. SM par week. TeL 2859
letzkl, Bethany, Minn. Tel. Lewiston
Wed. and Thuri., Dec. 1 and 2, be'
2742.
tween 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.
ASSORTMENT of tropical
STEADY
EMPLOYMENT with future, LARGEST
fish and supplies from Chicago to Tw n
experienced production wood tlrslsher;
Lofqulst
Va riety, MlracH Mall.
Cities .
experienced silk screener—all phases.
Will hire as leadman or foreman If
qualified or will train to supervisory
level.
Resume with reply. Bo* 386,
Faribault, Minn.
GOOD FEEDER pigs, U. I weeks old.
Allen Randall, Rt. 1, Houston, Minn.
CAREER SALES-permanent future for
Tel. Rushford 864-M17. I
type
Insales
responsible executive or
dividual accustomed to active contact
with public. Initial salary plus Incen- HOLSTEIN HEIFERS due fo freshen
soon, also purebred Duroc boari. Cliftive compensation and pension plan.
Hoff, Lanesboro, Mln(i., (Pilot
ford
For permanent resident, 28-45, no trav...
Mound). Tel 875-61ZS.
el, expenses paid at home office training school with 2-year training program
Bros.,
Blank
locally. Position offers stable career HOLSTEIN SPRINGERS—2.
Alma, WU. ?el. .26-2383.
with substantial Income and managerial opportunity. In requesting Interview, please Include brief personal HOLSTEIN BULLS-reglstered, age IJ te
14 months, dams wltti records up to
history . All replies confidential. Box
. 489 lbs. fat, these are 30May records.
437, La Crosse, Wis.
Harry Marks, Mondovi, Wis., (OilmanWANTED a man with years of successful
ton).
.
sales experience to handle local terriSalea Commlislon'i
NOTICE—Lanesboro
tory selling a high turnover product.
Men employed will be properly trained.
new selling order. Veal. 12 to II J»og«
Sales leads and office space will be
and sheep, 1 to 1:30. Cattla sola start*
promptly at 1:30. Veal arriving late
furnished. Excellent Income if you qualwill be sold later In sale. Sail Day
ify. Write E-18 Daily News.
avery Friday.
JANITOR—part-time, 5 days a week, at
St. Paul's Episcopal Church. Tel. 3W0 REGISTERED HEREFORD bulls, I, for
or 3163 after J:30 p.m.
sale or rent. Herbert McNamer, Hous¦
ton, Minn. Tel. 896-3153.
MARRIED MAN wanted for general
farm work, no milking, modern house. CHOICE ANGUS BULLS, 10, registered,
coming 2 years, sired by son of O
Herb Wlebke, Prosper, Minn. •
Bardoliermere 2 who has produced S
International Grand Champions. Priced
FARMWORK — single man for general
Meadow Acres Angus
right.
Pine
work on modern farm . Small dairy
herd. Elderly man could qualify . Cyril
Farm- . EIvin Humble, Rushlord, Minn.
Kronebusch, Minneiska, Minn. Tel. Altura 7788.
PUREBRED BLACK, Angus bull, 2 years
old, from Elvln Humble herd. Walter
Pruka, Rt. 2, Rushford, Minn. Tel.
8*4-7889.
YOUNG MAN with car can earn tl.80J2.50 par hour. Wrlta Warren D. Lee,
311 Losey Blvd. So., La Crosse, Wis.

Hor.es, Cattla, Stock

43

Part Time

LEWISTON

Livestock Market
Day Sale

DRAFTSMAN]
1-3 years experience in industry desired. Job -will
lead into piston and permanent mold design. Write or
call collect for application
to

Thursday, Dec. 2
1:30 P.M.
Usual run of dairy cattle.
Cows and heifers, fresh and
springing.

LESLIE GARRISON & SONS

MR. BOB WALLACE
Gould Engine Parts Di".
Lake City, Minn.
Tel. 345-3341, Area Code 612

Owners and Managers
Tel. Lewiston 2667

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

DEKALB 20 week pullets, vaccinated for
Bronchitis,
Newcastle
and
pox.
^
Ycalsed In our own new pullet growing
nouses, available year around. SPELTZ
CHICK
HATCHERY.
Rollingstone,
Minn. Tel. 8689-2311.

Young Man
Over 18,
High School graduate
Full time work in mail room
Draft Status Important

BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, excellent
for ecjg size, Interior quality and production 20 weeks pullets available all
year around. For quality ask for Arbor
Acre Queen pullets. Winona Chick
Hatctiery, 56 E. 2nd, Winona . Tel. 5614.

Wanted—Livestock

46

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK WIARKET
A real good auction market for Your
livestock . Dairy cattle on hand all
week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
available. Sale Thurs. Tel. 26(7.

Inquire
A. J. Kiekbusch ,
Circulation Manager
WINONA DAILY NEWS

riarm Implements

48

HOME LITE CHAIN SAWS - new and
used, free servicing and have a full
line of parts In slock. Alma Motors,
Alms, Wis. Tel. 685-3235.

FOREMAN

• Darl-Kool Bulk Tanks
Sales — Service
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
S5S E. Xth
Tel. 5532

Supervise night shift of 25
women assembly workers —
Do some minor repairs to
machines and equipment.
To properly handle this job,
you should have a high
school education and be
mechanically inclined. Preferred age range — 25 to 50.

SMALL ENGINE
SERVICE & REPAIR

AND THEY most learn in a
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 844.9245
Fast - Economical
ROBB BROS. STORE
hurry for the Winhawks meet POOPED PIPES? The strain ol mod576 E. 4th
Tel. *W
three of the Big Nine 's toughest ern living and new appliances too
before Christmas vacation. Fri- much for your present plumbing system? Call us for a free no-obllgatlon
day night Winona travels to estimate on replacing worn-out, outplumbing before a serious sitOwatonna, and then the follow- dated
uation develops.
ing Friday, Dec. 10, the Hawks
Gehl Mixall Mill
are at home for the first time FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
MILLING MACHINE
PLUMBING & HEATING
this season against Albert Lea. 207 E. 3rd
with
Tel. 370J
OPERATOR
Dec. 1-7, Rochester is the foe
Crusher Feeder Head
Jerry s Pl umbing
Operate milling machine,
in the Mayo City. Albert Lea
and Extra Long
M7 E. 4th
Tel. 93M
drill press, grinder and have
and Rochester were conference
Discharge Auger.
some
knowledge
of
engine
co-champions last year and Female—Jobs of Interest—26
See it here on display.
lathe.
have nearly their entire squads
BABYSITTER
WANTED-frcm
7
a.m.
to
returning.
Apply in person
3:30 p.m. Inquire 213 W. Sarnia.
The other three lettermen on
the Winhawk squad are Doug BABYSITTER WANTED for 2 small chilat
Breezy Acres
dren while molher
attends college
Breza, 103; Wes Streater, 112;
classes, or may live In weekdays. Tel.
Hwys.
14 and 61 East
Minnesota State
and John DeGallier, 145. Be- 9723 alter 5.
Employment
Service
tween the trio they managed WAITRESS WANTED—Must ba Jl. Will
Hay, Grain, Feed
50
163 Walnut Street
to win only one of 25 matches train. Steve 's Cocktail Lounge.
Winona
,
Minnesota
last year , and this is one de- THREE AVON TERRITORIES opening In
QUAL ITY ALFALFA HAY. Call or write
Kenneth Tlouoan, Plainview, Minn. Tel,
partment where considerable Ihe city of Winona. Still time ,lo sell
534-2268.
Avon's beautiful Christmas line . ConL
————«-^™____
improvement is quickly need- tact Helen Scott, P.O. Box 764, Roches- Halp—Male or Famala
28
ter, Minn.
Articles for Sale
57
DINING. ROOM EMPLOYEES—Oaks.
There are several "comers" WAITRESS WANTED — experienced
LADIES' WILSON golf clubs, S Irons, I
preferred,
evening
work,
full
time.
who should develop into top- Shorty Bar-Cale.
Situations Wanted—Fam. 29 woods, bag wilh carl. Tel. 9225 or In's
quire 208 E. 8th .
notch wrestlers before the seaWANTED
to
do telephone BABY SITTING wanted evtnlngs and
son progresses too far. Among WOMAN
NEW
19" Motorola portable TV. Tel.
weekends. Tel. 9281.
work from home, good itartlng sal8-4291 after 4.
them is 95-pounder Rick Pom- ary, Immediate opening. Wrlta Mr.
19Vj S, Borslon, Room 20, PART TIME or temporary general oferoy. Pomeroy , a freshman, Meode,
fice or sales work wanted, no short- GIRLS' LEATHER mow boots, sizes 9
Eau Claire, Wis.
Ihru 3, Were J5.97, now J2.97. Bargain
hand. Tel. 8-1108.
won two of three matches at
Center, 253 E. 3rd .
MORE In '66 with tha Fashion
Rochester, losing his first bout ERN
Wagon ot Minnesota Woolen.
Lead- Business* Opportunitlai
37 DOLL CLOTHES-made tor Barbie, Tam"because of stage fright more ing styles sold direct from factory
my, Skipper end similar dolls. New.
on
popular
Parly
Plan,
or
appointthan anything else " according ment basis. Management opportun- COUNTRYSIDE INN on Hwy, 44 for sale, Includes handknlts. Very reasonably
excellent business, good location. Tal,
priced, Tel. 6007.
ities. For full details, write Minnesota
to Moracco.
el after 4 p.m. or write Box 7, Mabel,

USED

F. A. Krause Co.

DICK HENDERSON, 155. also wrestled sparingly on the
varsity last season and is one
of Morncco 's aces in the hole.
Filling out the likely starting
lineup for the Owatonna meet
are Chuck Lueck , 175; Tom
B e c k e r , heavyweight , and
either Gary Ellis or Ron Hoover , 133.
The luck of depth has already
become apparent before the
season even has gotten underway. Todd Spencer, the Hawks '
165-pounder , suffered a pinched
nerve in his neck and will not
compete. Winona will have to
forfeit that weight to Owatonna ,
meaning they will start out five
points in arrears.
"There 's not a lot I can say,"
summed up the Winhawk coach.
"We 'll have to play it by ear
until we get a few meets under
our belts,"
And the likes of Miller , Dotzler and Hadfield could make
thos e early meets pleasant ones.

Woolen Co.,
your phone.

Duluth,

Minn.

Include

HOUSEWORK—2 mornings » week, preferably Mon. and Fri. Slate age and
give
references,
Write
E-20
Dally
New).
BEAUTICIANS
WANTED—Immediately.
Write E-19 Dally News.
WOMAN TO DO general cleaning. V>
day twice a week or 1 full day. Good
disposition with young children, would
prefer lady with car to drive herself.
Tel. 9482.

Minn.

BUILDING FOR SALE~-12x24\ tjl table
for garage. 167,1 W. Sth.

FOR SALE: Exceptional supper club opporlunlly. Wrile (or free brochure to
MIDWEST REALTY CO., 0ss.«o, Wis.
Robert, Bockus, Broker.

USED REFRIGERATORS, electric cloinei
dryers and ranges. B8.B Electric 135
E. 3rd.

CAFE IN WINONA—Doing gooart business, Real estate, fixtures , equipment
Included. Price 116,000. Terms, Contact Clnskey Really, La Cross* .

"NEVER used anything Ilka II," say
users of Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpel. Rent eleclrlc shampooer, SI.
H. Choate 6. Co.

Women - Part-Time

THE Fuller Brush Co. has openings for
two ladles to represent Fuller cos
melics and cleaning products In the
Winona area . 15 hours week, flexible
ichcdule, 12,20 per hour. For Interview
write Jerry Johnson, Rt. 3, Rochester,
Minn.

SELIG NAMED
MILWAUKEE ilr) - Allan H.
(Bud) Selig, a leader of the
civic drive to keep major
lcugue busebull in Milwaukee ,
wus named today as the recipient of the annual meritorious
service award of the Milwaukee Chapter , Baseball Writers
Association of America.

K/.KHINS INKED
WHITEWATER Iff) - Vilnis
Kzerins , a Latvian - born half- CRANDALL SIGNED
buck who rushed for 1,939 yards FORT LAUDERDALE , Fla.
in three seasons for Whitewater ifl — Former Braves ' fnvorite
Slate University, has been Del Crandall , released Monday
signed to a bonus contract by
Ihe Los Angeles Hums of the [ by Ihe Pittsburgh Pirates , has
National Foot ball League , the I signed with the Cleveland Inuniversity said today.
dians.

S*'^
WHPH ^^^^B
PIBR W

LINOLEUM TILE 9" x 9"

Two Mute<l Beige Striated Tones

Reg. .09 Ea.

N QW 5C ea.

'

COCOA MAT

Reg. i.9o

Size 14" x24"

EA .

N OW 1 .39 ea.

DISCONTINUED CARPET SAMPLES

JS

$2.95 to $4.95

Clearance of

SCATTER R.UGS UP TO 33% OFF
VINYL ASBESTOS TILE 9" x 9"
Reg. .10% Ea.
NOW 8c ed.

Article* for Sal*

$7

Building Materials

L.IVINO ROOM chair, Flexsleel, good
PECORATIVE
eowdrtkm, MO tit Grand.
0.1. JOI action soldier, list price si n,
ipKlat ll.»7. Lofqulst Variety, Mir acta
Mall.
•URN MOBIL. FUEL OIL and en'oy the
comfort of automatic personal car*.
Keep full atrvlca — complete burner
cart. Budgtt plan and guaranteed price.
Ordtr today from JOSWICK 'S FUEL t
OIL CO., Wl E. Sth. Tel. 3389.
H0USBH0LD SALE — leaving the city,
clothing,
iports
equipment,
toya,
gimtt, books, household Items. Frl.
and eat., 9 a.m.-S p.m. 321 Wilson.

FIBERGLASS.
metal
screen l< llllgree hardboard for dividers.
Kendell-O'Brltn Lumber &?..
»5 Franklin, Winona, Minn.

BualnMs Equipment
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RCA CASH REGISTER
7 months old.
RCA ADDING MACHINE
3 years old.

USED WRINGER WASHER, refrigerator,
and TV $«ts. JJS and up. FRANK
LILLA & SONS, 761 E. Sth. Open evenings
ITARTCKIET will start your car In seconds every day. For more Information
or dealership call Diamond K Enterprises. St. Charles 932-4308.

€1 Wanted to Buy

$200 each.

Want a TV tower with rotftr.
Tel Cochrane 248-2284.

SI Houses for Salt

99 Accuser!**, Tlren, Part* 104 Ui««J Ctr*

"
SNOW TIRE SALH
FOR SALE OR RENT, 4-room house,
Buy tha First at
eest Fifth St. Also for sele or rent in
Regular Price
Fountain City, 3 family houas with runOtt the Second (or
Rooms Without Meals
88 ning spring water , 2 lots, on North
' to Prlte
Shore Dr. Rent terms. C. SHANK, 522
Any Slie — A n y Type
ROOMS FOR MEN, with Or without
E. 3rd.
FIRESTONE
housekeeping privileges. No dey sleepIW
W.
Ird
Winona
ers. Tel. 4859.
FOR SALE BY OWNER — J-bedroOrn
home In Bluff Siding. Oil hot water
full basement, large backyard Motorcycles, Bicycle*
107
Apartments, Flats
90 heat,
with swing set, excellent for children,
Tel. Fountain City 887-4642.
COLUMBIA
BOYS'
W bicycle, niw, still
IN ALTURA—2-bedroom modern apt. ImIn Ihe carton. Ideal Christmas gilt.
mediate possession. Te). Altura t3S2.
TWO STUCCO HOUSES—t 2-bedreom, I
Inquire 362 Elm alter 4 p.m.
W. H. Bsliel.
3-or 4-bedroom. Gerages. West location.
Carpeting. Will finance. Tel. 405V.
TRIUMPH-1»6S, 450CC, excellent eondlSIXTH W. 30T/4—Ideal central location,
tlon, Tel. Cochrane 24B-2363.
upper l-bedroom apt., spacious rooms, STOCKTON, MINN.-3-apt, building end
pood closet space, tub and shower, gas
vacant lot. Must be sola. Address InPLAN TO QIVE OR GET
heat, private entrance, inquire 313
quiries to the Merchants National sank.
A MOTORCYCLE FOR CHRISTMAS!
Washington.
Trust Dept., Winona. Tal. J8JT.
Robb Bros. Motorcycle) SHop, S73 I
. 4th.

JUNK CARS
HI&S.

end trucks

MODERN 3-room ept, with electric stove
end refrigerator. Inquire 1212 ft. 7th

.after s p.m.

D. 5 ROOMS end bath, all on one floor.
In St, Stan's erea. 1500 down payment, Trucks, Tract's Trailer* 108
balance only 147.50 per month. Avail,
able at once. ABTS AGENCY, INC., CHEVROLBT-1W4 pickup. Tel. Alhj re
4353. W. H. Batzsl.
159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4345.

CENTER SOOVi—deluxe 3-room apt., parflatty furnished, with private bath,
drapes and carpeting. Available Jan. FOR SALE BY OWNER, Ilka new 3-bed1. Adults, By appointment only. Tel.
room home, 1 mile out ef Rushford,
6790.
NICE SELECTION of platform rockers
next to Golfvlew Supper Club, front
sfartlno
at
SM.tS.
SORZYSKOWSKI
yard loins golf course. Priced af only
"
J SNOW PLOW SPECIALS
FURNITURE, 30] Mankato Ave. Open Apartments, Furnished
$13,700
for quick sale, Tel. Rushlord
91
.
Oeedall t h.p. - S3B? unt for S22J
evenings.
844-9344 for appointment.
Jacobsen 3 h.p.—M19 unit for S175
MALE TO SHARE upper l-bedroom apt.,
While They Last I
BIO DELUXE foam filled pillows, 17"
cooking facilities available. 1403 W. eth, DL. $500 DOWN, balance 193.38 per
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
square , covered with extra wide ribmonth, buys this home located In
bed corduroy. In many brilliant decora- TWO ROOMS wlfh bath, private enInd la Johnson
Tel. 3455
choice west pert of city, t bedrooms,
tive color*. $3.75 each at BURKE'S
with a beautiful kitchen and nice sized
trance, available Immediately. Working
WE HAVE EVERYTHING ever desired
FURNITURE MART, frd & Franklin.
living room. Lots of storage. Full baseperson preferred. Tel. 9287.
by the artist on your Christmas lisfl
ment wllrt a large recreation room conGrumbacher's finest brushes, oils and
taining a built-in bar and fireplace.
65 Business Places for Rent 92 All neat and clean,, ready to move Into
oil sets, water colors and sets, pastels Good Things to Eet
and pastel sets, sketch boxes, mediums,
et once. A call to our office will give
e» f"» »TTT» T^ Wl» t^awaw^
papers,
charcoal,
boards,
art pencils to APPLES—Mcintosh, Har.lioru, Prairie STORAGE SPACE, fog. rent. 28x4)*. loyou
complete
Information. ABTS
cated
In
Goodview,
%7&
W.
Belleview.
mention lust a few items. Stop In toAGENCY.
INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel.
Spy, Cortland, Mallndat, Greenings.
day l
8-4365.
F. A. Krause Co., Briery Awn, Hwy.
LAW OFFICES occupied es such since
14-M E.
1870 are now available in the Margen IMMEDIATE occupancy! 841 W. 5th. 4
Building at modest rental. See Steve
167 Center St.
er I bedrooms, lVi baths, full baseGOOD homegrown rutabagas, good keepMorgan at Morgan's Jewelry.
ment, all heat, 2-car garage. Will arIng Burbank Russiti, tatlng and cookFOOD WASTE DISPOSER? Compare
range long term loan with payments
ing apples. Winona Potato Market,
quality before you boy.' See all three
Houses for Rent
95 like rent.
Used Car*
109
Watt* King pulverator models first at
Frank West Agency
FRANKLIN 411—3 or 4 bedrooms. InCapitol Food Provision Co., 930
PLYMOUTH-1M0
4-deor.
May be teen
175 Lafayette
quire Trust Dept., Winona National <¦
eth St., C-dVW. Til. 7356.
at ISO E, 4th attar S.
PLUMBING & HEATING
Tel. 5240 or 4400 after hours.
Savings Bank.
168 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 3737
'
USED CAR Specials: 1953 Chevrolet,
GALE 1069—modern, newly decorated 2 IN GOODVIEW—3-bedroom rambler, at$135; 1954 Oldsmobile, $135; 1950 Ford
tached garage and breeieway. For
bedrooms, oil heat, attachted garage,
V«-ton, 4-speed pickup,
$169i
1951
more Information
good location, bus 1 block, $87.50. R. L.
Toro — Snowbird — Bobcat
Chevrolet
Va-ton,
3169.
WILSON
Bornltz, Box 11, Lamoille, Minn. Tel.
All sizes. A machine to fit any nterl.
STORE. Tel. 80-2M7.
Dakota 443-2087.
WINONA FIRE & POWER CO.,
54 E. 2nd.
Tel. 5045
DID YOU EVER receive something for
nothing? 01 course noli If you carefully analyze such a transaction you
will discover that you paid for everyFURNISHED APT. wanted near Winona
thing you received . . . perhaps more
State College by Jan. 1st. Tel. 9723
then you bargained for. We do not
after 5.
claim to give you something for nothFive Bedrooms
ing . . . but WE DO CLAIM that your
WANTED TWO single rooms, for 2 men.
loan at the MERCHANTS NATIONAL
7 nights a week, extreme east locaThis 2-story well Insulated home has
BANK carries the best rate In Ihe city
tion preferable. Tel. 50(2.
2 bedrooms downstairs, 3 upstairs,
and that your transaction will' not be
kitchen is 15x17' with many, all new
discussed with anyone. Perhaps these
oil
cupboards.
New
fixtures
In
bath,
Bus. Property for Sale
97 heat. Two car garage. Near lake.
two FACTS are the reason elmost 100ft
of our loen customers return lo us
Under $12,000.
DOWNTOWN BUILDING leased es leunwhen they are In need of additional
dromat and warehou se as Investment
Year-Round
financing. BE CONVINCED. Stop In
and a service business location. BOB
at the Installment Loan Department of
SELOVER REALTOR. Tel. 7SO.
River Home
Winona's largest bank . . . THE MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK.
Includes beautifully landscaped yard
and 500' choice river frontage. Living room 18'x20', den with fireplace,
dining room, kitchen, 3 bedrooms,
and
large porch. Full basement, oil
INSULATED BOOTS
heat, 2 car garage.
All sizes . , . $4.95 pr.
BAMBENEK'S, 9th i, Mankato
ICE SKAT E EXCHANGE
Kolter Bicycle Shop
409 Mankato Ave,
Tel. Sits '

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

1958 Chevrolet

^ TON ,
4 speed transmission,
6 ply tires.
EXCELLENT CONDITION
Check this one
out today !

tMkh£f !L

USED GARS

PAINT DEPOT

(Buy and Sell)
210 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-3211

SANITARY

Buy Food Wholesale

SNOWPLOWS

Have You
Registered
for the TV sets

FROM TEMPO'S
TRADE-IN
SHOP
Gibson apartment-size refrigerator. Like new.
PHILCO 21" console TV set.
Good condition. Buy it for
$45.
Large size Frigidaire refrigerator. A-l condition.
RCA VICTOR 21" TV setgood running order, a bargain at $45.

TEL. 8-3007

A ^m \ %

Musical Merchandise

66

70

HAMMOND SPINET organ, with percussion, 7 years old, $S9S. Inquire 321 Wilson.

Miracle Mall

Hours 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
Sunday 1-6

Sewing Machine*

Roping & Boughs

73

Specials et the Stores

74

V4" PRIMED pegboard - 4'x8', till
sheen
only
$3.49.
Kendell-O'Brlen
Lumber Co., lis Franklin, Wlncna,
Minn.

Corner 4th & Lee

(Behind Jefferson Stadium)
Tel. 8-2731

Stove*, Furnaces, Parts
SIEGLER
ad, sold
oortable
RANGE
St. Ttl.

DAILY N EWS
MAI L
SUBSCRIPTIONS

75

HEATERS, oil or gas, Instillserviced! Aladdin Blue Flame
heaters; also oil burner Darts.
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth
7479, Adolph Mlchalowskl.

Typewriters

May Be Paid At

TED MA I ER DRUGS

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for sals or rent. Reasonable rates,
free delivery. See us for all your of.
. flee supplies, desks, fifes or office
chain. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5322.

CHRISTMAS WRAP. 1 group. 30% off; GIVE A PORTABLE for Christmas, en
res. J1.39 Christmas tree llghti, 99c;
Ollyrtttl-Undorwood, the portable typereg. $1.20 Kodak black and white
writer for people going places. The Letfilm, e20 . and 127 2-roll pack. He;
fere 32 has the edvanfeges of full alia
59c
Gibson
Glow-Sheen
Christmas
office machines only It Is light end
wrap, 2 rolls 69c ; reg. $19.95
Brpxlslim, slim enough ta slip Into a desk
dent automatic toothbrushes, tlZWr
drewer. The most remarkable feature
refl. $1.19 Pristan room vaporizer, 77e;
Is Its price. Only W.SO at WINONA
res. $1,49 Contac cold capsules, 99et
TYPEWRITER SERVICE, lei E. 3rd,
reg. 55c Vlcks Vapo Rub, 39c; many
Winona. Tel. 8-3300.
other sale items.
A PORTABLE to compare with any on
the market Is the STUDIO 44, another
Downtown & Miracle Mall
Olivetti-Underwood
product
designed
for ruggedness. Laroer than the Letters
Baby Merchandise
59 32. It will give its owner hour upon
hour of typing pleasure. For the businessman or office, It'll make a secreNYLO N MESH playyards, $17.95; folding
tary's work easier and much neater.
high chairs, 112.98. B0RZYSKOWSKI
Truly a sturdy machine. See a demonFURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave Open
stration at WINONA TYPEWRITER
evenings.
SERVICE, lei E. 3rd.

TED MAIER DRUGS

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

Vacuum Cleaners

DRY OAK block wood. Tel. 84B7-477I.

THERE'S PLENTY OF

COAL WEATHER
AH EAD!
Be Prepared
ORDER NOW
Prepared Size Coal
• COKE
• BRIQUETS
• STOKER FUELS
"It Costs Less to
Burn the Best"
350 W. 3rd Tel. 3373 •

78

ELECTROLUX SALES s. parts. Clarence
Russe ll, 1570 W. King.

Wanted to Buy

81

OLD RECORD PLAYERS, radios ana
TVs, any condition, not necessarily
working; also cabinet suitable for hi-fi.
Tel. 4785.
GOOD USED brooder house wanttd, 13>
14' or 14x14'.° Donald Maschka , /Minnesota City, Minn. Tel, 489-34J9.
POOL TABLE WA«TED-Elther 4V4^
or 4x1 Tel. Rushford I64-7e58 or write
P.O. Box 504, Rushlord, Minn.
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, and raw fur.
»» W. 2nd
Tel. 2047
Closed Saturdays
SEE Ua For Best Prices
- Scrap Irort, Metal , Wool, Raw Pure
M a W IRON & METAL CO.
Ml W. 2nd SI.
Tel. 3O04
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for ecrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw lura and wool I

Sam Weisrrian & Sons
INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
Tel. Hit

CHECKED YOUR OIL TANK

JH J|<
/^|/l
|

1^J

IP IT

'S LOW

ORDER NOW !

I
RelQX

COmf0

HrW^MSlPFILL YOUR'nFUEL
^^OIL TANKrtBY
^
W ^^
^^^^

DECEMBER 1ST

GET 50 EXTRA S&H GREEN STAMPS
ASK FOR YOUR FREE TEXACO CALENDAR
• METERED DELIVERY
• KEEP FILL SERVICE
y/T"SV
SERVICE
EMERGENCY
•
hawfS ^\

BOB STEIN
OIL CO.

VS/

FUEL CHIEF

TEL. 4743 FOR PROMPT
FURNACE OH.
FUEL OIL DELIVERY
Nights and Holidays 8-3450

Purchase on Contract
This reasonably priced 2-bedroom
home In near east location. Living
room, dining room, kitchen and bath.
New gas furnace, gas water heater,
garage.

A Land Buy

400' of level land on Service roar)
on Hwy. 41 south. Ideal location, for
molel or service station.
RESIDENCE PHONES!
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Bill Ziebell . . . 4854

of the corporation.

USED SINGER console, very clean, forward and reverse stitch, In blond cab.
Inst. WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Huff .
Tel. «4I.

All sizes and kinds to 14-ft,
Also Wholesale.

Store Building

Due to liquidation

Hardt 's Music Store

CHRISTMAS TREES

AA. LIBERA
SONS CO.
MUST BE SOLD

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS

1965 CHEVROLET Station
Wagon, 6 passenger, light
green in color with matching interior, V-8 engine,
autorn a t i c transmission,
power s t e e r i n g , power
brakes, white sidewall tires ,
exceptionally clean , LOW
mileage.
$2595

WALZ

BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon. & Fri. Night

[TIJj ^rWff WJj /f/fA
\a\iWi&*\m\^Jif \\\%

682-686 W. 5th St.

Tel. 3134

601 Main St.

Tel. J849

or inquire

M. Libera Sons Co
Farms, Land for Sale

1961 CJ5 JEEP
Universal
REAL GOOD CONDITION
Full vinyl top, snow tires
all around. Stop In and look
over this one. Take it for
a spin. See Ken at
Your Headquarters for the
leading 4-wheel drive vehicle

98

The Gordon Agency
Realtors

1959 DODGE
4-door Sedan, V-8, automatic transmission, radio,
white sidewall tires, charcoal gray finish with matching interior, excellent transportation for the low, low
price of
$595

NYSTROM'S

THIS WINTER
BE IN YOUR
NEW HOME

Hillside

Brand new horn* with three oedrooms, ceramic bath, rumpus room
with half bath, double garige, kitchen with frultwood cabinets and dining
area, sodded yard. Ready lor you
now I

FIRST OF THE
MONTH
SPECIAL
I960 RAMBLER
Classic Custom 4-dr. Sedan,
economical 8 cylinder engine, automatic transmission, reclining seats, tu-tone
green and white, good tires.
See and drive this
one today.

W

INON

A

$1750 Down

Pat Heise . . . 5709
Gordon Welshorn . . . 4B84

buys three-bedroom all new home
wilh altached garage, gas heal, full
basement With laundry tuts, carpeted living room, Just out ot trie city
limits In the ihadow of Sugar Loaf.
AFTER HOURS CALL:
W. L. (Wlb) Holier 8J1B1
Mrs. Frank (Pol) Mortes 2719
Laura Flik 3118
Leo Koll 4581

i

BOB

W ddcrith,
T REALTOR

l2Q ctNT ER-Tei.2349

^**Wr Exchange Bldg.
"Vlnona
Wairtod—Roel Estate)
WILL PAY HIGHEST
FOR YOUR C I T Y

102

CASH PRICBS
PROPERTY

"HANK" JEZEWSKI
(Winona 's Only Rial
Tel, Mil or Wl

Eitel* Buyer)
P.O. lax 141

STUDEBAKER—1M« Lark, straleM Kick,
4-cyllnder. 3M E. 10th. Tel. 7238.

SEE OUR fin* aalactron ef niw tnei
utad moblla homci, all ilzn, Bank
financing. 7-y»ar plan. COULBt MOBILE HOME IALE J, Hwy. 14-al I
*
Winona. Til. «7a.

1959 MERCURY 4-door Sedan, automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, radio and heater.
A GOOD RUNNER for $300

WALZ

BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon. & Fri. Night

RAMBLER f~\ 00081 "

it SALES -ft- ,

Open Mon. & Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649

STATION
WAGONS

1959 CHEVROLET IMPALA
.
Convertible, V-8
\
# m o t o r, p o w e r
/ steering, p o w e r
Y
\ / brakes, whitewall
\/
tires, solid Alpine
white finish with
y
white nyl on top.
Local one owner car. Specially priced at

- $895 -

WV» Aflvtrtlia Our Prlcw

1959 PONTIAC Cataiina
4-door hardtop, tu\
/ tone g r a y and
\
/
white finish , ra->
dio , heater , autoY\ //
m a t i c transmiss i o n, whitewall
Y
tires. L o c a l l y
"
owned.

- $795 -

'64 Ford Country
$2195
Squire
'64 Ford Country
$2395
Sedan
'63 Falcon Wagon .... $1295
'59 Ford Wagon •• - •• 5 595
^.

PRICED TO
SELL FAST

UTO

.^

fcE&KDg)
41 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Mon., Fri. Eve.
and Saturday afternoons

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel . 8-2711
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings
Mobil* Homes, Trailers 111
RENT OR SALE—Trailers and campers. Leahy' s. Buffalo City, wis. Tel.
Cochrane! 241-2532 or 241-2670.

H

HWY. Al Moblla Horn* U\a% aait nt
Shangri-La Molal. Wa hiv* II wW 'i
on hand, alio n«w 1961 modal I wldM.
T«l. t-Mi.

La Cross* Mobile Hornet
New k Used

ROLLOHOME

\V* mile S. of City llmita on
Hwy 14.
Lyle Norslcog - Rollls Norskog
Tel. Lt Crosse 4-8354
Auction Sales
-

„ .— M l I . I —
..il — an. ¦

¦
¦
¦¦
¦¦—— *—»

Houuhold Good! Our Spaxlilty
HIL H. DUILLMAN, Fountain city.

Wli. Til. IAI7-J431 er U87-3i7t.

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER . City and atata UcaruM
and bondtd. 552 Llbarty St. (Corner
E. Sth »nd Liberty) Tal ««0.
CARL FANN JR.
AUCTIONEER. Bonded and Lleamod.
Rut hford, Minn.
Ttl. <U-7.U.

MINNESOTA

Land & Auction Sales

Evaratt J. Kohnar
lit Walnut. Tal. 14710, liter hour. 7114

DEC. 4 - Sal; n a.m. 4 milM .«. a»
Arcadia on State Hwy. M. Marr.al
(Jack) Sobotta property) W. A. Z*ck.
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
DEC. 4—Sat. 11:30 p.m. Located on Hwy .
162 between Bangor and Hwy. in.
Wehrs Chevrolet Salei, owner; Miller
a, Wehrenbero; auctioneers; Thorp Fl.
nence Corp., clerk.
DEC. 4—Sat. 11 a.m, About 3 miles E. of
Hokah, Minn., near Junction Hwy. 74
and County Road 7. Frank C. Feldmeler estate); Worrli 1 Olson, auctionState
Bank
<H
eers; Commercial
Hokah, clerk.
DEC. «—Set. 1 p.m. Hou»etio.ld Auction
al £24 Clark Ave., Galeivllle, Wis. Wendell Sacla, ownar; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co.. clerk.
DEC. 4 — Set. 1J:30 p.m. Liquidation
Auction, 767« E. 2nd St.. corner 2nd
& Lafayette. Robert Brlnkmin, auctioneer; Ralph T. Hengel. clerk.
DEC. 7—Tut*. 12:» p.m. Livestock Sal«(
at Laneibere Sales Commission. ForStrom's, Charetali Farm stock ; Walter
Ode. auctioneer; Thorp Sale* Corp.(
clerk.
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CHAROLAIS PRODUCTION SALE
also
HEREFORD AND ANGUS BROOD COWS
GOING ONCE . . .
FORSTROM'S CHAROLAIS FARM —
LANESBORO, MINNESOTA
GOING TW ICE
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
IT CAN BE YOURS
CHAROLAIS ASS'N.
72 HEAD
1964 CHEVROLET
i
Present sire FWT Majesty No. 815 Registered Pur*v
Bel Air
I bred. Production calves sired by present herd sire also.
4-door Sedan
1 All Mult females bred to present sire. State Lab. Bangs
PERFECT CONDITION
|i and TB tested for interstate shipment—heifer calves calfthroughout. Only
I hood vaccinated. All- Eligible calves are recorded.
i
1 Charolais Registered bull, 7/8, 16 months; 6 Charolals
$1998
I Registered bulls, 3/4, 16 to 18 months; 10 Charolais RegisI tered cows, 1/2, springing or with calves at ,aide, 3 to
§ 5 years; 4 Hereford cows with calves at side, 4 to 6
1 years ; 4 Hereford cows with calves at side, 6 to 8 years ;
|
6 Angus cows, springing or calves at side, 4 to 8 years;
WsC^HEVROLET^CO. |j 12 Angus Cross cows with calves at side.
121 Huff Tel. 2396 or 9210

O & J MOTOR CO.

AFTER HOURSJ

Mobile Homes, Tr«IUrk 111

Breezy Acres
Hwys. 14 ind 41 E.

BE IN FOR CHRISTMAS !
lMi story home -with living
room, kitchen with breakfast room, 1 bedroom and
FARMS
FARMS
FARMS
full bath down. Upstairs one
we
trade.
we
sell,
We buy,
Chrysler - Plymouth
large room which can easiMIDWEST REALTY CO.
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights
Osseo, Wis.
two
more
ly
be
made
into
Res. 695-3157
bedrooms. Full basement ,
Tel. Office 597-36S*
OPEN EVERY
oil burning furnace, garage,
99 nice yard. Only $300 down.
Telephone Your Want Ads
House* for Sale
WEEK NIGHT
See it now !
to The Winona Daily News
UNDER $17,500. Glen Mary, new >
'TIL 9:00
attached garage,
bedroom rambler,
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.
WEST WABASHA . . .
natural gas, carpeted. Smell amount
Tel.
8-1235.
down. Gerald Buege.
1 BLOCK TO SCHOOL
Compact 2 story 3 bedroom
home with living room,
dining room and kitchen,
full basement, double garage. Immediate occupancy.
DECEMBER CLEARANCE SALE
FHA approved. $400 down.
We Look At Any And All Deals
WINONA STONE FIREPLACE
Reduced
for quick sale. 3-o lex. 18,500. Monthly
Highlights the living room
19G5 Ford LTD 4-door hard- 1965 Fairlane SCO 4-door , V-8,
Income S150. Good Sarnia 51. locawith
beamed
ceiling
and
Cruisomatic , light blue,
top, power steering and
tion.
panelled walls , beautifully
,
very
low mileage.
power
brakes.
All
black
Income Property
carpeted
and
draped
.
Charm
U
m
On West Sarnia. 3 separate epts.
^rd Fairlaneif 4-door,
Jf
* l TT
f
ing kitchen with built-in
rl\
Modestly priced.
s)) t l dark
4-door,
1965 Ford
Custom f500
™*
wall oven and hood. 2 car^ „standar(i
352 . V-8 motor, CruisoDuplex
$1995
peted bedrooms, den or
matic, light blue,
West central location . Lower apt.,
Lovely
landthird
bedroom.
has carpeted living room and dining
radio
$2195 1964 Ford Galaxie 500 4-door ,
room. Each apt. has a furnace and
scaped yard , Just minutes
200 h.p., V-8, power brakes
, fi
1965
Mustang
convertible
garage and 3 bedrooms. Price HJ<away. This is a real beauty !
and steering all white,
,
shift
,
standard
cylinder
Cruisomatic. It a
white , very low
LOTS OF LOTS
Reduced
n«w
11995
mileage
$2395
tor sale this month, new three-bedroom, bath and a half home, carpetLet us show you a variety
4-door,
1963
Ford
Galaxie
500
p
ed living room, attached double gaorr
hardtop,
]9M
\ XL 2-door
of lovely building lots, all
rage, gas heat, excellent construction.
352 V-8 motor, Cruisomatic ,
V -fi, Cruisomatic , bucket
sizes, all prices,
power steering, rose
MatS ) an white , low mile$9800
color
$1795
NEW DOUBLE GARAGE
buys Ihls home on corner lot, three
age
bedrooms, new root, new siding, big
1963 Ford Galaxie 500 2-door i iwwi' _ . _ . .
t ,
garage.
3 bedrooms, new kitchen,
hardtop, tu-tone , V-8 , Ford- ™?n Ford Fairlane , 4-door,
living room, dining room.
V-fl standard shift clean,
Overlooking Lake
omatic very low mileage .
First floor has bin kitchen with
Combination windows, pern
new
$1795
it's
*]285
^
dining area, living room, small office
Only
siding.
$200
manent
bedor hobby room, bath and one
1962 Ford Galaxie 500 4-door , 1953 Chevrolet Monza 2-door
down on Veteran Loan. See
room. Second floor has lull bath
V-8 , Cruisomatic , power
Spyder , equipped , all
and four bedrooms. Large lot plus
it
now
!
two-car gnrage.
.steering. All white.
$121)5
black
i0
Only
$1105
WALKING DISTANCE
Near the New
'
TO DOWNTOWN
^>± °r '
1962 Oldsmobile F85 4-door . ^J^i/jjJ
« eylinder , Fordomatic
High School
,
vinyl
.standard
shift
V-8,
re,L 0n, y
Rambler with large wool carpeted
The charm of an older home
trim. Clean , just .... $1195
*595
living room, big kitchen wilh built In
can
be
found
in
this
sparango and oven, ceramic bath wilh
cious 4 bedroom family
vanity plus half bath olf kitchen,
three good sized bodroomi, attached
home lovely fireplace in
1961 Ford Galaxie 2-door 1951 Rambler wagon , 6
two-car garage , laundry room olf
living room, sitting room,
hardtop, V-fl , Cruisokitchen for convenient living,
cylinder , automatic 4room,
censeparate
dining
A11 blaCk
, luggage rack
Two Down
'
SJ'
tral hallway, Presently the
. $1095
J!)5
N,ee
upstairs is completely rent1 960 (Buick Invictn 2-door
*S
Two Up
"•
and o halt home hai two
ed out. Use for your family
This sir
hardtop, bucket seats ,
bedrooms -nd bath down plus carpetor Income property. Full
all white. Very Sharp.
1950 Ford Country Sedan
ed living roor, kitchen with wallbasement, oil burning fur9 passenger wagon , V-8 ,
type GE refrigerator, Iwo bedrooms
1961 Falcon 4-door , standon second floor and half bath and
Only
down
and
nace.
$1,000
,
Fnnlomniin
ard
shift
.
All
whilf
.
an amusement room v/lth built-in
$fi|)5
$75 monthly. See it today!
Only
priced to sell.
bar In the basement.
120 ACRE FARM, dairy or beef, good
buildings, good farm program, 2 miles
E. of Galevsllle on blacktop road,
school bus by door, oil heat. Lawrence
Park, Rt. 2, Galesville, Wis.

109

Used Core

F. A. KRAUSE CO.

96

MC DONALDS?

TEMPO

WMsWrngmnm

Wanted to Rent

To be given away at

Guns, Sporting Goods

109

wanted. Til.

1959 Plymouth 4-door, fi ryl- 195K Ford 2-door , 6 cylinder,
standard shift ,
inder, overdrive ,
$445
economy
$295
greon. ' Now
1057 Ford Country Squire
.
chcvrolct 2 .flooi fi cylin .
sta ion wagon . V-8, I' ordo
powerBlido
liRht
d
s
malic , very clean , ft
Nicc
/
m
$.175
passenger
,
V-8,
4-door
1051.
Chevrolet
4-door,
Chevrolet
Bel
Air
19H7
Powerglide , good IransporV-fl , Powerglide , two to
tatlon .
choose from.
1960 Ford 500 4-door, VJ , Cruisomatic , power Klonrinjj . nil
$775
white, 1 owner. Sharp
Wc Finance-Bank Rates

O & J MOTO^ CO.
"Kord Deale r "
St. Charles , Minn.
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I Tuesday, December' 7¦ I

1

1

I
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12:30 P.M.
AT
LANESBORO SALES COMMISSION
Lanesboro. Southeast Minnesota on Highway lfl
Auctioneer: Walter Ode
Clerk : Thorp Sales Corporation, Rochester, Minnesota
Paul Evenson, Lanesboro Local Representative
THORP SALES COMPANY'S EASY TERMS
Thorp Sales Co., Clerk, Rochester, Minn.
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l| Having sold farm , will sell the following personal prop- |
f
I crty at public auction on

S Wednesday* Deceimbet 8 |
W

fi

Farm is located 4 miles west of Lanesboro on Irish Ridge
Road, or 6 miles east of Fountain or Irish Ridge Road,
or 7 miles Northeast of Preston on Isinours Road. Follow
Thorp Auction Arrows. Lunch will be served by the
Unit of St. Patrick's Church.
33 HEREFORDS AND HOLSTEINS - All beef cows
nre bred artificially to He reford bulls. Holstein cows bred
artificially to Holstein bulls. Herd Is Bangs tested.
2 Shorthorn heifers , due 1st calf In Spring; 4 Hereford
cows, due 2nd and 3rd calf in Spring ; 6 Hereford cows ,
du« 4th to 6th calf in Spring; 1 Holstein heifer, due 1st
call in March ; 3 Holstein heifers , milking, due 2nd calf
Marc h and April; 3 Holstein cows, milking, due in Spring;
l Swiss cow , milking, due in March; 10 Hereford calves ,
steers and heifers , 300 to 400 lbs.; 3 Holstein bull calves
(barn).
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — Wilson 4-can cooler ; 2 Surge
milker; Surge pump and motor; strainer, pails, etc .
y
MACHINERY - A.C. "WD 45" tractor, good rubber,
7 with cultivator; A.C. "WD" tractor ; A.C. mounted digger , Jl-ft.; A.C. mounted plow , 3x14 ; A.C. mounted 2-row
7 picker; A.C. baler; A.C. combine "60" complete; A.C.
»! disk , 12-ft .; J.D. tractor mower , 7-ft, ; J. D. 290 planter;
7 .1.1) . spreader; McD . drill with grass seeder, B-ft. ; McD.
tractor plow , 2x16; Owatonna elevator , 36-ft.; Mnssey
Harris 4-bar side delivery ; Oliver tandem disc , 18-inch
¦, '. discs , 8-ft.; :i-scclion spring tooth; 4-scction wood drag
7 with folding draw bar; steel wagon on rubber with 6x12
box , 24-inch sides; steel wagon with bale rack; 2 slip
|,scrapers (one heavy duty) ; junk machinery (hay loader ,
I plow , corn hinder , side delivery ).5(1
FEED — 2,500 bales hay; 1 hales straw; 600 bu.
I
% ear corn; 500 bu. oats.
S
HOCIS AND EQUIPMENT - 14 Cross bred feeders,
7 15(1 to 1110 lbs. ; 1 Duroc hoar , 200 lbs.; hog feeder, 107 door; hog troughs , etc.
CHICKENS AND KQUIPMENT -¦ 100 White Leghorn
te hens, 1 yoar; chicken nests, etc.
HOUSEHOLD - Capehart combination radio and
f:
f - phonograph; suwing machine; 2 wool rugs, 9x12; baby
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:
MISCELLANEOUS - Steel kettle; heavy duty light
7 cord ; cement blocks; electric fencer; feed tanks; wheel7 burrow on rubber; vise ; tools; grease guns ; 4 tine hay
U fork and rope ; belts; shovels, etc.
OWNER: JOHN QUINN , IANESBORO , MINNESOTA
p
f.
Auctioneers : Orvi .s Redalen and Howard Knudsen
.'
Clerk ; Thorp Sales Corporation , Rocheoter, Minnesota
Paul lOvenson , Lnncsboro local Representative
,.
T1IOHP SAI.KS COMPANY'S EASY TERMS
Thorp Sales Co., Clerk , Rochester , Minn .
4
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rrlb; couch; j/ira; gas tank ; dishes , etc.
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By Roy Cranr

BUZ tAWYlR

By Chotter Gould

DICK TRACY

By Morf Walkv

BEETLE BAILEY

*y Chic Young

BLONDIE

TIGER
THE FLINTSTONES

»y Hanna-Barbera

STEVE CANYON

By ¦Milton Canniff
¦

¦
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I

I

i
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By Bud Blake

LI'L A&NER

By Al Capp

1
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A Comfort Gift For Christmas
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GREAT GIFTS TO GIVE FOR

]
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A GIFT OF A RUSCO DOOR!
1. COMFORT IN WARMTH

Keeping out cold wintry blasts!
¦?
in
«
^AI.K-MBV
*• A ..¦•...•...-.>
2. COMFORT IN CLEANUNESS
Filter screeen to keep out dirt . . .
admitting only freah clean air in summer'
3. COMFORT IN SAFETY
Most combination doors, though locked, can be quietly removed with a
screw driver by would-be intruders.
Not so with Rusco Doors. Only the
noisy shattering of the glass will permit entry through a Rusco Door.
4. COMFORT IN FUNCTION
Rusco Doors are sturdy, don't stick
or freeze shut. They close softly with
no metal-to mctal clatter , yet latch
positively and snugly.

RUSCO DOORS have met with such
•nthuiiattlc acceptance other y«art that
we 've gotten in th*> giving mood, tool
We'll giw» . . .

tr

Epoxy paint, In the color ot your
Rusco Doors from
choice, protects
.Png and oxidizat|on
piU

* COMFORT IN SERVICE
As near as your telephone and for
y ears to come. No othor window corn^any has provided Winona with lininterrupted local dealer service as long
ns R usco 7 • COMFORT MEMORIES

Each time the. door is used , the giver
will be remembered,

8

COMFORT IN KNOWING . . .
the Kiver carcd enouch , 0 g|ve the
very b(lhtl
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RUSCO Self-Storing
$71^**
$81.95
# I
DOOR (traded) Reg.
°
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5. COMFORT IN BEAUTY
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RUSCO Combination
$/l1 ^
UI
DOOR (traded) Reg. $71.95
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TLOUGAN RUSCO . . . COMFORT HEADQUARTERS!

ou
Phone 5667
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New PohroW Color Pack Camera
Polaroid has just Introduced an economy model of
the famous Color Pack Camera. It' s called the Model

it P^mniIfAflalr
'i
rVUUaK Inelantoii
inSIdlllallC
Ualltera

KM

Kodak Instamatle Cameras combined with the revohitionary new Sylvania Blue Dot Flashcube is the
hottest thing going today in photography! You're a 1A for
. .u
u .. «
* u..
ways ready
the next^ «
flashu shotl
No fumbling.
stop in for a free demonstration - no obligation we 're more than happy to demonstrate our products,
give helpful hints , take care of snapshot problems.
etc. . . . the things you'd miss by shopping at the
«o<allcd 'super stores." Let us help you!

4 Quick Flash Pictures
Without Changing Bulbs!

.
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Same ®tA film> San« fast loading, Same electric
cye- Sanv blg co,or prints in M seconds (bla and
<*
wnite in J ust 10) - Yct Polaroid has figured
out' a
8
,
, , ,
wa y to Lbrln8 Jt to you for only about half the price
origbial mode
of

^

,

When you invent something that's this much fun ,
you 've just got to find a way to put it in the hands
of a lot of people.

¦
'
j °—* "? "— •*- *
ONE HALF THE PRICE!

I ED BUCK'S CIWWUL £%t
S

|

159 MAIN STREET — NEXT TO THE NEW FIRST NATIONAL BANK
1
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"Remember —A Gift of a Camera Is Never Forgotten "
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